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Developer condemns city's attitude 
TERRACE - -  Although city under way this spring, law when owners of lots adja- ment." said. 
council says it favours develop- 
ment, it's not willing to put its 
money where its mouth is, says 
a local developer. 
And that ,  adds Stan 
Shapitka, has prompted him to 
drop plans for what would have 
been the city's largest residential 
sub-division project in many 
years. 
In August of last year 
Shapitka announced plans to 
develop a 147-1ot sub-division 
on land above Lanfear Hill and 
west of Mountain Vista Drive. 
The project was to have been 
carried out in three phases with 
the first, 55-1ot phase getting 
The problem, he explained, 
was sanitary sewer lines within 
the sub-division had to be hook- 
ed up to an existing city lines. 
The nearest was :at Mountain 
Vista Drive, approximately 
cent to the sewer line and road 
developed their properties. 
Council, however, refused 
both requests. 
• "It  just seems the city isn't 
too interested in lending any 
850ft. fr0m-the:sou[hwest cur: type of assistance whatsoever," 
her of the development proper- Shapitka said, adding council 
ty. appeared to want the estimated 
Shapitka said he asked the ci- $500,000 increased tax base the 
ty to build that line and to pave sub-division :would bring but  
However, alderman Danny 
Sheridan maintained, that is not 
the case. 
The issue, he said, was 
whether the city had subsidized 
developers in the past --  " I 'm 
pretty sure it hasn't" - -  and 
whether it was going to do so in 
this case. "Council didn't seem 
willing to do that." 
While conceding Shapitka 
Bailey St. from McConnell to 
the northern edge of the proper- 
ty. Although the city would 
have paid for both projects, he 
pointed out the cost could have 
eventually been recovered under 
a Development Cost Charge by- 
"without spending one nickel." - was likely not happy with court- 
Describing his proposal as a . eli's decision, Sheridan era- 
Pointing out the development 
could still proceed if Shapitka 
paid the road and sewer connec- 
tion costs, Sheridan said other 
developers had done so in the 
past. That included the city 
itself when it had developed 
properties it owned on the Birch 
Ave. bench and deJong Cres- 
cent. 
However, disenchanted by 
lass A deve lopment" ,  phasized it had not been taken what he called council,s "small ' 'C  
Shapitka dded, "It would have lightly. "Quite frankly, it's town mentality", Shapitka said 
been a fantastic thing for the el- cheaper for the city to concen- his future development efforts 
ty of Terrace...but I guess they trate on infilling than to go to a would be directed outside the ci- 
are not interested in develop- massive new sub-division." he ty, possibly in Thornhill. Danny Sheridan 
Fire 
starter 
jailed 
TERRACE - -  A 17-year-old 
Terrace youth has been sentenc- 
ed to 16 months in a juvenile 
detention centre for setting 
three fires that damaged a 
Halliwell Ave. store last year. 
The youth - -  who under the 
Young Offenders Act cannot be 
named --  pleaded guilty to 
three counts o f  arson in connec- 
tion with the fires at Uplands 
Systems and Service. 
Judge Ed de Walle ordered 
the boy to serve 10 months in 
closed custody and another six 
months in open custody, which 
permits periodic releases from 
the centre. 
Upon his release from the 
detention centre he will be plac- 
ed on probation for 18 months 
during which time he is to 
undergo alcohol, drug and 
psychtatr iq ,  co.unselling..as 
ordered by probation officers. 
De Walle rejected Crown pro- 
secutor Henry Waldock's call 
for a $60,000 payment to com- 
pensate for damage to the 
building. 
Fires were set there on Aug. 
15, Dec. 8 and Dec 9. 
Firefighters were called out to 
the Dec. 8 fire at around 1:15 
p.m., shortly after the fire 
broke out. 
That one did little damage, 
but the blaze which broke out at 
12:37 a.m. the following night 
caused extensive damage to a 
shed at the rear of the building 
and its contents. 
The latter included an out- 
board motor, bench saws and 
two new satellite dishes which 
were reduced to puddles of 
molten plastic. 
If he was an adult, he could 
have been facing life imprison- 
ment as a maximum sentence in- 
stead of three years. That's 
because people live in the 
building and the youth was 
charged under a new section of 
the law that relates to fires set in 
occupied buildings, and sets out 
stiffer maximum sentences. 
New look 
OLD AND NEW are on display as the scouting movement made. changes in its uniforms last year. 
In.the front onthe left, JamesAdams of the First Terrace Cubs Wears a new uniform while Devin 
Craig, also Of the First Terrace, has on an old one. Danny Miller of the First Terrace Scouts, on the 
left in the back, wears a new uniform, Fellow First Terrace scout Jason Yamashita displays the old 
uniform, 
Aican appeal on hold 
TERRACE - -  Alcan's appeal 
of the federal court ruling that 
has shut down construction at 
Kemano is on hold until April 8. 
Hearings ended Dec. 20 with 
lawyers for the environmental 
group Save.the-Bulkley still to 
be heard, as well as final 
responses from law3~ers for 
Alcan and the federal govern- 
Nechako's water the company 
would be allowed to divert o its 
hydroelectric generators at 
Kemano. 
Alcan's lawyers are now 
arguing the company wasn't 
given the opportunity to tell its 
side of the story at the original 
hearings and that the federal 
government's environmental 
ficials decide before the appeal 
resumes to refer tim project o a 
full public environmental 
review panel. 
The company was told by the 
court to submit a written ap- 
plication to that effect. 
Most of the 800 workers who 
had been employed at Kemano 
were laid off when Alcan halted 
work a month after the Walsh 
ruling. 
Natives and environmen- 
talists fighting the project con- 
tinue to call on the com puny to 
accept immediate public hear- 
ings into its environmental ef- 
fects. 
Avalanche 
went. 
The aluminum company is 
trying to overturn a court deci- 
sion last Spring ordering a full 
federal environmental review of 
the $1-billion Kemano Comple- 
tion Project, 
Justice Allison Walsh heard 
evidence from northwest natives 
and environmentalists - -  who 
say the project could halve ex- 
isting water levels in the 
Nechako River - -  before 
deciding May 1'8 to quash the 
federal government's attempt to 
exempt the project from the 
federal environmental assess- 
ment and review guidelines, 
He also threw out a 1987 deal 
between Ottawa and Alcan set- 
ting out how much of the 
review guidelines don't apply in 
the case of Kemano. 
Three Justices of the Federal 
Court of Appeal will decide the 
fate of the huge hydroelectric 
project when they rule on the 
company's appeal after the re- 
maining submissions are made 
in April. 
The delay of the appeal until 
then - -  that was the earliest date' 
all three Justices would be 
available --  prompted company 
lawyers to again call for an 
order halting the government's 
internal environmental review, 
currently underway. 
The entire appeal could 
become academic, Alcan's 
lawyer argued, if federal of- 
claims two 
TERRACE-  Snowmobilers 
here are in shock after a massive 
Friday afternoon avalanche on 
Thornhill Mountain buried and 
killed two local men who had 
been Snowmobiling there. 
Dead arc 33.year-old William 
Perrie Turner and 25-year-o!d 
Peter James Dobler, both of 
Terrace. 
Turner -- the current presi- 
dent of the Skeena .Valley 
Snowmobilers' Club --  and 
Dobler were both described as 
experienced snowmobilers. 
The two were with six other 
local snowmobilers in the Cop- 
per Mountain range area im- 
mediately southeast of town. 
Their companions could only 
watch when the snow on the 
steep slope started to move. 
The avalanche struck at 3 
p.m. and searchers were im- 
mediately called_in..,.,-- - 
The dead men weren't found 
until 11 p.m that•night, with the 
aid of Terrace RCMP police 
dog Echo. Due to fierce winds 
and whiteout conditions on the 
mountain, their bodies weren't 
Meningitis 
oppears 
in the N.W. 
HAZELTON --  A 14-month- 
old New Hazelton baby is in 
hospital in Smithers after being 
struck with meningitis. 
The case is the first one to 
show up in the northwest during 
the recent flurry of B.C. men- 
ingitis cases. 
Skeena Health Unit medical 
health officer David Bowering 
said the baby boy is at Bulkley 
Valley Hospital in Smithers and 
is responding well to treatment 
for the infectious disease, which 
has a 10 per cent fatality rate. 
The baby was diagnosed with 
meningoccal meningitis --  the 
same strain of the disease that 
has shown up in the B.C. in- 
terior and Ottawa. 
Bowering said the case is not 
apparently related to the other 
B.C. meningitis cases. 
Nearly 40 Hazeiton-area 
residents who were in close con- 
tact with the child are under 
observation and being treated 
with antibiotics to prevent 
secondary spread of the disease, 
he added. 
"We've had calls from people 
who are worried about it," he 
added. "But 1 don't think 
there's any particular need for 
concern here in Terrace." 
recovered until Saturday. 
Local snowmobilers, Search 
and Rescue'  vo lunteers ,  
highways ministry avalanche 
technicians, and RCMP officers 
with a tracking dug'were all in- 
volved in the search. 
"All the club is just in 
shock," said Run Niesner, the 
club's secretary' who ran the 
base camp during the search. 
"It 's just unbelievable, i'm still 
in shock." 
He said the size of the slide 
shocked even the avalanche 
technicians. "This thing was 
as t ronomica l -  it was just 
massive. 
It's a sad day right now, but 
all we can do at this point is 
learn and make sure i t  doesn't 
happen again." 
It's the first ever fatal 
snowmobiling accident here, he 
added. . . . . . . .  , ~ ......... ..... 
ly elected as thepresideafoi' the 
Skeena Valle~;: Snowmobilers'. 
Club, "He's, ,always: been `• a 
long-standing membet;-of the 
club," Niesner. s /dd. : "Pete 
(Dobler) wasn't a member of 
the club, but he: ;was a 
snowmobiler and he enjoyed the 
sport." 
He said the r club will be 
analyzing the incident o try to 
figure out what Went •wrong. 
"We'll try to work it through 
our minds and see what we 
could have done or should have 
done," he said. "There are go- 
ing to be a lot of changes, i'll 
tell you that much." 
"Snowmobiling has now 
become a hazardous sport and 
it's opened up a lot of eyes to 
these guys," he said. 
"It 's too bad that two good 
people had to die just to hit the 
point home." 
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BURNS LAKE --  Babine PRINCE RUPERT- -  Corn- VANDERHOOF -- 
Forest Products announced pletlon of the Third Ave. Regional hospital district 
the company's sawmill reconstruction project is in board members are mot con. 
operation here will operate doubt because of a change in vtneed $16.1 million 'needs to 
I 
SMITHERS -, 'COun'di fi~,.: 
voted to. Increase ! ggrbage ~i- 
ccitt for commercial pnml~S~:i .,, 
and four per cent for r~Slden~ ,: only four days a week for lS the •taxation status of the 
of the first 24 weeks of the Ridley Island coal terminal. 
year, The terminal is now a 
A UIC worksharing pro. Crown corporation which 
gram has been put in place to means it will now pay a grant 
,m,!~lmtze ,the impact on the in lieu of municipal of taxes. 
:i: !~i i~rkers effected by the Mayor Peter Lester says that 
chatige/poor market condi- could leave the city $750,000 
ti0t|Si'snd the high price of short next yearl half !he/ 
, prl~ate,|ogrpurc.hases are be- estimat?d cosi -of compl~ 
".ingblain~ f0r the cutback. ' tlon~ .::: • • :~i:~!:i, )i)i',' 
II I II I I f" I " I I I  I 
be spent on rebuilding the 
Bulkley Valley hospital, tial; : ~ :: ~f:  
Suggest!rig the eventual Themoye was opp0sedb, y,~ 
cost ,-W~[~,~ likelyl exceed the tWO aldel:men ~who p01~i ,  
$16 mff[i~':esdmaie, .chair: out the: tO~d~:had ,i oWi':';!i(~e/' :.
man ~I~G~ MeFee expan, past y~ar,i6~(¢ii~to'~ti~!61!a:!ii 
sioii~i~i o'i[~ '~e~!~xlstlng :. facility cb mme~Clsi:~eoll~¢fl~.~O~i~:: I,
would ~t~ble .  That is tion, H6weve~'~'~!ma~/i~!~):: 
ex ected |~ c6s|~$mill lon. Davldson, n ed~;~US~e . 
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Plans to chop the number of 
nurses and beds at Mills 
Memorial hospital prompted 
doctors and nurses to warnthe 
cuts could put patients lives at 
risk. 
The hospital announced the 
cuts in a bid to avoid a budget 
deficit for the second year in a 
row. 
A petition•signed by 11,582 
residents from across the region 
was subsequently presented to 
provincial health minister Bruce 
Strachan, who appointed a 
private consultant to investigate 
the situation. 
Orenda Forest •Products an- 
nounced plans to build a $365 
million pulp and paper mill 
south of Lakelse Lake. 
The company delayed the 
startof the review process after 
local residents expressed con- 
cern about its location and 
potent ia l  env i ronmenta l  
damage. 
Onthe  same day Orenda 
named the Dubose industrial 
estate location proposal, Ter- 
race council asked the provin- 
cial government to extend its 
boundaries to include the mill 
site so it could collect any taxes 
the development generated. 
Travel agency owner and 
former alderman George Clark 
was named business executive 
of the .year by the chamber of 
commerce. 
Or "k "~" ~ 'k 
The city and school district 
began a months-long wrangle 
over the use of trailers as tem- 
porary classrooms after city 
permits director Bob Lafleur 
refused to okay two trailers at 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary. 
Eventually, it was agreed to 
allow trailers on school proper- 
ty  provided they met 
Building Code specifications. 
Having reigned as Queen of 
Riverboat Days since its incep- 
tion, freeman of the city Vesta 
Douglas announced she was ab- 
dicating. 
# "k ~ 'k 'k  
After a six-month closure, the 
art gallery re-opened on a part- 
time basis. The Dec. '90 closure 
had followed council's rejection 
of a $25,000 grant request 
which would have allowed the 
gallery to hire a full-time co- 
ordinator. 
Plans for the community's se- 
cond, local TV station were an- 
nounced. A voluntary, non- 
profit organization, Evergreen 
Community Television was to 
be a completely community- 
dr iven operat ion ,  said 
organizers. 
~r ~r ~" ~r 9t 
Shelley O'Brien was crowned 
Miss Terrace. First princess was 
Heather Bretfeld and second 
princess Nikki Schafhauser. 
Layoffs at the Kemano Com- 
pletion project reached more 
than 500 following Alton's deci- 
sion to scale down the project. 
Meanwhile a federal court of 
appeal justice rejected Alcan's 
bid to block a federal en- 
vironmental review of the pro- 
ject ordered in May by federal 
court Justice Allison Walsh. 
School District 88 fired Bruce 
Greenwood, its personnel direc- 
tor. Greenwood had been hired 
two years earlier in part to han- 
dle contract alks and avoid the 
need to hire negotiators. 
However, school board chair- 
man Edna Cooper said the 
board had never had the con- 
fidence in him to allow him to 
lead its bargaining team. 
high winds on July 25 caused 
the empty wooden tank to lean 
dangerously, crews moved in to 
complete the demolition Mother 
Nature had started, 
DOWN TO EARTH. That's the way it was for Terrace's last remain- 
ing water tower, located on McConnell next to the Northwest Corn-. 
munity College grounds. After Many local federal offices 
MORE THAN 175 people attended the Rising Spirit healing workshop put on in late August by the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre. Speakers included Chief Leonard George of the Burrad band and inland 
Salish speaker Lee Brown. 
I 
October 
~ssess environmental nd other 
~mpacts of the project. 
Area highways were closed by 
floods and washouts as heavy 
rains inundated the northwest; 
Highways district manager 
John Newhouse put the cost of 
repairing the damage at 
$400,000.500,000. 
The city had to rely on water 
pumped from the Skeena River 
after the dam at its Deep Creek 
• reservoir was put out of action 
by the high waters. 
City council and the library 
board agreed to postpone a 
referendum on a proposed $1.5 
million expansion for the facili- 
ty until the spring of 1992. 
A local hunter walking 
through a remote area near 
Rosswood made an unexpected 
find - -  a plantation of nehrly 
600 martjauna plants. / 
New Democrat candidate 
Helmut Giesbrecht i became 
A rash of break-and-enters, 
acts of vandalism and incidents 
of arson prompted the city to 
look at ways to get teensloff the 
street late at night, 
• With fines for breaking the 10 
p.m. curfew by,law too low to 
be a deterrent, regulations 
restricting the hours of opera- 
tion for pool halls were being 
considered. 
: ,.~ ~" "A" 'k 'k 
Sharp increases in sexually 
transmitted diseases in  the 
region could also • signal a 
• greater'r isk o f  'contracting 
AIDS here; warned medical 
health officer Dr, David Bowe r- 
ing. . . . .  
Bowering added he, largely 
discounted official statistics 
which claimed only one AIDS 
case and a handful of HIV- 
positive tests in the northwest. 
*****  
,Tsimshian Tribal Council 
president Art Sterritt warned 
local native bands would fight 
the Orenda pulp mill proposal. 
He said the opposition was 
based on environmental con- 
cerns and the fact the proposed 
site - -  akin south of Lakelse 
Lake --  fell within the Tsim- 
shian land claim. 
minister Dave Parker by 831 
bal lots.  Juani ta  Hat ton,  
Liberal, finished third with 
1,629. 
~,A.  • ~ 
Oil's Place, the Lakelse Lake 
neighbourhood pub, was allow- 
ed to reopen but on condition 
there were no n~ore strip shows 
and the pub was operated by the 
owners. 
Its liquor licence had been 
suspended Oct. 3 following an 
investigation by RCMP and li- 
quor licencing officers. 
Windows were smashed, 
roman candles fired at passing 
cars and Lakelse Ave. barricad- 
ed with shopping carts 
Hallowe'en ight as nearly 200 
youths rampaged through 
downtown streets. 
RCMP inspector Larry Yeske 
said he had considered using 
tear gas but instead decided to 
monitor the situation and wait 
for the crowd .to disperse on its 
own. ' 
' As for criticism of the 
• Sterritt also wanted the pro- Skeena's new MLA in the 'Oct. police's failure to intervene, 
vinclal government •to Come up 17 proVincial elect ion. Yeske shld oyei reacting to the 
with $50,00Q sothe'tribal coun- OiesbrechkreceiVed 5,597 votes situation could have turned into 
cil could hlre~COasultants I to i to  defe~t !,|ncumb~iit Socred somethlrtg more serious, 
and facilities found themselves 
behind picket lines as members 
of the Public Service Alliance of 
Canada Went out on strike. 
The consultant hired by the 
Health ministry to look into 
.Mi!ls :- Memorial hospital 's 
money problems rgcommended 
the province give the facility 
another $150;000. 
Malcolm Walker also sug- 
gested the hospital could steps 
on its own which would increase 
its revenues by $100,000 ayear. 
• ~r'A" • ~ ~ 
Cool summer weather was 
blamed for an epidemic of bear 
sightings in northwestern com- 
munities. More than 300 
sightings had been reported to 
date, even before the bears main 
foraging season had begun. 
Myrna George, 19, died after 
having an abortion at Mills 
Memorial hospital. George had 
suffered internal bleeding for 
three days before being 
transferred to Vancouver Sept. 
14. 
She went into a coma and 
Faced with the poorest retrun 
of summer un steelhead in 10 
years, Fish and Wildlife banned 
the taking of those fish in the 
Skeena nd its tributaries. 
Fisheries biologist Colin 
Spence said only an estimated 
2,300 steelhead returned to the 
Skeena by the beginning of 
August m just over one third of 
the average over the past 35 
years and far below the 26,000 
spawners the river can support. 
• k 9¢ .A- 9r • ~" 
A group of investors an- 
nounced plans forone of the ci- 
ty 's  largest sub-divis ion 
developments in years. The pro- 
posal called for up to 150 
residential lots to be built on 50 
acres above Lanfear Hill and 
extending toward Mountain 
Vista Drive. 
Two of five fired or suspend- 
ed Terraceview Lodge workers 
were reinstated. 
Union spokesman Wiho Papen- 
brock said they had also receiv- 
ed apologies from management 
for the action taken against 
them, 
A contract reached after 14 
months of bargaining between 
teachers and the school district 
and the intervention of  
mediator Vince Ready was re- 
jected by wage commissfoner 
Ed Lien. 
Lien ruled the two-year con- 
tract, which gave teachers a 
seven per cent wage hike in each 
of the two years, exceeded the 
Compensation Fairness Act 
guidelines. 
Lack of daycare ranks is one 
of the biggest problems facing 
women in the area, a survey 
conducted by the Women's 
Resource Centre found. 
The survey, the fist step in a 
three-phase program to improve 
women's access to services, also 
found many Terrace area 
women were unaware of the 
social services available to ~ 
them. 
~ "k ~ -A" "A" ........ 
Carolyn Clay was namedwiri- - 
ner of the residential classifica- 
tion in the Terrace Beantifica- 
tion society's annual contest o 
pick the best landscaped proper- 
ties in the city. 
The provincial government 
asked proponents of the Kitimat 
port scheme to go back to the 
drawing board. 
Federal and provincial agen- 
cies had recommended rejection 
of the current plan saying the 
site would, have an adverse im- 
pact on fish and wildlife 
habitat. ~ 
Skeena Cellulose announced 
it would be closing down Aug. 
31 for two weeks. 
Intended to help reduce the: 
mill's high inventory of cut 
lumber, the shutdown effected 
155 hourly-paid workers, 45 
salaried staff and 150 loggers 
and logging truck drivers. 
September 
died that night in st. Paul's ~ ~'~" * ~" 
hospital. Federal fisheries policy and 
i •~ :,; ~;i ~ ~r ~- * .k ~- excessive commercial fishing ~it 
~i~iiiellmbent Dave.:Parker.and the mouth of 3h6,Ske¢ij~/'~!~ei~fi 
challengers Helmut Giesbrecht 
/rod Juanith Hatton set off in 
pursuit of voters in the wake of 
Scored premier Rita Johl,son's 
setting Oct. 17 as election day in 
the province. 
Skeena Sawmills' addition of 
a third shift in the planer mill 
created two months work for 16 
people. Manager Don Chesley 
said the graveyard shift had 
been added to reduce the stock 
of rough cut lumber. 
Reacting to Terrace's attemp- 
ted tax money grab, •Kitimat 
• council said any dollar benefit 
from the proposed Orenda pulp 
mill should be split three ways 
between the two communities 
and the Kitimat-Stikineregional 
district. 
threatening the sport fishery, 
claimed the Skeena Watershed 
Sportsfishermen's Coalition. 
The group urged nor -  
thwesterners to write to federal 
Fisheries minister John crosbie 
demanding chages. 
The two-and:a-half year 
search for a location for a new 
correctional centre ended when 
city council okayed rezoning of 
12 acres of industrial land bet- 
ween Keith Ave. and the railway 
tracks. 
Having viewed mills in the 
U.S. using similar technology to 
that Orenda proposes to 
employ, members of a local 
delegation said they were im- 
pressed by what they saw. 
ANTI--ABORTION demonstrators, including Pro-Life activist Isobel Brophy (in background, at left) 
gave New Democrat leader Mike Harcourt a welcome he didn't expect when he made an election tour 
stop here. 
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: scared by the potential cost, 
: council abandonned an am. 
bitious program which would 
have made gravel streets a thing 
of the past and rebuilt existing, 
sub-standard paved ones. 
However, having calculated a 
13 per  cent tax hike Would be 
needed to pay for the 25-year 
plan, ~ mayor Jack Talstra said 
council decided taxpayers might 
~prefer driving on potholed 
roads to paying that steep an in. 
crease. 
iThe province announced 
Nechako Northcoast Construc- 
tion Ser.vJgcs had been awarded 
; the contract for road and bridge 
maintenance in this area. 
The company was to take 
over from North Coast Road 
Maintenance Dec. 1 and was re- 
quired to hire all the latter's ap- 
proximately 40 regular and 
part-time workers. 
T i le  federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans promised 
The Year in Review 
November 
recreational anglers it would 
take steps next fishing season to 
reduce the 'commercial catch of 
Skeena steelhead. 
DFO director Al Lill said 
changes to way commercial 
boats set their nets could reduce 
the inicidental kill of the prized 
sports fish by half. 
Prince Rupert  gill net 
f i shermen boycot ted  the 
meeting. 
,k 'k 'k '* -*  
A~ meeting between tire 
retailers and provincial environ- 
ment ministry officials failed to 
produce a plan to get the new 
tire recycling program working 
in the northwest. 
Tires had been stacking up on 
the 10ts of local retailers ince 
the city banned their dumping 
in the city landfill effective June 
. 
Stew Christensen was elected 
to a two-year term as a Terrace 
and area school trustee Nov. 16. 
Christensen had already served 
one-year as an Education 
ministry appointee. Only five 
per cent of registered voters 
turned out to vote in the three- 
cornered race. 
Kitsumkalum and Kitselas 
bands were expected to get a 
fisheries management techni- 
cian each following the signing 
of fisheries co-management 
agreements with the federal 
government. 
Tsimshian Tribal Council 
president Art Sterritt said their 
duties would include surveying 
local fish stocks, making 
• closure decisions and the en- 
forcement of regulations. 
City council agreed to come 
to the financial rescue of the 
local recycling society -- Skeena 
Valley Recycling was facing 
eviction from its Hwy 16 West 
premises for non-payment of 
rent. 
Under the deal struck with 
landlord Progressive Ventures, 
the city paid $7,000 as settle- 
ment of 1991 rents owed and a 
further $21,600 to cover 1992's 
rent, 
However, the city has warned 
the bail-out did not mean it was 
prepared to permanently prop 
up the society financially. 
November 1991 took its place 
in the weather record books, 
but for all the wrong reasons: 
the least sunshine, record per- 
cipitation for the month, and 
more rainfall records on Nov. 9, 
14 and 15. 
And then came December! 
LESS THAN A MONTH after urging the city to do something about 
the annual flooding problem on the 4600 block of Lakelse, Video 
Stop owner Jim Wold (top right) again found himself mopping up 
Nov. 15 after another inundation. An even tougher clean-up job 
faced Uplands Grocery owner Kent Goddard after an arsonist 
struck Dec. 8. The fire caused extensive damage to the rear of the 
building and equipment stored there (bottom left). A 17-year-old 
youth was subsequently charged. 
Crown prosecutors stayed a 
pollution charge laid against he 
city for a dump fire that 
smouldered for nearly three 
weeks in January, 1991. 
The decision followed the ac- 
quittal of the Bulkley-Nechako 
regional district on a similar 
charge. In that case, provincial 
judge David Smythe ruled 
because the fire was accidental, 
the district was not in breach of 
its waste management permit. 
The city had intended to use the 
same argument. 
Permits director Bob Lafleur 
warned city enforcement of- 
fleers would soon begin pursu- 
ing motorists who haven't paid 
itheir, parking fines~ • ~, ~ .:; :~:,. 
Decem ber 
He said only 41 per cent had 
so far paid the $25 and his 
department hadn't had time to 
chase down the rest. That, 
however, would change with the 
coming of winter. 
Local teachers finally receiv- 
ed their 1991 pay increases. 
Teachers and the school board 
had agreed to a seven per cent 
hike in May but payment of the 
increases had been stopped 
,when Compensation Fairness 
icommissioner 
turned the new contract. 
The raises were worth 
$3,700-$7,200 for the year 
depending on teachers' training 
and experience. All back pay 
owing was paid by Dec. 13. 
Figures released by the 
Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation showed Terrace's 
vacancy rate had jumped from 
0.3 per cent in April to 1.7 per 
cent in October. 
That's the highest :level in~: 
the second lowest rate in nor- 
thern B.C. 
A 20-year-old college student 
was killed Dec. 4 when struck 
• by a car while on the crosswalk 
at the northern end of the Sande 
Overpass. 
Police cited the early morning 
darkness, steady rain and dark 
clothing of the victim as con- 
tributory factors in the fatality. 
The chamber of commerce 
announced plans to establish a 
$20,000 fund to fight vandalism 
in the city. Interest earned from 
that amount would be used to 
pay rewards for information 
Ed Lien over- three years, but thecity stiU,has(!i~thoc., 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
JANUARY 9 IJANUARY 10[JANUARY 11 
CAMPBELLS 
TOMATO SOUP 
284 mL 
Case Qf 12 
CAMPBELLS 
VEGETABLE OR 
HEAD 
LETTUCE 
C 
BULK 
PEANUT BUTTER 
Regular or 
Crunchy % ! • 
0FF! 
TOP SIR LOIN 
STEAK 
Family Pak S 
ASSORTED PIES 
FROM BAKERY 
=7.25/kg 
STORE 
HOURS: 
Monday 9 am. 9 pm 
Tuesday 9 am. 9 pr~ 
,Wednesday 9 am. 9 phi 
Thursday 9 am. g pm 
Friday 9 am. 9 pm 
Saturday 9 am- 6 pm 
Sunday 10 am- 6 pm 
A 
i i l i / " / i  
CHIM0 HOME 
DELIVERY 
Service available 7days a week 
SENIORS FREE 
We msl~e Ihe ~gM to Imlt 
quanll~s - sony no ra~:l~.ks 
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: .... Yea  or  Nay?  
'° 
ed to solve existing problems of a lack of  
space. 
That's a claim no-one, to date, has 
disputed. 
The plan also calls for a facility large 
enough to handle the estimated number 
o f  users it will face 20 years from now, 
so it's a reasonably long-term solution. 
Only problem is it's going to take a lot 
of money to construct and much of  that 
will have to come out of  the pockets of  
local taxpayers. 
That, o f  course, is what the referen- 
dum is all about:  asking taxpayers to 
volunteer to shell out  more money. 
Which could present a problem if the 
voters are still uneasy about  the 
economy, both local and personal. 
The classic reaction 'in such cir- 
cumstances is to postpone approval of  
sticii projects until the economic signs 
are more auspicious. 
However,  a cooled-off  economy might 
just be a good reason to okay the pro- 
ject, 
Apart  from the employment such a 
project would create and the economic 
spin-off  o f  those pay packets, there's 
another factor to which taxpayersmight 
give some thought. 
One reality of  economic slowdowns is 
~The arrival of  a new year has brought 
with i t  the usual speculation on what the 
next 12 months ho ld  in store for all o f  
us. 
That has included the obligatory 
surveys of  the "man/woman- in- the-  
street" to find out what k ind  o f  year 
they think lies ahead• 
Surprise, surprise, such surveys have 
found a distinct lack of optimism among 
many. Talking with people here revea ls  
that's a view shared by a considerable 
number in this community. 
To date, o f  course, Terrace has scarce- 
ly felt the effects of  the recession that has 
caused the economies o f  eastern pro- 
vinces to falter woefully. But there seems 
to be an underlying suspicion that we 
can't  get away with that forever. 
Reports o f  the continuing problems 
being faced by the forest sector and o f  
mill closures elsewhere in the province 
only help contribute to the nervousness. 
After  all, even though this communi-  
ty's economic base has broadened 
somewhat  s ince  the  too -we l l -  
remembered recession of  the early '80s, 
the fact remains two major pillars upon 
Which Terrace's economy is built are its 
sawmills. 
• There's also continuing concern about 
he rising cost of  living as reflected in the 
o~t~O~gi0hs?.at;titude'~:taken by con- 
[tzm~t~When:if c~tme fo Chr istmas shop-  
ping. 
It • therefore seems likely residents are 
going to  be taking a cautious attitude fo r .  
the  time being and watching their pen- 
nies pretty closely; 
Which brings us to the library expan- 
s ion .  
• The theory is voters will finally get an 
opportunity to say yea or nay to the city 
going ahead with this project. The 
l ibrary board says the expansion is need- 
project. Conversely, the opposite is true 
in a booming economy where there is 
more than enough work to go round. 
Rejecting it now might save a few 
dollars - -  and it will only be a few for an 
individual taxpayer - -  out  o f  this year's 
household budget. 
: But it would also mean that same tax- 
payer will likely end up paying more 
money for exactly the same facility when 
it does, inevitably, go ahead. 
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MiNP IF I WAIT 
IN Tt-tE WII'IGS 
Oracle would be 
amazing in London 
VICTORIA --One of the top 
jobs the B.C. government has 
to offer becomes vacant his 
year, and I've got just the per- 
son to replace the incumbent. 
Garde Gardom, agent 
general at British Columbia 
House in London, will soon 
pack his bags and come home. 
contractors are hungrier for work and His five-year stint is over, and 
• ; " ' , ' ,  " " '~  " ' ~'";"'Premler'" ";' ~Harcourt' ' 'has,' ~'~;no' ~ "~" therefore more hkely to sharpen their 
doubt, been casting about for 
penci ls" when it comes to bidding on the a suitalbe successor. 
Screen kisses too much 
One of the names bandied 
about has been that of Mark 
Rose, retired Social 
Democrate, excellent orator 
and very affable chap, indeed, 
but regardless of how rauch I 
like him, he would be the 
wrong appointment. 
Sorry, Mark, but what we 
need in London is someone 
with formidable skills as a 
sales person, someone who can 
put British Columbia on the 
map of the European Com- 
munity and keep it there. So. 
meone like - -  Grace McCar- 
thy. 
Ah, but Grace McCarthy is 
a super-Socred, you say. What 
would she be doing with an 
NDP appointment? Serve 
British Columbia"s interests to 
the best of her ability, that's 
what she would do. And make 
no mistake about it, her 
abilities are legend. 
And by the way, it isn't the 
first time a premier would ap- 
point someone with opposite 
political eanings to the Lon- 
don job. When Bill Bennett 
became premier, after whipp. 
ing the pants off the NDP in 
1975, he appointed Bob 
Strachan as agent general in 
London, the same man who 
had been leader of the New 
Democratic Party. 
It was a good move from a 
political point of view. It sent 
a signal to British Columbians 
that the new government 
wasn't about to conduct a 
political vendetta, that it could 
rise above petty quarrels. 
From a buisiness point of 
view, however, it wasn't such a 
good move. Strachan was a 
man at home in the daily skit. 
mishes of the political arena, 
"'You must remember this, a 
kiss is still a kiss, 
A sigh is just a sigh; 
The world will always 
welcome lovers, 
As  time goes by." 
browsing each other's facial 
features like a bitch chewing off 
her whelp's afterbirth. After the 
kissing scene, instead of 
touching up the lady's lipstick, 
both actors floss. 
When my Aunt Vera trained 
as a nurse at Winnipeg General 
Hospital, the thoroughness of 
her pre-operative surgical scrub 
was tested by blackening her 
arms from fingertips to elbow 
with shoe polish. While blind- 
folded, she was expected to 
scrub it all away. 
Modern movie kisses must be 
similarly motivated. Actors' 
faces are smeared with 
spearmint-flavoured makeup, 
hairline to collar, ear to ear. By 
the end of a successful kissing 
interlude, all makeup has been 
eaten off. Why else would ac- 
tors gulp over each other's jaws 
and faces as thoroughly as a 
demonstrator vacuuming a rug? 
Today's actors slurp around 
so, no longer is a kiss just a kiss. 
It's a fast food lunch. 
flatdeck. 
Screen lovers of the 1990's 
roam over each other's faces 
like snails Sucking up aquarium 
slime. Kissyface close-ups not 
only embarrass me; they turn 
my stomach. Training videos 
for mouth-to-mouth resuscita. 
tion are less unsettling. 
This slobbering osculation 
started after AIDS became a 
health concern. Actors may 
minimize their risk of AIDS this 
way, but they're guaranteeing 
chapped cheeks. 
Whatever the origin, it 's a 
dandy diet dodge. One kissing 
scene -- such as between The 
Pas, Manitoba's newlyweds in 
Conspiracy of  Silence - .  drown 
my appetite for snacks all even- 
ing. 
I suspect out of camera 
range, ai:tors wear terrycloth 
bibs over .we(suits, and'have 
beach towels handy for mop. 
ups. Sleeves won't do. 
Oozy love scenes make me 
wlsh I'd donned a raincoat, fit- 
ted my bifocals with Elton John 
windshield wipers, and installed 
eavestroughing around'my sofa. 
• Plotllnes .are padded :with 
gratuitous Scenes of  two people 
The world may always 
welcome .lovers, but I won't. 
Not on television or in movies. 
Not so long as on-screen kissers 
behave like greedy cocker 
spaniels competing for the drib- 
bles from a single melting ice- 
cream cone. I haven't seen jaws 
opened so wide since I watched 
a film of yearling Stikine 
grizzlies mock-fighting, 
The recent re.run of Anne of 
Green Gables has me yearning 
for the velcro kisses of couples 
such as Katharine Hepburn and 
Spencer Tracey, or Clark Gable 
and Vivien Leigh. 
They touched lips tenderly in 
a tidy exchange of pressure the 
lengthiness and pound-per- 
square-inch of which signified 
tlieir passion. Guided by control 
tower instincts, they connected 
dead on target and held their 
position with. the suction of a 
junkyard  .e lectromagnet  
transferring car bod ies to  a 
From the 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyer 
but ill at ease on the 
diplomatic ircuit. He was 
political worrier, not a 
salesman. 
Gardom, on the other hand, 
has been excellent at the job. 
He can charm the birds out of 
a tree, hold his own at any 
gathering of business people, 
and convince anyone that 
British Columbia is the next- 
best thing to sliced bread. 
Gardom has been painfully 
aware of the need for strong 
British Columbia representa- 
tion, not only in the United 
Kingdom, but on the conti- 
nent. 
Time and.again, he impress- 
ed on the previous government 
that the changes Europe will 
Undergo this year are.crucial to 
British Columbia. 
He knows that with trade 
barriers between members of 
the European Community fall- 
ing like trees in a clear-cut in 
1992, we had better make our 
presence known in the 
strongest-possible way. 
The European Community's 
ban on the impact of green 
lumber, which we escaped by 
the skin of our teeth, at least 
for another 12 months, is a 
prime example why British 
Columbia must ha~e someone 
in London who can forcefully 
inject, himself or herself into 
any fray. 
If British Columbia ex- 
porters fou.nd it difficult to 
unload their goods in the 
European Community in the 
past, they're going to be in for 
a really rude surprise in 1992. 
Europe will not come knock- 
ing on our doors. We'll have 
to penetrate heir defences and 
try to make ourselves indispen- 
• sable, That takes salesmanship, 
political instinct and energy. 
/ 
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Grace McCarthy qualifies on 
all three counts. 
Okay, so I like Grace. 
What's wrong with that? The 
point is that she would be 
perfect for the London job. 
She knows British Columbia 
like few others. She knows the 
politics and the economics. 
During her stint as tourism 
minister, she put all 
predecessors and successors to 
shame. 
She also has an IOU or two 
Premier Harcourt might con- 
sider paying. When Bob 
Williams, long-time NDP 
MLA, retired from politics, 
former forest Minister Claude 
Richmond launched a very low 
and undigfiified attack on him 
in the legislature. 
It was Grace McCarthy who 
stood up and put her own par- 
ty colleague in his place. Prais- 
ing Williams for his long ser- 
vice and his dedication as a 
politician, Grace McCarthy 
showed true class that day. 
In the meantime, Williams 
has been resurrected as the 
chief of British Columbia's 
Crown corporations, a job that 
guarantees him the ear of the 
government. A word from 
Williams would go a long way 
towards ending Grace McCar- 
thy on her way to London. 
The question is, of course, 
not only whether Harcourt will 
ask her to serve as agent 
general, but whether she Will 
accept. My guess is she Would. 
The job is tailor.made for 
her. It would be a challenge, 
something she has been thriv- 
ing on for more than 20 years. 
Appointing Grace McCarthy as 
British Columbia's agent 
eneral makes ense every way 
rou look at it. Think about it, 
~remier. 
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SALMON FACTORIES 
Local crusader 
warns of threat 
TERRACE --A local society is 
disappointed in the lack of 
resP0nsefrom the provincial 
government to what it calls ma- 
jor  i~roblems with B.C. salmon 
farms~ 
Letters outlining what should 
be i.~done to prevent diseases 
from spreading and fish ef- 
flueiat/fr0m building up on 
0cean•floors below the farms 
have.gone,unanswered, says a 
spgkeLn~n I for the B.C. Coast 
Mariii~e"l~'ife Prbtection Society. 
/Alo is  Schillinger said the 
society isworried that disease 
problems with farm fish will af- 
fecf'wiid stocks. 
,, " I t  is serious - -  for the sport 
fisl~ery, for the tourists, for 
commercial fishery and for the 
native food fishery," he said. 
'.'It is serious - for the 
sport fishery, for the 
tourists, for the commer- 
Ci'ai fishery and for the 
:native food fishery." 
It's particularly important for 
Skeena wild fish stocks because 
there are plans by southern 
farms to relocate along the 
north coast, said Schillinger. 
"What could happen here is 
what has happened in Norway. 
It could take up to 10 years for 
rivers there to be productive 
agai'n," he said. 
Schillinger's reference to 
Norwegian rivers follows the 
deliberate poisoning by the 
-government there to rid the 
SYStems of mixed wild and farm 
stocks. 
The society is also worried 
that farm salmon sold in stores 
aren't labelled as such. 
That, says Schillinger, takes 
away the option of consumers 
td~l/O6se whether they want to 
buy farm salmon or not. " ......... 
He says this is ~mportant 
because farm salmon are sub- 
ject to heavy dosages of an- 
tibiotics t0erid them of disease. 
"This is not to say that all 
fish have antibiotics, but we feel 
the consumer should have a 
choice," said Schillinger. 
And, there are few govern- 
ment controls on farms selling 
fish that have been diseased or 
contain antibiotics, Schillinger 
continues. 
"We are concerned - -  50 per 
cent of diseased fish die in fish 
farms. What happens to the 
other 50 per cent?" Schillinger 
said. 
The society wants testing pro- 
cedures at least as stringent as 
those that exist for beef, poultry 
and fowl. 
Schillinger feels that the 
former government's attitude to 
salmon farms by treating them 
as a major economic develop- 
ment is continuing in the new 
government. 
"The bureaucrats are in the 
same positions as they were 
before. They're doing the same 
thing," he said. 
Letters sent to the govern- 
ment that remain unanswered 
include one to environment 
minister John Cashore. 
It asks for a moratorium on 
fish farm expansions until their 
impact has been assessed and 
regulations are in place. 
Among the society's other 
demands are for a ban - -  as is 
the case in Norway - -  of an- 
tibiotics in B.C. coastal waters. 
It also wants fish farms to 
post security bonds to ensure 
sedimentation on  the ocean 
floor is removed before the 
farms receive permission to 
relocate. 
Schillinger said the society is 
planning a conference next spr- 
ing to address the issue. 
It'll be inviting American 
scientists and representatives 
from the Sierra Club. 
Anothe  v iew " r 
ALOIS SCHILLINGER says more stringent government controls are needed to monitor fish farms and 
keep their diseases fr,om spreading and destroying B.C.'s,wild salmon stocks. , . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Farmer defends methods 
temperatures. The Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans amples 
fish at processing plants to 
monitor drug residues keeping 
all procedures in check. I would 
wager again that the beef, 
poultry or pork industry uses 
more antibiotics than the 
aquaculture industry. 
Host farms utilize divers dai- 
ly. When one swims between the 
net pens the variety of sea life is 
very noticeable. Perch and herr- 
ing seek refuge between the 
nets. Starfish cling to the floata- 
who wastes 20 per cent of his 
feed will not be in business very 
long. 
To put things in perspective, 
with some reasonable assump- 
tions we can deduce that if there 
are 140 farms and if each farm 
averages a surface area of 4,000 
square metres then, the total 
area covered in B.C. by fish 
farms is not much more than 
half a square kilometre. I'U 
leave it to scientists to calculate 
the area of the ocean floor 
along the B,C. coast line. 
On the farm we blame the wild species for the 
transmitting of disease to our stocks. At the hat- 
chery the broodstock is screened for disease and 
positive fish are not used. The eggs are screened 
and positive eggs are destroyed. 
tion eating mussels and bar- 
nacles. Kelp grows on the nets 
and the prawn fishermen drop 
their traps as close to the farm 
as they can for an abundant 
catch. All these factors lead me 
to believe that salmon farming 
creates an island of nourish- 
ment and safety for a variety of 
species. 
If a farmer has chOsen an 
area of fair current and depth, 
then feces is spread over a large 
area and is not allowed to ac- 
cumulate to the proportions 
claimed by some. Also at a cost 
of a dollar per kilo any farmer 
On the farm we blame the 
wild species for the transmitting 
of disease to our stocks. At the 
hatchery the broodstock is 
screened for disease and 
positive fish are not used, the 
eggs are screened and positive 
eggs are destroyed. The smelts 
are vaccinated at the hatchery 
before transport o sea and re- 
vaccinated a few weeks after 
they arrive. 
The farmer spends enormous 
amounts of money to ensure 
their investments are going to 
make it to market and survival 
is the key to success. Today we 
are lucky to get 75 per cent to 
market; this compares to ap- 
proximately 3 per cent of smelts 
released in the wild returning as 
spawners. 
Our dead fish are transported 
at the expense of the farmer to 
composting depots where they 
are mixed with wood chips and 
sold as fertilizers. 
The Ministry of Environment 
requires farmers regularly 
report levels of salinity, dissolv- 
ed oxygen, temperature, current 
flows and deposits on the bot- 
tom. This provides the ministry 
and the farmer with the ap- 
propriate data to monitor any 
environmental changes that 
may be detrimental to the sur- 
rounding marine life. 
I believe we have to point the 
finger somewhere else when we 
wonder what happened to the 
salmon because ['arming isn't 
going to put the wild stocks on 
the endangered species list. In 
fact the farming industry may 
be doing quite the opposite, 
relieving pressure on declining 
wild salmon stocks by offering 
an alternate protein source. 
My family has enjoyed eating 
farm fish for a number of years 
now.  
Presently the prices the 
farmer is receiving for his fish is 
less than the cost of production. 
Opposition from the likes of 
Mr. Schillinger at this time is 
both unneeded and unfounded. 
Greg Goulet is operations 
manager for Hardy Sea Farms 
Inc., of Powell River. 
By GREG GOULET 
Having been involved since 
1986 in the aquaculture business 
I am familliar with many of the 
common misconceptions about 
salmon farming. 
It is common sense that the 
use of deadly toxic chemicals - -  
aS claimed by many aquaculture 
• opponents - -  would kill the fish 
that one is trying to rear as it is 
imperative that salmon be in the 
• purest'of environments. 
The use of Flexguard and 
copper as anti.foulants on nets 
was disallowed in 1987 and at 
thattime I would wager that the 
B.C. Ferries fleet had more on 
its hulls than the aquaculture in- 
dustry Used in a year. 
.Hormones are used at the 
hatchery level to change the 
chromosomes of males so their 
offspring are entirely female. A 
generation must pass to ac- 
complish this. The reasoning 
here is to eliminate 15 per cent 
of your investment maturing or 
jack ing before they are 
marketable size. 
It is true that antibiotics uch 
as Oxytetracycline are used to 
cohib~at nd control disease out- 
b~eaks, 'These drugs are 
prescr ibed  by qua l i f ied  
veterinarians at which time 
clearance periods are set accor- 
ding to dosage and water 
  teelhead 
quota 
relaxed 
TERRACE - -  Spor ts  
fishermen are now allowed to 
keep steelhead they catch, 
but the provincial Fisheries 
branch emphasizes this only 
applies on the lower reaches 
of the Skeena and Nass 
Rivers. 
The ban on steelhead 
retention was introduced on 
the entire length of both 
rivers last summer to protect 
the dwindling stocks of sum- 
mer run steelhead. 
Effective Jan, 1 and until 
April 1, anglers can take one 
fish a day to a maximum of 
two per month but only 
below Cedarvale in the case 
of  the Skeena and its 
tributaries and below the Kit. 
sault bridge [or the Nass and 
its tributaries. 
Spence said catch and 
release restrictions or com- 
plete closures still applied 
elsewhere in order to protect 
summer run steelhead in 
those waters. 
New regulations due to be 
published this spring would 
outline quota restrictions for 
the lower Skeena and Nass 
after April 1, he added. 
Avalanche 
Two snowmobilers 
• have died. 
An avalanche was the 
cause. 
They were on Thor- 
nhill Mountain when it 
happened. 
It happened in the 
afternoon. 
There were six other 
people there at the time. 
,,i::~he avalanche did not 
~"fiit them. 
I , 
New "!3/show 
There is a new TV 
group in town. It is cail. 
ed Evergreen. 
It hopes to put its first 
show on TV on Sunday, 
Jan. 12. The show will 
be all about events in 
Terrace. 
It is called Northwest 
Window and will last 45 
to 60 minutes. 
It will be shown again 
later this month. 
The 
start 
The start is for people 
learning how to read. 
Drunk drivers 
Fourteen drinking 
drivers were charged by . 
police during the holi- 
day season. 
That is five less than 
than last year. 
No-one was killed in a 
car crash during the 
holidays. But 15 people 
were injured in ac- 
cidents. 
Murder on TV 
The story of a murder 
in the northwest will be 
on American TV next 
week. 
It will be on Unsolved 
Mysteries Wednesday, 
Jan. 15 at 8 p.m. That 
show is on channel 6. 
The man who was 
murdered was Phillip 
Fraser. 
The killer was never 
found. 
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Dear Sirs; 
Hello again, Terrace. 
I have an eye-opener that I 
thought I 'd bring it to peo- 
ple's attention - -  that is 
minority groups and how we 
treat them. 
I saw one of those talk 
shows on which a black man 
and a white man with the 
same background,  up- 
bringing and jobs applied for 
things such as housing and 
loans and tried to buy a car. 
The black man was turned 
away for the housing. Yet 
when the white man applied, 
he got service with a smile 
and was allowed to rent the 
house with no problems. 
When the white man went 
for a loan he was serviced 
promptly. The black man 
was made to wait around for 
service and given a lecture 
about the seriousness of get- 
ting a loan. 
When both men went to 
the same car dealership, the 
white Fellow received prompt 
service with a smile. The 
black fellow had to wait and 
then received service with an 
attitude. 
You wou ldn ' t  th ink 
women were a minority. I am 
taking a job re-entry pro- 
gram at the Women's  
Resource Centre during 
which we have talked with 
quite a few women who are 
doing blue collar jobs, 
"men's jobs". 
These women have been 
doing those jobs since the 
'70s but still must constantly 
prove themselves. Some 
work places let the men take 
three days paid maternity 
leave. But if the women do- 
ing the man's job has to leave 
six weeks before her due date 
she has to go on UIC or lie 
and say she has back trouble. 
Go figurel 
n 
a lot of discrimination,~ 
towards minorities and 
it doesn't just end with 
natives. 
i i  
Aboriginal Canadians are 
another major minority. I 
constant ly  see how 
abor ig ina l  people are 
discriminated against (I'm 
native myself). It is con- 
siderably harder for a native 
to get a job in these parts and 
a lot would like to get a job. 
Another example, the 
Nisga'a donation to the CT 
Scan was in the B section of 
the Terrace Standard 
whereas the Skeena 
Marketplace had the. Filipino 
Canadians and the Portugese 
Canadians on the front page 
but no picture of the 
aboriginal Canadians' dona- 
tion. 
It is impossible to get 
housing such as rental apart- 
ments. My sister's landlord 
built her neighbours a porch 
and yet when she asked for 
one he said he sold the wood 
and didn't give her the wood 
to build one. 
It seems to me there is a lot 
of discrimination towards 
minorities and it doesn't just 
end with natives. 
What can we as a com- 
munity do about it? I've 
always asked myself this and 
as far as I can see it is to open 
people's eyes, speak out 
against it and teach our 
young children it isn't right. 
Hispanic, Aboriginal, Por- 
tugese,  White ,  Black,  
Chinese, Vietnamese, we are 
all one people, one planet 
and it's time we started 
behaving like itl 
We all have red blood and 
feelings, we're all human be- 
ings and it's time for at- 
titudes to change. 
Not man, not woman, not 
black, not white, just plain 
old human beings. We all 
have rights and we all belong 
exactly where we are at this 
moment. As a person and a 
people, stand up and say "no 
more". 
Think about it. Now is the 
time to smile at another and 
be kind, Love one another 
l and take care. Sincerely, Dawn Wale. 
m 
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Kitselas Canyon 
park plan on hold 
TERRACE --  Planning for a 
Drunk drivers nabbed 
FOURTEEN drivers were ch~i~e--d-with-impaired dfi ~n-g-dui ~- 
ing the RCMP's Christmas Counterattack campaign here. 
That figure is down slightly from the 19 drunk drivers 
caught in last year's holiday season road blitz. 
Cpl. Garry Moritz said 14 24-hour suspensions were also 
issued, as well as more than 550 other traffic charges and 121 
written warnings. He said police stopped more than 2,500 
vehicles at the roadblocks from Dec. 8 to Jan. 3. 
There weren'tany fatalities during the holiday season, but 
15 people were• injured in automobile accidents. And alcohol 
was a factor in five of the 37 collisions. 
Tenders to be called 
TENDERS WILL soon go outon an $800,000 construction 
project o build new government offices here. 
Plans now approved call for construction of a 579-square- 
metre building at the corner of Eby St. and Keith Ave., said 
B.C. Buildings Corporation spokesman John Murphy. 
The local BCBC office -- which manages the province's 
land and building holdings here -  will be moving into the 
new building, Local highways ministry workers here will be 
moving into the old BCBC office, which is on the north side 
of Keith Ave. 
Murphy said $800,000 has been budgeted for the project. 
Tenders go out at the end of January, he said. Construction 
is expected to start in late February, and is to be completed by 
September . . . . . .  
national historic site at Kitselas 
Canyon is on hold. 
Kitselas band chief Ralph 
more time and money before I I ~ / ~ , ~  
any agreement can be reached ~ > ' ~ l [  
w lh  Parks Canada on j o ~ ~ ~  
development of the canyon ~ ~ ~  
"We have to study it to 
death," he said, adding he / : !~/ [~. ; , , j \  
hopes to meet again with parks ~ i~: : "  .:,:3i:, : !~ I '  I ! L~ 
officials in January. ~ : .  '.):~,i, • .... ~ .  . ~,., ,;,:~ 
Pat Inglis, Canadian Parks ~ "  
Service area superintendent, 
said the new Kitselas band 
council -- elected last Spring - -  Ralph Wright 
has taken amore cautious line canyon. 
on the historic site proposal. The original plan would have 
"Since the new administra- seen Parks Canada and the 
tion's come in, they're saying band split development costs, 
'Let's think things through alit- witli the band retaining owner- 
tie bit more• Let's not jump in ship of the park. 
too quickly'," he said. Inglis said it's possible the site 
The project would have seen can still be developed into a 
development of aroad, parking historic site. 
lot, interpretive centre and trail "We're still wanting to work 
network around the canyon with them," he said. "I think 
area. there!s still promise for some 
Archaelogical evidence points kind of development. It just 
to activity in the canyon going may not be as grand as was first 
back as far as 5,000 years. The envisioned." 
ALCOHOL CAN IMPAIR A DRIVER'S REACTION TIME 
.' .~/N BY CRITICAL SECONDS 
• 4 
' . .  
" ,Z  .... 7 '  INPUT INTERPRET DECIDE A __ /  
Kitselas used the canyon to con- Inglis said the next step is up 
Socreds seek urll[y trol and tax trade - -  of both to the band. 
UNITY WILL BE the key to rebuilding the Social Credit par- natives and set t lers -  on the-We' re  waiting for them to [ 5 U P E ~ i O _ ~  V !  9£R~9S ~ 
ty, says the president of its Skeena constituency association, river from their fortress Gitlax- come up with a new proposal," 
"Pe°p!e have t° w°rk t°gether and quit stabbing each dzawk °n the n°rth sh°re °f the he'said" I ~  H'N I 
other in the back," said John LeSage. ANY' OTHER RENTAL 
Most oftheproblemsthepartyfacedinlastfall'selection ' . . 635"4333 i were caused by what LeSage called "a few bad apples". 
Yet once the vote was called, LeSage said party members V ~  d ~ J 
drew together. " 4721 Lakelse Ave.  
And it's that spirit which will have to continue at the 
party's Jan. 10 and 11 convention i Vancouver,: he added. 7 DAYS A WEEK 
"There are so many things we have to do to start 
• i ' "  EAT IN/TAKE OUT . . rebuilding. We'll have to sit down and see what people come ::: ~ : • CATERING AVAILABLE  
up with," LeSage said. 4660 La~else Avenue, Terrace, B .C .  635"7855 ~'~"~ ~ "  ) - - 'X ;  I 
He said the party has had a good response to membership : : . . 
sales since the October vote. 
,i iffCTION SALE ' 
Co-ordina on needed i 
SKEENA Union Board of Health directors want a more co- 
ordinated approach when asking the provincial government 
for health grant money. 
Independent proposals from community groups for health . i . _ /  k ~ ~  . . " 
dollars may soon be first channelled through individual corn- ~ ~ ,  
munities and then reviewed by the board, said health unit ad- Saturday, January 18, 1992, 12:00 Noon 
ministrator David Bowering, Baby's Name: Christine Allison " 
ThaLco,uld eliminate some confusion, such  as the  separate  For the Government of B.C. and others. . . . . .  Bate & Time of Blrlh: November 27 1991 
" '~ ;~ " Jl . . . .  z . . . .  Sex" Fernale : '  ;~ '~ ' appli~i~. ~'j~il~:,i~ ~ i : ecent  years  o f  ~e{ '~rh l !  Bulkier Valley ,~ ~:' ~'ii~ ~L.~ i ' : . '~ .  ' ' - ' '  ':,~ .~ ~..'.~ Wel h~'  • . • .;-, ,~,,e~ ".'~ :.,., . . . . . . . .  = . , ,  the ROjJn~l Lake Hjaii ,:'i ~"~ .... ,,, l, J~ ,..=,-_....~:. . . . .  ~, i t . [~  " "  rd & Arlene rya " "~:~'~""~6 ~,"~ 
groups.-to'carry.-out st dies on the area;'s [J'h~er'i"g smoke Leave Highway 16; 6~mfles eastofTelkwa and ,, Siste¢ of Trend .:: ~ ' : : '  ' 
pollution problems. 
Such a system could mean more efficient use of the region's follow Round Lake Road and auction signs me, Name: CMstina Bonnie Davis 
health dollars and a greater benefit to more residents. The Date& "rime of Bldh: Thurs;, November 28, 1991 at ¢37 p.m. 
idea was suggested at last month's board meeting. 1982 Ford 4x4 pickup Wang Electronic Unit Weight: 5 Ibs. 15 0z Sex: Female 
1 980 Dodge Van 12 Bicycles Parents: Kathy Derrick & Moses Davis 
. Sister for Delores Derrick 
' " 3 ACS Computers 2 Metal Desks Baby's Name:. J0rden Nicolas • Water moratorium stays 1 Wang PC .78 Drawer Map Cabinet Date & Time of Birth: November 28, 1991 at 8:00 p.m, 
. . . .  4 ACS Keyboards 4 Arm Chairs Weight: 8 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Male 
THE MORATORIUM on the granting of new bulk water ex- 2 ACS Monitors 4 Electric Typewriters Parents: Rick & Irina Slavik 
port licences has been extended six months. " 3 ACS Printers . Dictaphone Brother to Skyler and Caitlin 
Environment minister John Cashore :said new licences 8 Wang Printers Cardwheel 
won't be issued again until.after June 30 tO enable the govern- 6 Wang Keyboards • 7 Partitions Baby's Name: Rachel Victoria 
ment o get gauge public reaction from a so0n;to-be-released 1 IBM Keyboard ' . Coat Closet Bate & "lime of eltlh: Nov. 29. 1991 at 9:00 a.m. 
discussion paper. 12 Wang Monitors Display Rack Weight: 7 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Details of a new public review process for water export • 1 IBM Monitor 3 Steno Chairs Parents: Ruth & Terry Wright 
licences will be ~eleased along with the discussion paper. 7 Wang CPUs 2 Office Chairs 
A Vancouver company - -  Moss Management Inc. - -  has 8 Walg Printers 2 Dynamite Boxes 
three applications for the rights to export 50,000 acre-feet of 4 Paper Feeds 9 RFE Repeater Mods, 
water froin sources near the old Anyox mine site 70km nor- 3 Sound Covers 8 GE PRO Repeater Mods. 
thwest of Aiyansh. • External Diskettes and Hard 14 UHF YAG Antennas 
Kermode H~O Export Ltd., of Coquitlam, already has a • Drives 3 UHF Corner Reflectors 
water export licence granted before the moratorium was im- Misc. AES Cables 
posed last year after controversy erupted over one company's Plus many items too numerous to mention. 
plans to export B.C. water to California. . ~- TERMS CASH ,~- 
Kermode hasn't shipped any water so far, but has the rights 
to export nearly 30 tanker loads of fresh water a year out of KERRS' AUCTIONS 
Whalen Lake, 90kin south of Kitimat on Princess Royal 
Island. R.R. 1 TELKWA, B.C. Phone  846-5392 
Lunch on the grounds. Not responsible for accidents. 
Z¢Ol 
° ° 
, ,  , an,  save,  a OZ off a ,=  ^
:.. -,.- everywhere AirBC flies. And you can travel 
. anytime till Apdl 4,1992. 
.,4 : : :  Call your travd agent 
o # 0 0 I lK  orAirCanadanow. 
. Seats must be booked 14 days in advance .. 
__  ~ ~ . " " " ~ l ~  1 for most destinations and 21 da.ys for Toronto 
and Montreal. Tickets must be paid for with- 
in 3 days of booking. Fares may be higher 
: ': depending on dates of travel and are.subject 
. . ,  to change without notice. Some othercondi- 
'1 CJ'" ¢. , __0 ,  : , j  / tions apply. Seats are limited, so call now, ; 0 
. : ' :  ",: . . :  : . . :  , . , :  , . . ,  . .  : : .  ::L,.:'.I 
AN AIR CANADA CONNECTOR 
r ' ,  
TV show to probe 
northwest murder 
~RR~CE, - -  RCMP say next 
week:s,.broadcast of Unsolved 
Mysteries on American televi- 
sion could 'be their last.chance 
to find the killer of Philip Innes 
Fraser. .., 
On Wedrjesday, Jan. 15, the 
television'sliow ill feature the 
puzzling murder of Fraser -- a 
23-year-old- American traveller 
who was killed and left in a 
gra?el pit near Stewart in 1988. 
The pr0gtam will be on at 6 
p.m~ here on cable channel 6. 
" Cpt: C-"f~I Gates has headed 
the invesfiilation of the case 
from the beginning and will be 
in Los Angeles to man the 
phone lines as Americans tune 
in and call in tips. 
"They generally get a tremen- 
dous reaction from these 
things," said Gates. "Literally 
hundreds of calls come in on the 
evening of the show." 
, Police have turned up no new 
leads and are hoping someone 
who sees the show may be able 
to give them new information 
that will he}p them pick up the 
trail. 
"This isour main focus right 
noW," Gates said. "No new in- 
formatio n has come to light to 
speak of." 
" I t  (the' investigation) is win- 
ding down," he added. "All 
these investigations are still kept 
open :-: thby remain active and 
We never let them go. But as far 
~is new information, it's slowed 
right down."  
Fraser  left Anchorage,  
Alaska on June 14, 1988. He 
fravelled South from Upper 
Liard, Yukon through Cassiar 
and Dease Lake on Hwy37. On 
( 
ii ......... |
. . . .  f~, ; . i ; , ,+~. .  ,.[,11([,1 fl ~ / " J " ' l  " " 
PRIME SUSPECT in the murder of Philip Innes Fraser is this hitch- 
hiker who the 23-year-old American picked up south of Dease 
Lake. 
June 18 he stopped around 
40-Mile Flat and picked up a 
hitch-hiker who police believe 
murdered him. 
The next day Fraser's car - -  a 
black Volkswagen Jetta - -  was 
found burning in a Prince 
George car wash. His bullet- 
riddled body was discovered a
month later in a gravel pit in the 
Stewart area. 
Gates said investigators are 
still trying to find people who 
may have met the hitch-hiker 
and have some clue to his identi- 
ty. RCMP have issued a series 
of composite drawings of the 
suspect. 
The suspect is described as a 
heavy set white male in his late 
teens or early 20s, 5-feet-10, 
weighing more than 200 
pounds. He has short wavy 
brown hair, a midriff bulge, 
badly decayed teeth, strong 
body odour and slow speech. 
Fraser was last seen alive with 
the hitch-hiker at 40-Mile Flat. 
Film crews with Unsolved 
Mysteries hot footage for the 
show along Hwy 37 near 
Stewart back in October. 
It's the first time a program 
of its type has covered a major 
investigation in northwestern 
B.C. 
Anyone in the northwest who 
might have information can call 
investigators at the Prince 
Rupert RCMP subdivision at 
627-3145, 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Terrace's first baby of 1 992 is 
• Brooke Lhonnie Palahiek.y~ ,..:~:.:,;...~ • ~ 
8lbs t.ozs, born January I at 
7:50 p.m., to proud parents 
Shirley and Jim Palahicky and 
sister Breanne. 
The following merchants have 
donated gifts and may be picked up 
at the participating merchants. 
Gemma Bed & Bath Boutique . . . . . . .  Babies Precious Moments Collection 
Your Decor.. : : . . . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  One roll of childs wall paper 
Safeway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 pkg. Truly Fine Diapers, 
Truly Fine Baby Wipes, 
$15.00 Gift Certificate 
Gingerbread Playhouse. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Kindergund Baa-Baa Blankie 
Erwins.. ,  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Royal Doulton Happy Birthday Plate 
.'Shoppers Drug Mart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pampers Phase I diapers, 
Shoppers Drug Mart natural baby wipes 
.i 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
:PALACE 
[NIIAY I PdlO[%'I:I~ I l l  :1"11 I;~" I ? l  I I I~ I :"1 I ] i1 '  I I l l l  : t l  i I l l  I I (I I I#~ f i l  i i l  t i  '#1% 
1 2 Terrace .3 ,,~ 4 L,,,,, Theatre 
747 erolllers 
CLOSED Air Cadet Parents For 
French 
Te,race N.T.C. Slzames 
Anlt Poverty Terrace Local 
~¢~,~ 'a.~a'; o,Y Ski Club 
5 '  6 
:rerrace Ten:ace 
Athletic 1 Minor 
Assoc. Hockey 
12 13 
Terrace Terrace 
Athletic Minor 
Assoc. Hock{~y 
!7 
Kermode 
Fri0ndship 
Society 
14 
Kormode 
i Friendship 
Society 
:8 .9 order o, ~-i n Canad,ao 11 .,,,or 
Royal i " "  Paraplegic, Soltball 
Terrace Purple '. Association 
" Kinetics Blueback Terrace N.T.C. ! 
Swim Club Anti POverty i Terrace Local I SkatingFigure 
~15 16%ce 17 Cana~tan 1P-, u,,,e 
J " - -  Paraplegic "="-" Theatre 
! Terrace ~. AssociationJ' Ki"-nsm~en i Peaks i AlrCadet ! 
Terrace " ~ " - -  
! Gymnastics : Anti Poverty Terr~cTe~oeal ~hu:  
19 120 
Terrace Terrace 
Athletic Minor 
Assoc. I Hockey 
i21 !22 i23 °'dor°' 
Royal 
Kermode Terrace Purple 
Friendship Blueback Terrace 
, Society Swhn Club Anti POverty 
1 24  canadian ]2 5 RIngett. 
-- Paraplegic 
Association ] Terrace 
Soccer 
N,T.C. Figure 
Terrace Local Skating 
26 127 
Terrace i Terrace 
i' Athletic JVllnor 
Assoc, , Baseball 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Fri. - SAt, Late night Games 
T,V, MONITORS 
Terrace " i28 29. . 30  31 Canadian 
Paraplegic Kermode VOlunieer, Montessorl - 
Association 
Friendship & Seniors Information Terrace N.T.C, 
Society Access Anti.Poverty ; Terrace Local ; 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Boors 4:30 p.m, Games 6:15 
Boors 9:30 p.m, Games 10:00 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
THE WORLO 
IS YOURS...IF 
:YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the .Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community, 
' Karen 638-0707 
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I - t , t~t  ~ i i i  L '~t  I 
I *Clip thi-s ad, select any 
two entrees (up to a 
value of =15.95 each 
and enjoy dinner for two 
for only =19.95 
I Not valid with dining cards. 
L id  until Feb. 29/1992 
~'D~t  Open 7 days a week. 
I~1  ~ D'~ <'~¢~5 Dinner 4:30 - 11:00 prn 
ti 
Lunch Man. - Frl. 11:30 - 2:00 pm 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
638-0644 or 638-1503 
• 0'~  4402 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C, 
NO MONEY 
DOWN S A LE* 
1987 CAVALIER Z24 
Hbk,, 5 spd. 
r 
1987 STANZA GXE 
4 dr.. auto, air, P.W.. P.L, cruise 
at McEwan . 
1980 CAPRI 1987 FORDFieO 
5 spd., turbo 4X4, S/C, ecy  i,'4"spd. 
s1995 (limited time o f fe r )  s10,990 
1990 COROLLA 1988 FORD F250 
S/W, auto, 4x4 4x4, XLT; V8, 5 spd., air, canopy 
=9995 
1987 PONTIAC 6000 SE 
4 dr., air, P.W., P.L., cruise 
s10,995 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL 
2 dr.. 4 spd. 
=5995 
1989 FIREFLY 
2 dr,, Hbk., auto, red 
=5995 
1990 SUNBIRD 
2 dr., auto, air, cruise 
s10,995 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
" 4 dr., air, P.W., P.L, cruise 
=15,995 
1990 TEMPEST 
4 dr., auto, 6 cyl., cruise 
=11,995 
1990 BERETTA 
air, cruise 
$12,995 
1989 CAVALIER 1990 CORSICA 
4 dr., auto, cass. air, cruise 
s6995 
1989 CAVALIER 
4 dr., auto, air, cass. 
s6995 
s11,995 
1990 GRAND AM 
4 dr. air, cruise 
$12,995 
1988 GMC PICKUP 
3/4 ton, 4x4, VS; auto, air, 
=13,995 
1989 GMC EXT CAB SLE 
3/4 ton, 4x4, P,W., P .L  
s14,995 
1989 CHEV PICKUP 
1/2 ton, 4x4, V6, 5 spd., cass. 
=1 3,995 
1989 GMC PICKUP 
4WD., V8, auto 
=1 2,990 
1990 GRAND CARAVAN 
V6, auto, cruise, cass. 
s16,990 
1990 SAFARI VAN 
8 pass., P.W., P.L,, air 
=1 8,990 
1990 GRAND AM 1990 TEMPEST 1990 CHEV EXT CAB 
4 dr., auto. air, cruise air, cruise 4x4. air, auto, red 
=11,995 
1990 CORSICA 
4 dr., auto, air, cruise 
s11,995 
-1990 SUNBIRD 
4 dr., auto, air 
=12,995 
1990 CORSICA 
4 dr., auto, air, cruise 
=11,995 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
2 dr., P.W,, P.L,, air 
=19,995 
1990 CHEV PICKUP 
4x4. VS, auto, air 
=16,995 
1990 GMC PICKUP 
4x4, VS, a~Jto, air 
Sl 5,990 $9995 Sl 6,9.95 
1990 LUMINA 
4 dr., air, cruise, tilt 
s13,990 
1990 BERETTA 
auto, e cyl., air, cruise 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
4 dr,, air, P,W., P.L, cruise 
=15,995 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
4 dr., air, P.W., P.L., cruise 
s12,995 =15,995 
1990 GMC VAN 
12 pass,, V8, auto, air 
s18,990 
1991 CHEV S-BLAZER 
4 dr,, air, P.W,, P.L.I cruise 
=21,995 
*We pay your down payment up to a maximum of 
10% of the vehicle price O.A.C.  
I ~ OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
McEv  an  OO.,C. 
635"4941 
, !  f / ,  .L) ~ 1, The Bright Spot On Highway 16 West 
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Pilgrims take aim at banks 
TERRACE --There's a sim. 
pie solution to the debt pro- 
blem facing Canada, says a 
lay sect who visited here 
recently. 
And that is to take away 
the power of the banks to 
create money. 
The problem, continues, 
Jean-Pierre Richard, is that 
money isn,t based on the 
wealth that comes from the 
country's production. 
Instead, it is based on the 
power than banks have to 
create or lend money many 
times past their deposit 
levels. 
"Those banks have a terri. 
ble power. What they do 
then is k:reate debt that peg. 
pie have to pay," said 
Richard from the Pilgrims of 
St. Michael. 
The Pilgrims, who take 
their name from St. Michael, 
....... ihe~rrchangel of justice, call 
their phi losophy social 
credit, 
But it's not the social 
credit that started on the 
Prairies and is used as the 
name for the B.C. political 
party, says Richard. 
"We're a non-partisan, 
adds. 
The Pilgrims' philosophy 
is based on people receiving 
money -- called dividends -- 
as the overall worth of a 
country increases. 
This dividend would by 
paid directly to and share 
equally by each Canadian, 
said Richard. 
Richard travels the coun- 
try from the Pilgrims' base in 
Rougemount, south of Mon- 
treal. 
His vehicle carries a sign 
promoting the lay sect's 
newspaper, the Michael 
Journal. Signs advocating 
"Death to Taxes" are also 
on display, 
Richard says the 
newspaper has a circulation 
of 50,000 every two months 
and that the Pilgrims are now 
printing pamphlets in many 
languages. 
The  Pilgrims are also op- 
posed to the GST and are cir- 
culating apetition against the 
tax. 
! 
JEAN PIERRE RICHARD displays succinct message of the Pilgrims 
of St. Michael.  It's a Cathol ic-based organization promot ing a dif- 
ferent way of running the economy. Richard regularly travels across 
Canada with the organization's message. 
DNA fingerprinting used 
pursuit of poachers 
TERRACE -- Conservation of- 
ricers here hope to start racking 
down northwest poachers using 
a process called DNA finger- 
printing. 
DNA fingerprinting uses 
X-ray photography to compare 
genetic material from different 
tissue samples. Because each 
animal has its own unique set of 
genetic information, scientists 
can use the process to prove that 
two samples with identical 
genetic patterns came from the 
same animal. 
District conservation officer 
Peter Kalina said the process 
hasn't been used and tested in 
court yet. But they plan to start 
~sing the isrocess So0n in I 
poachings of be~i~-,"nlbi~ilti~iri 
goat and moose. 
Typically, he said, conserva- 
tion officers might find a 
poached carcass abandoned in 
the bush and take a sample 
from it. If they later seize some 
meat or hides from a suspect's 
house, they could have the 
samples analyzed to link the 
suspect with the carcass in the 
bush. 
So far the process hasn't been 
tested in court to find out if it 
stands up to the scrutiny of 
defenee lawyers. 
Right now they're working on 
building up a collection Of 
samples for different species of and where it was shot. Samples 
big game from around the pro. can be sent to Helix Biotech 
vince. ~! ' : ' : :  Lt~d'~.,Siiite215i,7080Ri~;erRd.; 
: A large inventory of s~unpies RiChmond BiC., V6x IXS. 
Local crime rate steady 
TERRACE --The crime rate in 
the city held steady in 1990 com- 
pared to the year before. 
Figures for 1990 show there 
were 221 Criminal Code of- 
fences for every 1,000 people 
living here while there were 222 
in 1989. 
The 1990 rate was good 
enough for the city to drop to 
9th place overall in the province 
' for Criminal Code offences. 
In 1989, the city ranked fifth 
when compared to other 
municipalities in the province. 
"We held our o~vn, (but) it 
shows things got worse in the 
other eight• places," said local 
RCMP detachment commander 
Inspector Lawrence Yeske of 
the 1990 figures. 
In 1988, the city ranked se- 
cond in the province with 244 
offences per 1,000 population. 
The statistics don't include traf- 
fic offences. 
Yeske said he was relatively, 
happy ~th  the 1990 figures but 
did note that crime across the 
province seems to be edging 
out. 
Larry Yeske 
And he was careful to point 
out that not all of the Criminal 
Code offences committed 
within the municipal boundaries 
are caused by people who live in 
the city. 
"What  we have are 
troublemakers coming into the 
town and connecting with the 
ones that live here," said Yeske. 
is needed to prove in court that 
the process is reliable and ac- 
curate. 
"Once the technique is ac- 
cepted in court, there's no 
longer a problem," Kalina said. 
Hunters can help build up the 
inventory of samples by sending 
a small chunk of hide from each 
animal they take to Helix 
Biotech Ltd., the Richmond lab 
that is collecting the samples. 
Company president Terry 
Owen said hunters hould iden- 
tify the species, whether it was 
male or female, and state when 
"We're a hub, similar to 
Williams Lake when you look at 
their figures," he continued. 
Williams Lake is a perennial fix- 
ture at the top of the crime rate 
list. It was first in 1990 with 268 
offences per 1,000 population. 
Yeske said hit and runs and 
other traffic offences are also 
higher in relation to the number 
of people who live here because 
the city is a service and shopp- 
ing centre for the northwest. 
He attributed the stable crime 
rate to more stringent policing 
of liquor use and vehicle 
drivers. 
" i f  we can get somebody who 
gets liquored up before they get 
into a car and get into an acci- 
dent or into a fight, we're doing 
our job," said Yeske. 
As for office caseload, the 
figure is now 102 eases per each 
officer in town and 98 for those 
in the rural area. 
The municipal rate comes 
close to the 100 given as a stan- 
dard figure while the rural one 
is higher than the 75 cases et as 
the mark. 
HAPPY 
I 
NEW YEAN . 
You've made '91 
so  special for us, 
the only thing that can 
possibly top it is '92. 
Have a super 
New Year Kewal Bal 
and B. Uppal. 
" ' L ,  , 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
638-0555 
I '  
Pit lamp 
decision 
close 
TERRACE-  Prosecutors 
are expected to decide by 
next week whether to charge 
a local RCMP officer with 
night hunting. 
The officer has been under 
investigation since being nab- 
bed in a pit-lamping sting 
operation run by local con- 
servatiou officers on  the 
Nov. 11 long weekend. Night 
hunting with the aid of a 
light, known as pit-lamping, 
is illegal. 
Senior Vancouver pro- 
secutor David Winkler said 
! he ~has :ir(~ylewed ~the rile, and 
has made a recommendation. 
It goes back to Prince George 
regional Crown counsel Ray 
Hall for final decision. 
Winkler - -  who reviews 
~:ases involving police of- 
ricers - -  said charge ap- 
provals in those cases are 
automatically sent away so 
local prosecutors, who work 
closely with the RCMP, 
don't have to make the deci- 
sion. 
F IELDS 
STORES 
*WARNING* 
6-Pk, & 10-Pk. Votive Candles- 
Made in China, advertised for 99 = 
pk. in FIELDS December 18th Flyer 
are a potential --fire hazard. 
Customer who have purchased this 
item from FIELDS should return it to 
the nearest FIELDS store for a re- 
fund, 
DO NOT USEr 
.... I 'CAR RENTALS "" i ............... 
Call Us Today For Complete 
Rental Rate Information 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
3779 River Drive 635-5717 
/ / / / - ,  ~ " 
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 
25% 
OUR ENTIRE RETAIL STOCK 
January 6 to 11 
HAIR GALLERY 
4 z  eit, Ave.ue 6 3 5"3 7 2 9 
STEPHEN PELLIZZARI, CAm 
L 
• ii::i ~ 
d • 
i'ii i!~ 
Barton Insurance Brokers are pleased to 
announce their new arrival - Stephen Pellizzad, 
CAIB. He is knowledgeable in all classes of 
General Insurance and welcomes all inquiries. 
Yr., ~, L3.. "t,~/"2. ~ ~ 575 Victoria st, f~  12, 
Prince George Phone 564-2211 
What mal(es Quick 
Control big news? 
II's 
There's nothing complicated about it. 
Our new Quick Control" plan puts you " - -  -aid~l~it~ifii'~ilT~ll~ti:lllll 
in control fast. And it's hassle-free, so 1 
it's easy to stick with. You'll choose from delicious pre-planned menus of 
the foods you love. Meals that are a snap to prepare with minimal weighing 
_ . . . .  : :. -_ .  and measuring. It even works when you're dining 
I~l l l ' , t l l l l , ' l~Bt( i t~l  out. Quick Control. So get with the plan and you'll 
• - ~ " see, success has neverbeen this simple. 
Yots ve Got It hi To .  l l )  Gel It  OffYo.." 
CO¢$~|Nt |Ym~tr~ W"  WA~ch~PI~IIr¢~I~tI~x~cm~td~I~I~"TWA|CIIERSINILRHATK3NALI~ W~I~I I fWAr~t~R,~OC~ILe41 
Join by February 1st at these convenient imes and locations: 
TERRACE 
Inn o f  the  West 
z ,  
4620 Lakelse Ave, 
,Tue ,6 :45pm 
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- - -  'l:l','J I:[PII:[I]I ill] :[~ :HILDREN'S WEAR I' :::. 
Chlldrens Tights 1 .4,'i 
6-18 mo, & 1-3 yrs ...................... n ."'i"-a' 
Qusito Baby Pants 1 AA 
Plastic Asst, Sizes ....................... i i  ..'1,-'1' 
Magic Socks 1 ~ iA  
1 Size Fits All, Beg, 2,49 .............. e .-I'-11' 
Fisher Pdco infants Vests 1 ,~Ai  
Asst, Sizes, Rng. 2,00 .................. a .'-v-a' 
Recelv!ng 6lookers 9 ~AI  
30x36 Reg, 3,19 ......................... r . . .  ~ -'r 
Boys Walson Bdefs 
3 Pr. Pk, Slzea 4-6x q ,/I.41 
Reg. 4.99 ................................... ~ .'-T'-r 
Girls Watson Bdefs q ,AAm 
Sizes 4-6x Reg, 4.99 .................... w • - r  - 'f 
',1:1:1,']','1:/:1;- 
Mini Gloves 
3.10 . . . . . . . . . .  " - -Z .44  Super Stretch Reg . . . .  
Mens Subslandard Bdefs 1.44 
Reg, 2,00 ................................... 
Mens Subslandard T.shirts 9 ~`4  
Reg. 3,90 ................................... ,,[.-. '-~ '-i' 
Boys Spdnler Bdp-fs 1.44  
S,M,L Reg, 1.99 .......................... 
Mens Sweat & T-Shirts ]~ ~1`4 
Asst. Reg, 7.99 ........................... ~. ' -n' -z '  
Mens Fallers Gloves 2 ~IA_ 
Reg, 3,3G .................................. .'-w-a' 
' :  + SHOES i" i 
Ladies Slippers 
Pile & Terry Mule ~ ~[J i  
Reg. 4.00 ................................... v . - r 'q r  Glds Watson Bdefs 1 44  
Sizes 8.14 Reg, 2.02 ................... • 
6low Biters Shoe Laces 1 4d  
Girls Oriels "411 AA Reg, 1,99 ...................................  .'qr'-zr 
Sizes 8-14 Reg, 6/5.00 .......... won  .'-ir-a' 
Neon Shoe Laces ~/1  ~[ 
Reg. 1,00 ................................. m,,,~a .'-v 
IEALTH & BEAUTY ~ i 
- -  " I .i]l]~_q_.']d~ .p 'Wl l l -  [ J  
Smad Bra : 9AA 
3.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . - , - ,  Sizes 32-36 Reg.  . 
Smad Briefs ' ~ ~AI  
S,M,L Reg. 3.18 .......................... r . , . - f -T  
Ladies COttOn Briefs ~ OA 
Asst. O/S Re9.3.72 ..................... ~ • L-, Ir 
Ladies Cotton Bdefs 1 ,AA  
Asst ........................................... a ."11'-I' 
Ladies Hanna Briefs q ~ 
S,M,L Reg. 3.99 .......................... w . ' - I ' - r  
Ladies Assl, Bdefs 
S,M,L Reg; 1~99 .......................... 1.44 
Ladies Bdefs s,.+ ,...2.19 .......................... 1 44 
Ladies Bikini's 2 .44  
S,M,L Reg. 3.29 .......................... 
Ladies Panty Hose 1.44 
Asst.,~ ........................................ 
Ladies Panty Hose 9 AA 
Asst ........................................... L - . ' I " I '  
Ladl+s Panty Hose  2 /1 .44  
Asst ................................... 
Tanya Guard Protector e,~ ,'11,/1 
Reg, 4.27 .................. ~p. "it '-i' 
d i  ~ ~3~t'J[t]LH I~l]i]O~ .s "' 
Puntan Flakes of Hum 1 ,4,4 
or Chlcke~q 184g ..................... .,. e .-1"-," 
Starkist Tuna 1 4`4 
Chunk in Water 184g ................... o ."v"qr 
Flour 
4.99 ..................... 4 .44  lOkg Bag Reg, 
Molson "Excel" Beer ~'~ ~A[  
6 Pak Reg, 4,27 ........................... ~ ."s'"qr 
Tomatoes 9/1  ~la 
796mL Reg, 89(; ................... ='-# ."r 'qr  
Red Rose Tea 1 AIAI 
72 Bag Pak Reg. 2.29 .................. = . '-a'-r 
Ucodce AIIsorts ~ "4 
300g Reg. 3.19 ........................... - . - . ' l -  
Candy Coated Chocolate t~/_~ J l ,4  
300g Reg, 2.50 .................... ~v . 'T - l "  
Large Bath Sheets 
Huge Selection, Seconds, Super Value ............................. 7,44 
Lace Tablecloths 7 44 
100% Poly, Various Shapes Reg. 10.69 .......................... • 
Futrun Pillows 
Standard&Queen ' CEJ 
Standard17.99...8.94 1/2 PR! 
Queen 19.99...9.94 .................... 
AM/FM Stereo Radm GARDENIHG & PETS: 
Double Cassette ~A.44  
Reg. 69.99 ............................................................ ~ " I '  
Dynasty Tumbler Sets i~ 44 
18 Pc. Reg. 7.99. ........................................................... V • 
Photo Albums 
40 Page Reg. 7.29 ......................................................... 5 ,44  
Upper Deck 
. D L ~ . . ~ - : ~ ~  • 
Ladies Purse Assortment 9 44  
Includes Leather Reg. 13.90 ........................................... • 
Regal Asst, Biscuits t )  ~L,4 
Everyday Preference 40Og Reg. 3.19 ........................... .,-.'qr'-z" 
KneeHighs3Pr, Pk, 1 Hockey Cards  ~9.44  OIS Reg. 2.29 .............................. • 4 4 Ganong Chocolates 
• Asst, 6 Flavours °'~/~,~ A ,t 91/92 Series. Box of 36 Packages ........................... a i~  i Everyday Preference Up To 85g Neg, 1.99 ............. -.-~ . , - . . -r- i"  
Knee Highs 3 Pr. Pk. 1.44 Ruffles Potato Chips 
BeG~ 199 ................................... 2 /1 ,44  
E,e~dayPreferenco ~'~, : - .~. :~ 200gReg. l,06 .................... 7 4 4  4 4  ~+,~,~,.co,e+ c ,p 9 ,~a Sanyo Camcorderslx,~ ~ KO~ Hiohs 6 Pr. Pk. 't'?9~:A~A,.' ' i~ 
~ JJ;nEh~a~'22~g Reg, 2,99 ........... L . , - r~  8ram Ful| Features 3Lu~ Regi~899~O0 ........... . i 
Re b~ 2,99 ................................ :,, K,,,''ir ~1' Kerr Candy 3.39 ................... 2.44 
Asst. 800g Reg. Ladies Panly Hose  2 /1 .44  L 
Reg. 99¢ .............................. Chocolate Chip Cookies ~"~/_~ ~i.,4 
Ladies Panty Hose  2/1 .44  900gReg, 2.70 .................... - - - , v . 'T ' l "  / M.T.C.C.D. Player Component & 
O/S Beg. 1.29 ....................... 
1LB, Bag Peanuts / Remote Control ' t / I / I  J I / I  
- LadlesScckSslzes.9.11 Re 0 . . . . .  2 69 ...... ........ 2 .24  R0g..Sa,,ed, 2.69fi90, ................. 2 /3 .44  
. Lad'les Sport Hose ~ J lA  Spanish R e g .  R e g ~  . . . . . .  I1_ ~ ' - ' l r  • ~ 
3 Pr, Pk. Reg. 4.49 ...................... ~,;."s'"l" Creme sa.dw,,h Cook,. 1.44  
Ladies socks Asst. 600gPakBeg, 1.99 ............. M.T.C. Compact Disc 
T+,eso,,,es.3.85 . ..... ~ ......... :2.44 Player Component 13444- - . - -  
m 1¥,. ~lUi,'~-:PTl~l~]_( ,,LP 
Ladies Slouch Socks ~ AiAi  Glasses 
Reg. 2.99 ................................... ---."l'"qr Huge Asst. of Prints, Low ~ A[A Reg. 199.99 ................................................... 
Glds Slouch Sccks ~ A ,~ &HtbaHReg. 5,49 ........................ v . "¢" r  
Sizes 7.9Yz Beg, 3,29 .................. ,[.-.'-ir'-z' 
Egg ~up~ 2/1.44 en~ fiids Ankle Socks ~ ,A`4 Beg ............................... M e n ' s  Jeans  A s s o r t m  
Sizes 8.9Vz Reg. 2,69 .................. ,,- • "or "qr Hobbermaid ,/zCup Containers r~ A A Seconds, ,floludes GWG & LBv, : ' 2  4 4  
Girls Work Hose 2.69 .................. 2.44  2PakReg. 2.99 ........................... =- . " r "s '  Reg. 28.00 ........................................................... • • 
sizes 6.8Vz Reg. 18 Po. mass sot R 4 , t  
Boys'& Gids Socks 9 AA Beg. 7.99 ................................... v .~ l  
Sizes 0.4 me, Reg. 3.49 ............... L . -e - r  Beer Glasses _~ ~.A  
4 Pak Reg. 5,13 ........................... v . - -x  1- 
Cookbooks ~/1 A,'I 2..00 ......... , , , - . - ,  , Huge Asst, Beg, 
SEWING NOTIONS 
MENSWEAH 
York V-110 Bar Bell Set 44 .44  
110Lb Set Reg. 55,91 ............................................ 
: SPORT!NG;GOODS ~. 
~ '  •BEDDING .... 
OFF Reg. Price 
All Winter 
Outerwear 
For The Entire Family ............................ 44% 
Infants Boys & Girls Socks ~ At.,4 
1 dki. --I' "lr Sizes 3.6 V= Beg, 3.99 .................. 
Asst. Umbrellas A ~i,~ 
Reg, 5.47 ................................... '-r . - r - r  
Beys Sped Hose ~ `4`4  
3 Pr. Pk. Reg. 4.69 ...................... t ,~.' - l ' -r  
Mens Sport Hose _~ A ,4  
3 Pr. Pk. Reg, 4.69 ...................... ,,~."~r"z" 
Mens Substandard Bose 1.44  
Reg, 1,88 ................................... 
Union Approved Work Hose ~ A`4  
Sizes 10-13 Reg. 2,99 ................. L . " f '~  
Mens Work Gloves ~/ ,~ AA I  
Green Ape Reg. 2.66 ............. L / ' - r .  "~r "~r 
Fabric Special ~/ " . l  4A  
Reg. 2.56/m ......................... - -au  . - i r - r  
Flannelette ~ ~L,4 
Reg. 3.20/m ................................ ,,- . - r - r  
Lace or Elastic R/ t ,44  
Reg. 3Ydsll.0g .................... ~"  
Ruffled Lace a l  e ) A . t  
Reg, 4 Yds/3.59 .................... "T / . , - . ' l " - r  
All Simplicity Patterns 
~, stock _"4 4 ,4  
Re9 Up To 9.50 ........................... v . - , r~  
Red Head Wool ~ A,Ai 
lOOg Beg, 2.99 ........................... L ' ' l ' ' l i '  
Fill 
~[b ~. Neg. 4.,.i ......................... 3 ,44  
Batting 
Reg. 2,99/m ................................ 2,44 
Tea Towels 
ASSt. Pdnts& Colours 91.e~ 4 ,4  
reg. 2.70 ............................. ~.~w, ,  ~r-~ 
Vinyl Tablecloths ~ AA 
Reg. 5.00 ................................... Le . "lr"Ir 
Vinyl Placemats ~/1  /11,t 
Huge Asst, Reg. 1.00 ............ L - I I  ="It's' 
12 Pak Facecloths ~ AA 
Reg. 5.00 ................................... e, Jh, -ir-e' 
Vinyl Shower Liners e,~ A`4  
Reg. 5.99 ................................... na . - i r  'qr 
o pakivory soap 2/3'44 
Reg. 2.49 ............................. 
Idsh Spdng 919 AIAI 
50eg Reg, 1.59 .................... - - - /~  .'-ir'ar 
Rural Soap . . . . .  
6 Pak Reg. 1.89 ...................... 1.44 
Olc Razors 
lOPak Reg. 1.79 ......................... 1.44 
Asst. Pears Shampoo r~/a'-~ AA 
45OraL Beg. 2.77 ........ ~ ......... ---/t,p ."a''a' 
Vaseline Lotion A. A IA  
600mL Beg. 6.41 ........................ ~ ="ir'-a" 
Macieans Toothpaste 
lOOmL Fresh Mint or Mild a,~/m,'~ ~i.~i. 
Mint Reg. 1.59 ...................... " r - / " -  . "T"T  
Close.Up Toothpaste 9/~'.~ AIAI 
125mL Reg. 2.39 .................. K,,/~Le .-'lr'a, 
scott,. T, ssue "~/'~ .44 
200 Pak Reg. 1,36 ................ - - -ez  
Kleenex Tissue *"~ l l  A A 
lOO Pak Regl 80¢ ................. wet  ."z'"a' 
Shampoos & Bubble Bath 9 AA 
Asst. 2L Reg. 2/7.00 ................... L . " r " r  
Hal, Polish Remover 1.5o..2/2.44 
200mL 3 Types, Reg. 
10" Tapered Candles I:111 ,441.'11 
Reg. 411.00 .......................... w ig  . - l ' - i r  
Pencil Crayons 1.44 
12 Pal Reg. 2.00 .......................... 
WaX Crayons ~]~ AAJ  
16 Pak Reg. 1.49 .................. L l i "  ""l'"H' 
,no,on, G,ue 2,44  
2 Pak, Beg, 2,99 .......................... 
Ruled Writing Pads  ? /1 .44  
5x9 150 Sheets R0g. 1.29....,LI 
Index Cards 919 `4AI 
100 Pak Beg, 1,49 ................ ----r *--.- ."sr'sr 
Hardcovor Notebooks 1 ~ i~ i  
Reg. 1.99 ........... ;....................... e .'nr-qr 
Mini Photo Albums 3 44 
Holds 120 4x6 Re9. 4.99 ....... i ...... • 
ReBII Paper 
3.99 .................. Z .44  400 Sheels Reg. 
Foam Cups He CFC's 1 AIAI 
100 Pak Reg. 2.34 ....................... e ,,"zr"z" 
Chinel Plales 91"4  A t l  
20 Pak Reg. 2.69 ............... =- - /w . 'q r -T  
Glad Sandwich Bags 9 AIA[ 
200 Reg. 3.49 ............................. K. o-a'-a" 
Lunch Bags For Kids 1 aA  
Reg. 1.99 ........... ,..................... ,m ."1'"1" 
Garbage Bags 911 AA 
lO Pak Reg. 99¢ ................... ~ l i  . , ' T - i '  
Garbage Bags r j  AA  
34 Pak Reg, 4,69 ........ ................. t.p. "1'"1' 
Viva Jumbo Reg, 1.50.......... ; I /Z ,44  
,22 Cal. LB. Shells 
Reg. or Hollow Point 2,4,' 
50 Rounds Per Box Reg, 2,99 ........ .'-a' "it 
Table Tennis Balls 1,44 
6 Pak Reg, 2.45 ........................... 
SRm Fast Meal Replacement 8ars 
Choc, or Peanut Butter 6 44 
Reg. 7.99 ................................... -. 
Slim Fast Shake Mix 
5309 Choc, & Vanilla Q AA 
Reg, 11,00 ................................. ,w ,~r  
Skipping Ropes 
419 ................ ---3.44 Asst. C¢ours Reg. 
.177 Cal. 6B'S 9 A ,4  
600 Pak Reg. 3.29 ....................... i,,,.,-z. ~ 
Wooden Target Arrews 9 A IA  
Reg. 3.29 ................................... i , . .  '-it -v  
Dunlop Tennis Balls 
3 Pak Heon Colours ~l A [~ 
Reg, 4,99 ................................... ~ . - i r - l r  
Skate Guards ~ A~ 
Reg, 4,19 ................................... ~ ,"l'--f 
Punching Bal loons 211 .44  
Reg. 1.00 ............................. 
Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtle 9 `4`4 
Poster Pen Sets Reg, 4.49 ............ - - . ' a ' - r  
MaJomtle Die Cast Cars 211 aa 
& Trucks fieg. 1,29,,,.. ...... ,. I . - tr"~ 
s.r~hA-Wor~ FOza,o 211.44 
Books Reg, 1.00 ................... r 
Jumbo Crossword Hooks 1,4 4 
Reg. 2.g7 ................... ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Budgie Seed _~ ,4 ,4  
5000 Reg. 3.09 ........................... ~Z,."lr'-T 
GOldfiSh Food 9 4A  
56g Reg. 3.99 ............................. h .11  
Hamster & Gerbil Food ~ A ,A  
5000 Heg, 3.73 ........................... m, , . " r - r  
Wild Bird Seed 9 4, / J  
4Lb Beg. 2.99 ............................. =- - . ' l " - r  
Cedar & Pine Shavings _~ ,4 ,4  
1Kg Beg. 4.91 ............................. t,e."l"'-r 
Mini Glue Guns '7  Ai A 
Reg. 9.99 .................................. . o . - s ' " r  
5.In-1 Screwdrivers 9 J~J,A 
Reg. 4,29 ................................... L . - r - .e  
3.1n.1 Household Oil 9 A`4  
85mL Reg;4.16 .......................... L , , .v- , i f  
Eveready Flashlight 9 `4`4 
With Bagedes Reg. 3,99,,,.. ......... --- • - r  -e 
Packing Tape 1,44 
Beg. 2.59 .................................... 
4 Pak Light Bulb 1 AA 
40, 60,100 Walt Reg. 2,29,,...,..., • ."a''~, 
Laser Alkaline Batledes~_ ~ "~ ...... "~ 
1Pk 9V Bag, 3,49 ........................ L . "a ' 'U '  
2 Pak Paint Brush Sets 9 A ,A  
Reg 3,48 .................................... L ." lr 'a'  
Steel Wool 1.39...,:...,., ,,~I~i.AAL,|~. 
6 ROlls Beg . . . . . .  
Bubbermatd Angler Broom & q AA 
Dustpan Set Reg, 4.99 .................. a,p. "s. "I' 
Plasttc Hangers 9 , i lA  
6Pak Reg. 3,49. .................... ,....---."1'"1' 
Appliance Covers 9 AA 
Asst. Beg. 3.00., ....................... ~,,, .'-a'-e 
ESSO Pro Tec Motor Oil 9 /e .~ ,/~ A 
1L 10w30 Reg. 2.29 ............. , , - /u  ."a'"T 
Windshield Washer Antifreeze, 1.44 
4L Reg, 2.26 ............................... 
Video Library Cases 911 AA 
Reg. 1,10 ............................. L l i i  ."1''1' 
90 Minute Audio Tapes 
TOK, Maxell, Brentwood, 1.44 
Reg. Up To 2.20 ........ .................. 
T.120 VHS Video Tapes ~ A 
Reg. 3.99 ........... ,............................ L .  "z' 
Super Heavy Duty nattedes 
2Pk C&9, 6PK AA, 1Pk 9V 1 AA 
Reg. 2,29 ................................... | .'11"!' 
Asst. Konica Film 3.99. ...... , .2  44 
135, 110 or Disc Reg, 
Corduroy Pillow Covers r.~ A ,A  
Reg. 5,09 ................................... iL,i. ,'Ii, ,-Ii, 
Waterbed Conditioner 9 A iA  
118eL Reg, 2.99 ........................ Ir,,,,.,'11',',l, 
Magic Dreams Queen Pillow '7  A ,A  
Reg. 9,99 ................................... s • "lr -ql' 
V8 Vegetable Juloe 1 .44  
1L ........................................ 
Farkay Steam Fded Hoodles 
a OZ..,.,.....,..., ......... , ....... 
CanadaHo. I Polatoes 1.84 
10 Lb, Bag ............................ 
B,C. Sugar R ,4 ,4  
10k0 Bag ............................. ~,r, -1"-1r 
McGavlns Bread QA 
White or Brown .......................... ' "~  
O+and.,,k 1.94 
2L 2% .................................. i 
Gouda Cheese 
Mild, Med, Spiced 0,~1 
Per 100g ................................... • 
MOZZARELLA Cheese 2,84 
4549 .................................... 
Armstrong Cheese 
Mild, Med, Aged Marble O ,A  
Per 1009 ................................... ~ ' -T  
Lunch Box Drinks 
250 mL 3 Pak Orange, 
Grape, Fruit Punch 9/1  AA 
& Rasp/Apple .................. =-#o,  " r"T  
Devon Bacon 1,94 
50Og .................................... 
Ham Steaks 1,94 
1759 .................................... 
Maple Leaf Sliced Ham 1.74 
1759 .................................... 
Maple Leaf Bologna Kg ,, 3.74 
Chunks Family Size 1 ....... 
Boston Corned Beef ~ ,4A  
340g .................................... -,-. "T"I" 
Easy Off Oven Cleaner 2.44 
4009 Reg, 2.99 ..................... 
Hawes Lemon Oil 1.84 
20OraL Reg. 2.19 ................... 
Carpet Fresh 
Rug& Room Deodorizer 2.44 
40Og 3 Types Beg,2.99 .......... 
Lysol Spray 
Beg. Scent 350g ~1 A`4  
Beg. 3.89 .............................. L . ' i ' ' r  
Tilex Bathroom Cleaner ~ AA 
45OraL Reg. 3,99 ................... u . ' I t "9  
Bounce Sheets 
35's Reg, 4.99 Reg., /4 J~Ai 
Free & Slalnguard .................. "1'. -n"1' 
Javex Bleach ~ ~iAl  
3,6L ..................................... s , , . ' -T- f  
Pinesol Cleaner ~ ~Ai .  
000eL Reg. 3.99 ................... ~m • '-tit '-a' 
Javex II For ~ ~i~i  
Ilnbleachables 2L ................... v , ,  '~r '-a" 
Ultra Tide 
4L Be9. 8.99 Reg,, "7 ~l~i. 
Free or With Bleach ................ e,,'-ir"-a' 
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House Plans Available Through 
Trance 
. . . . . . . . . .  3207 Munro°, Terrace , : . . ! ~ , ~  ii , ...,,,=aii~E~'~.___ ~ ~,?~ 
MEMOEROFIIM.OR.MARISLT[). 635 6273 ii ..... 
. . . .  
- -  " .................. ~~i ;~ , - - GREAT FAMILY HOME 
RBS!  STOPSRm~ SALESMAN OF REVENUE PROPERTY WELCOMING . . . .  BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL This three bedroom home has a great yard 
Excellent investment property. Two full_ CONTEMPORARY Super sharp Bench home featuring mountain for children, pets and the avid gardener. In a BEr~P.E SPEEDII~ 
Sl~)PSYOU. 
¢ 
YOUR LOCAl. POLIG ~ ~:BC 
Licensed Premises 
/ 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.. 4 p,m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.. 3 p.m. 
located in 
the 
S ,UMBER 
TNE MONTH 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
The management of TERRACE REALTY 
LTD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of December 
1991. We value her excellent perfor- 
mange and service to the public in the 
field of Real Estate. 
Christel's determination and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
, CONGRATULATIONSI 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
MEMBER 
Associate Broker Network 
638-0371 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
! PHONE I 
suites. Upper floor rents for $700/m0. and 
has 3 bedrooms and two baths• Lower floor 
rents for $550/m0. Central Horseshoe Ioca. 
tion. House newly decorated throughout. 
$112,500. Exclusive (910144) Call Joyce 
Findlay 635.2697 
REDUCED TO SELL 
Centrally located duplex on 2 lots. Zoned R3 
- -  Multi family dwelling. 1 bdrm unit, 650 
sq. ft.. 2 bdrm unit 900 sq. ft. Well main. 
tained, close to recreation facilities and 
close to downtown. Revenue currently 
$750 per month. MLS. Just reduced to 
$58,900. Please call Ric White to view. 
635-6508 
i: iii~ .~ ~,~ 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
Joyce Findlay 
635.2697 
Garden space is an added attraction. 2 
story. Great family area, 2.car garage, gas 
heat, partially finished basement, 5 BR/4 
pce. and 3 pc°. baths. ALSO *Near schools 
- shops. It's a beautiful buy! Priced at 
$89,9000 (910166) nic White 635-6508 
(Exc.) 
view. Two fireplaces. 7 bdrm. with two full 
baths plus ensuite. Also, quiet street, gas 
heat. near recreation, deck, family room. 
New flooring in kitchen, dining room and fiv. 
ing room. Large paved driveway with room 
for boat and/or RV. $139,000 MLS 
(010167) Call Olga Power at 635-3833 
COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT 
Family oriented business opportunity. Ex- 
cellent potential for convenience store. 
Presently satellite dish sales, confectionary 
store and small engine repairs. Unique Iota. 
tion on Bench. Call Ric for details. 
635.6508 or 638.0268 
~ i!.ii ! I'; ',~ 
Gordon Hamilton : OIga Power 
635-9537 635-3833 
COMMERCIAL PLUS 
Large well developed property on almost an 
acre of land. 5,400 sq. ft. of building with 
overhead crane, security system, and many 
features which makes it adaptable to 
various business ventures. Great location 
for asking price. $289,500 MLS 
pleasant family neighborhood, convenient o 
city park and nature trail, with a bus stop 
providing easy access to the city centre. 
Family room, brick fireplace and hardwood 
floors add loads of appeal. Price at only 
$97,000. MLS Call Olga Power at 
635-3833 to view. (910169) 
3803 Eby, 3809 Eby, 3819 Eby, 
day. MLS 
COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
Beautilul one of a kind log home situated by 
the Skeena River. Very private and pictures. 
que setting. Two large river rock fireplaces 
provide welcoming warmth in this 5 
bedroom two bath family home. Potential for 
furlher development on grounds. Work shed 
(approx. 20 x 30), gas line to property. 
$169,000. Exclusive (910168) Call 01ga 
Power 635.3833 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1724 
~11 
ill 
Evan Young 
638-1273 
~ ~.~.~ 
CUTE AND COZY 
m 
- 868 sq. ft. - 70 x 122 lot 
-2bedrooms -12x24shop 
Asking $59,500 MLS 
WHY PAY PAD RENT? 
Consider this 136' x 155' lot on a 
quiet road close to schools and only 
moments from town. Asking 
$16,go0 MLS. Call Shaunce today. 
BUILDING THIS YEAR? 
These lots with all amenities 
available: 
3803 Eby, 3809 Eby, 3819 Eby, 
3801 Oejong, 3817 DeJong, 3823 
Dejong, Lot 4 Mounta)nviow. Call 
Shaunee for more information to- 
day. MLS. 
SMALL WITH INNER 
BIGNESS 
This is definitely a cute and cozy 
place. A cottage style panabode, 
725 sq. ft. - 2 bedrooms, front 
veranda. Situated on 1/3 acres, 
beautifully landscaped with a small 
barn and corral - located 5 miles 
north on Kalum Lake Drive. Great 
property if you are starting out or 
slowing down. Asking $42,500 
MLS. Call Laurie for viewing. 
123 ACRES 
Located in sorence and picturesque 
area of Cedarvale on east side of the 
Skeena River. Approximately 3 
acres cleared year round, creek, 
main road provides year round ac- 
cess. First and second growth 
timber. Asking $65,000 MLS. Call 
Laurie. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
A well established Feed and Grain 
Business also produces comfortable 
living accomodations or 2 - 1,100 
sq. It, revenue suites. Located in 
quiet area of Thornhlll. For more in- 
ruination and viewing, contact 
Laurie, 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Asking $84,900, 
START '92 RIGHT 
MUST SELL Check out this 3 bedroom 
Just listed. Attractive corner Iotin Horseshoe location. 918 sq.fL 
town suitable for duplex, zoned R3. home. Payments could be cheaper 
This property must be sold. Call Got. than the rent you are paying now. 
die Olson for further details. Asking Call Shaunco for more info. 
$17,900. $59,900 MLS 
11 SUITE APARTMENT 
This apartment is just minutes from 
the down town core, Each of the 
eleven suites has a fridge, stove 
and a four piece bathroom. There is 
ample storage in the basement 
along with laundpJ facilities. Finan- 
cial statements are available, Are 
you looking to make an investment 
with a steady return? Call Ted now 
for more information 635.5619. EX. 
CL. 
QUIET COUNTRY LIVING 
Can be yours with this storey and a 
half log home located In Rosswood, 
1,200 sq. ft. of open spacious living 
on the main floor with 2 bedrooms 
upstairs, A drilled well and two 
power generators give you the con. 
venlences of town. On over 12 
acres. Call Jim about this home and 
property, priced at $59,000 MLS. 
NEW LISTING 
Very attractive 3 bedroom 14 x 70 
Manco mobile home with 7 x 14 ex. 
pando. Features fireplaces, 5 ap. 
pliances and large spacious kitchen. 
Call Gordie Olson for more inferreR. 
tion. Priced at $39,900. MLS 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
Attractive 3 bedroom home with 
1V~ baths and a full basement, 
located just walking distance to 
schools and downtown. Wilh as lit. 
tie as $4,000 down, it makes this 
an ideal starter home. Asking 
$41,500 MLS 
KITWANGA HOME 
This home has a lot to offer you and 
your family. 1,028 sq. ft. with a full 
basement. Four bedrooms. Rec 
room. Workshop. 12 x 20 sundeck. 
This home is located on a 90 x 130 
lot which is serviced by a communl. 
ty water and septic service. Priced 
at $49,900, MLS 
Stan Parker Jim Dully Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach 
636.4031 636.6688 638.1946 636.6382 635-6739 
Shaunce Krulsselbrink 
035.5382 
MOVE RIGIIT IN 
- 1,110 sq. It. - 4 bedrooms 
- fireplace - 11/z baths 
Asking $102,000 EXCLUSIVE 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just North of Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreages. One of them is 
16 ± acres In size and the second 
is 10 + acres in size. For maps or 
more information, please give Hans 
a call. Asking $19,900 each. MLS 
NEW REMO ACREAGE 
5.74  acreage in New Remo 315 feet 
frontage on Nelson Road. Has power 
off Nelson Road. For further InferreR. 
lion call Ted Garner 635.5619. MLS 
Ted Garner 
G3§-56~9 
/ 
E, L 
Feature By 
Investment opportunity 
This Commercia l  til September 1994. grad!ng have recently 
Building is located The upper floorofap- been done, vendor 
down-town in the 4600 prox. 1,800 sq. ft. con- states. 
Block of  Lakelse sists of several separate 
Avenue. rooms and is in need of Call Christel and Tor- 
T.he2,600 sq. ft. large some upgrading. Good race Realty Ltd./Royal 
ground floor is presently potential however for of- LePage ABN. for more 
occupied by a restaurant rice space or suites, information and de'tails 
and secured by an ¢x- Roof, plumbing and on this good purchase. 
cellent lease agreement some electrical up- Asking $149,500. 
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I 
MEMBER TERRACE REALTY 
II LIMITED 
~ 4635 LAZELLE AVE, 
Associate Broker Network 638-0371 
OPEN HOUSE 
OPEN HOUSE - -  5018 AGAR AVENUE 
,Saturday January 11, 1992. Time: 1-3 p.m. 
and 
Sunday January 12, 1992. Time: 1-3 p.m. 
t 
Here's GORDIE SHERIDAN seen placing his 'for sale' sign 
at 3650 Crescent Street. 
"I'm quite excited about marketing this home. Rarely do we 
get larger family homes in this condition in the lower part of 
Thornhill, that are on over an acre of land." 
Listed at $127,500. MLS. 
Contact GORDIE SHERIDAN at RE/MAX 638-1400 for 
more information. 
EVAN YOUNG 
Has Joined The 
Realty World Team 
: .... LAKELSE REALTY 
Verne Ferguson, president of Realty World - -  Lakelse Realty is 
extremely-pleased to announce that Evan Young has joined Ter. 
~::race,s fastest growing real estate team. Evan was previously 
' Ilcenced with Realty World Midvalley Realty In Rutland, B.C, Evan 
also brings with him experience in financing,• mortgages, in- 
surance and business. Whether buying or selling a home, 
business or investment property, Evan is prepared to give you 
dedicated service so you can'make a confident decision. For 
outstanding professional service you may contact Evan at 
635.0268 (work) or 638-1273 (residence), 
: i i ,  i~ . . . . .  ~ REALTY WORLD, 
i i  
:: / ! ~II ::of: T 'rra=o •
638-'!.400 
MOVE INTO YOUR "BRAND 
NEW" HOME 
Newly constructed bi.level home in a 
family neighbourhood is just waiting 
for you. 3 bedrooms up with a semi- 
ensuite. The lower level is ready lor 
you to develop, Asking $108,000. 
MLS. Call ERIKA, Make an offer. 
LARGE HOME, LARGE LOT 
Over 1,1 gO sq, ft, with family room with a 
fireplace. Lower level is comptetely finish- 
ed. This home is very well cared for and is 
ready for you to move in and enjoy. The 
over 75 x 24g foot lot has a 24 x 27 
detached garage as well as a carport, Call 
ERIKA for the details. EXCL. 
JUST LISTED 
5 bedroom home in the Horseshoe in 
very good condition. Natural gas heat, 
livingroom fireplace. New carpet in liv- 
inoroom, dining room and ha.llway. 
Rec room, paved drive, triple carport. 
Owner transferred. Asking $93,900. 
Call DICK EVANS, 
BETTER THAN NEW 
Owner transferred and must sell their 
2.year old 4 bedroom spilt level in ex- 
cetlent condition. Natural gas heat. 2 
baths plus ensuite, 2 natural gas 
fireplaces, attached garage and land- 
scaped. Asking 6126,000. Carl DICK, 
CLOSE TO TOWN 
Top condition 4 bedroom, fog basement 
bungalow in the Horseshoe. Natural gas 
heat, livingroom fireplace and 2 baths. 
Owner transferred. Asking $95,000. EX- 
CLUSIVE. Call DICK EVANS. 
QUALITY PLUS... 
Three bedroom, full basement home 
dose to schools, recreation and 
downtown. This quality built 8-yr old 
home features 4 bedrooms, fireplace, 
finished basement, n.g. heat, fenced 
yard, large deck and a 'carport with a 
double paved driveway. Call JOHN for 
further details at 638-1400. 
$109,900. EXCL. 
LARGE LOT 
12 x 68 mobile home on a large corner lot 
in Thornheights. Mobile has 3 bedrooms 
plus a family room addition with a wood 
stove for that extra bit of space. Call JOHN 
re! further dots!i s. !~"~, only $43,500 MLS. 
WON'T LAST LONGI 
This 4 bedroom full basement Horseshoe 
home is a hot item in this current market. 
Features a carport, large yard, sundeck, 
natural gas and very well maintained. Call 
JOHN at 638-1400. $87,500 MLS, 
~.  2 ~ ..... 
3 i  '~  
o~ terrific ll]Vsouth of town. Roof 
reshingled last year, Twin seal win- 
dows. Good potential in a rising 
market. Reduced to $45,000. Phone 
APARTMENT SITE POTENTIAL 
Vacant property on Lazefle. Almost an 
acre. n3 zoning, Excellent location for row 
housing, apartments, condominiums, 
Located beside Woodgreen Con. 
dominiums, Asking S125,000, Exclusive 
w th HelUax. Con~ct,GOnOqe SqE~!O~ 
Mountain Vista ' . . . . .  
Lot t ....................................... $16,000 
Lot 2 ....................................... $19,000 
Lot 4 ....................................... $17,000 
Mills Ave, 
70 x 197 ................... ;............. $13,500 
Contact GORDIE SHERIDAN, 
PRUDEH & CURRIE LTD. 
A RARE RND 
Large home in a country like setting 
very close to town. This full base. 
ment home features 5 bdrms, 2 
fireplaces, 2 bathrooms, jacuzzi 
room. Situated on 2.16 acres, 
i which is tastefully landscaped. Ideal 
for contractor owner operator. 40 x 
50 shop at the back has 15 foot 
doors. Very well malntaned home, 
For more details call Dave. Asking 
149 900 MLS. 
CLOSE TO THE LAKE 
Two small parcels of land consisting 
of 5.42 and 5.13 acres, Both within 
walking distance to the lake, Ideal 
for mobile homes or buildings. Ven. 
dor motivated. Asking $19,000 
each. MLS. Call Dave, 
HOME NEEDED 
for this level and clear]~ building lot 
located in a oJLLe~ ffdlhru street 
near scl~=~..(J~li~Offal. 65.62 x 
132. Waie~t~ewer laterals are 
in. Asking $17,500, MLS. Call 
.Dave. 
SIMPLY PERFECT 
Custom designed and built this 
dynamic 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
level entry home is without doubt 
meticulous both inside and out, 
From lhe Grand Entrance foyer with 
its gleaming ceramic tiles & 
skylights to the modern kitchen 
with a working island and custom 
built cabinets, Vaulted ceilings 
create an atmosphere of openess 
and a southern exposure with lots of 
windows let the natural ight in. Pro. 
udly offered for $139,000. Call 
Suzanne or Joy for more details on 
this executive homo. 
NO VACANCY 
The possibilities are grand when 
you invest in this large centrally 
located lot perfect for a duplex. City 
services are available to this 1 O0 x 
132 It, parcel. Call Suzanne today 
for more details. Offered at only 
$30,000. MLS 
ESTATE LIVING 
HOME PLUS INCOME in this beautiful 3 IxIrm home 
DUPLEX! located on 1.68 acres with park-like 
Side by side duplex. Live in either landscaping. Features of this expan- 
side A or B which offers 3 large sire home include hardwood floor. 
bedrooms, bright & ,~pcious living ing throughout, 2 n.g. fireplacos, 
arid dining room .~Ls ~ as a base- fully equipped kitchen, rec room 
ment. An,~ol im~"of~ hardwood with wet bar end large covered eck 
floors an~ need yard make area. Bright spaciuos luxury 2 bdrm 
this property an exceptional buy i in.law suitewlthfarge kitchen, Ask- 
with todays low interest rates. Of. Ing $199,000 MLS. Call Joy, 
fered at $97,500, Call Suzanne for 
an appointment o view this ex. 
cluslve listing today. 
PICTURE PERFECT 
Pride of ownership shows in every 
foot of this beautifully kept 4 bdrm 
home. it has lots of extras like built 
in Jenn,Aire, dishwasher, oven & 
vacuum system. Separate wired 
and heated workshop, Landscaped 
yard features underground 
sprinklers, greenhouse and fruit 
treesl Asking $135,000. Call Joy 
MLS. 
14 x 70 MEADOWBBOOK 
MANCO MOBILE 
home has been totally renovated in- 
cluding all new drywall on the in- 
terior. Decorated in the bright 
modern styling and priced at only 
$29,900. Act fast call Joy to view. 
JUST LISTED 
1,98 acre lot on Hauglaod. At last a 
lot big enough for all those valuable 
things Ihat are pushing you oul of 
your present place, Asking 
$30,000. MLS. Call Derlck. 
i 
i 
John Currie 'Joy DOver 
, 63!i.9p96 , 636.7070 
Oave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason 
638.3126 635.6952 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)*LTD, 
~ MODERN DESIGN 
:~ • & quality 2 x 6 construction make 
this 1 year old home a cut above the 
rest. The spacious kitchen with all 
the modern conveniences is the 
cooks dream, 3 baths and 5 bdrms 
!and a ground level family room pro. 
motes happy family togetherness, 
=LIsling at $154,500. No GST. Call 
joy, 
IN.LAW SUITE DOWN 
is light :and bright In this near new 
1,200 sq, It, bHevel, It is situated 
in a now subdivision. All three 
bedrooms have patio doors leading 
onto a large deck with hot tub, Easy 
care vinyl siding and economical 
natural gas heat, A nice extra Is the 
600 sq, ft. insulated 
garage/workshop, All lhis for only 
$116,000. Call Joy. 
SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX 
in lown has been tastelully 
redecorated and renovated including 
new vinyl siding and new cabinets. 
Excellent revenue. Listed at 
$92,500, Call Joy. 
I 
Derick Kennedy 
635-3042, 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635.6' 
• :•i ::::¸: •~:~: i  
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PAPER TOWELS + ........ 
ii~ Hi Dri. 
Pkg. of 6 
Jumbo 
Rolls 
L I 
:i 
E H OP I OU R ALL 
COMPETIT()RS COUP( 
RUSSET POTATOES 
88 B.C. Grown. Washed. Canada No. 1 Grade. 
eo  
AFEWAY' S GREAT 
t SALE  
_ Choose from Shampoo to Yarn all this weekt 
BATHROOM T ISSUE]  
Delsey: 
Pkg. of 
24 rolls 
Robin Hood. 
Selected Varieties. 
10 kg. bag. 
J SLICED BREAD 
60 % Whole Wheat, Round T o p ~  + ~  
or Sandwich, or 100% Whole ~ ~l '~  
Wheal. 570 g loaf. ~ 'I~I~i 
+,O++k++++k+~ l,+,,rOoo,,.,.+~+. A 
I +° ~b m+ Limit , b< . ~ 
i + ,94/kg ~ ~1~ Ib 
......... +ii t~i 
I FRESH C/ 
B.C. or Alberta Grown. 
Canada No.  1 Grade 
5 lb. bag 
COOKING vngvm.  ! 
Canada No. 1 Grade ' 
10 lb. bag 
. . . . . .  ~::~,:~S:'~ 
!ii~iii +++~ 
At Safoway, ++~: 
we pmk so you ca 
relax. And we'll e, 
you with your gro, 
your car. It's just 
reason we're today's better 
way to save. 
~;~+. 
J 
i 
ti i~ \ 
: .: ::~i:! i 
~::::'~'~: ~i 
~ =; 
. • ~ i  ¸  i i ! 
" ~ii~ii, ~ • i, i 
not be exactly as shown, 
, I 
I 
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Weird and wonderful world of weather 
A resident of Stewart is 
heading out on his holidays and 
is booked to fly from Terrace. 
And it's vital he leaves here as 
scheduled because there's acon- 
necting flight to be caught. 
Driving south, he becomes in- 
creasingly worried by the 
gloomy weather and begins 
• wondering whether the flight 
will make it into the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport or not. 
I 
However, there's a simple 
solution to his dilemma. 
Reaching the Kitwanga, he hops 
out, picks up a phone and calls 
the weather office. 
"Which way do I go?" he 
asks. "Do I take a left and go to 
Smithers to catch a plane or do I 
take a right for Terrace?" 
That may sound far-fetched, 
but the Environrnent Canada 
office at the airport has fielded 
just that kind of enquiry, says 
officer in charge Adrian Van de 
Mosselaer. 
It's an example of one of the 
tougher calls staff there have to 
make, he adds. After all, the 
guy's whole vacation may hinge 
on the reply. 
Another is the farmer who 
wants to know if its safe to cut 
his hay. "They need three to 
five days of dry weather to dry 
AT THEIR FINGERTIPS. Weather information from across the northwest and further afield can be call- 
ed up on the computer at Environment Canada's Terrace airport office. Above, officer in charge Adrian 
Van de Mosselaer checks on the latest reports. 
Weather Watch ENVIRONMENT CANADA Information line: 635-4192 Consultations: 635-3224 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (cm)  (mm) (hrs) 
Dec. 28 
Dec. 29 
Dec. 30 
Dec. 31 
Jan. I 
Jan. 2 
Jan. 3 
2.6 0.9 0 2.6 0 
2.2 0.8 0 0.6 0 
1.9 0.4 0 Trace 0 
1.5 0 7.0 18.2 0 
3.6 0.7 1.0 16.6 0.. 
~:~"~ :2:7 ": ....... '0'.2 . . . .  4.0 ........ 4.4 0 
2.2 -0.4 0.6 0.8 0 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (mm) (hrs) 
Dec. 28 
Dec. 29 
Dec. 30 
Dec. 31 
Jan. 1 
Jan. 2 
Jan. 3 
-13.5 -18.6 0 0 5.6 
-14.8 -18.4 16.2 0 0 
-12.4 -13.5 8.4 0 0 
-10.2 -12.7 4.0 0 0 
-10.4 -16.4 Trace 0 5.7 
-16.4 -18.9 0 0 3.6 
-15.9 -19.1 0 0 5.8 
January 3, 1992 marked 68 
consecutive days with 
precipitation. 
Records for the most 
precipitation were broken in 
both November and 
December and, not surpris- 
ingly, sunshine hasbeen way 
below normal 
Temperatures are running 
way above average whereas 
last year record lows were be- 
ing broken and outdoor ac- 
tivites were being cancelled 
because of dangerously cold 
winds. 
In 1974, temperatures in
the Antarctic rose to 15 °, the 
warmest ever. 
Evergreen ready to air 
Evergreen Community TV hopes to debut on local televi- 
sion screens this Sunday, Jan. 12. 
Spokesman Norbert Hartig said a final decision was to be 
made once members had ensured the material for the first 
show was ready to go. That was to take place at a meeting 
held last night. 
Called Northwest Window, the first Evergreen production 
will likely run 45-60 minutes and look at events in the com- 
munity over the past few months. " I 'm pretty happy with the 
quality," Hartig added. 
Plans also call for the program to be repeated at a later, not 
yet finalized date. 
Hartig said Evergreen hopes having an opportunity to see 
what community television is all about will encourage more 
residents to volunteer to be part of the production teams or 
support he society's efforts by taking out a membership. 
Kinsmen set to march 
The 39th annual Kinsmen Mothers' March kicks off this 
weekend and the local club hopes to have raised $15,000 by 
the time it winds up at the end of the month. 
Co-ordinator Rob Finlayson said this Saturday's launch 
will once again see members pumping as at the Petrocan sta- 
tion on Lakelse Ave. The March will receive a donation for 
every iitre they pump. 
On the Sunday, Jan. 12, volunteers for the door-to-door 
canvas which runs Jan. 15-31 will have an orientation session 
at the Happy Gang Centre beginning at 2 p.m, 
Finlayson said anyone who would like to help on the canvas 
-- volunteers are needed -- could either drop in at the Happy 
Gang Centre that day or phone him at 638-1231. 
He would particularly like to hear from people who could 
cover the lower bench area of Thornhill and the Copperside 
Estates. 
All money raised by the Mothers march goes to the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation which provides ervices 
and equipment to the disabled. 
And the winners are ... 
Prizes in this year's Golden Rule society Christmas raffle 
went to: 
Orange tickets ~ Mabel Hobenshield (stereo headphone 
set), Marj Spisak (vehicle battery), Elmer Mieks (stuffed lion) 
and Allan Challenger (hand mixer); 
Yellow tickets ~ Joyce Kennedy (cross country skis), Eila 
George (home mobile alarm system), Gloria Hogg (curling 
iron) and Bill Kennedy (gift certificates); 
White tickets -- A. Martel (typewriter), A, Frank (cassette 
player), V. Grant (oak filing cabinet) and Morag Hodges (gift 
certificate). 
i 
i• 
their hay," Van de Mosselaer 
explains. 
The forecasters, of course, 
give their best estimate based on 
the information available at the 
time, but he says it's one of 
those they really hope is on the 
mark. 
And there are lot more such 
enquiries. Eurocan in Kitimat 
wants to know what the chances 
are of rain on a given day 
because they plan to load a ship 
with rolls of paper. 
The same goes for the guy 
who's planning to reroof his 
hous/e or undert,,k-e a major 
conereting project. 
In summer, the Forest Service 
is looking for information that 
will help it assess the fire hazard 
while winter months see the 
highways maintenance com- 
pany chasing snowfall predic- 
tions. 
However, Van de Mosselaer 
says it goes with territory and 
emphasizes people planning 
weather-dependent activities 
should check with his office. 
That's because the weather 
forecast hey hear on the radio 
or Environment Canada's in- 
formation line tends to be a 
general prediction covering a 
wide geographic area. What 
they need is more specific infor- 
mation. 
"People often call us up and 
apologize for bothering us. 
They shouldn't worry about 
that, it's what we do for a liv. 
ing," he points out. 
Along with a more detailed 
forecast, those enquiring will 
also be told the "degree of con- 
fidence" the forecasters have in 
their prediction. 
That last is not a'case of the 
weathermen hedging their bets, 
Van de Mosselaer says. It simp- 
ly reflects the fact forecasting 
"is not a precise scieflce"i par- 
ticularly here in the northwest, 
one of the toughest areas in the 
country for forecasters. 
Next week, Van de Mosselaer 
outlines some of the factors 
which make it so. 
At left, a new feature is in. 
troduced. Each week Weather 
Watch will provide statistics for 
past week, for the same week 
last year and a few facts for 
weather trivia buffs to note. 
"~,~,• • ~ '~ "7-• 
• • ( 
t . . " 
Almanac forecasts 
off to shaky start 
Some people may dismiss its forecasts as pure hokum, but 
even so the OM Farmer's Almanac has attracted enough loyal 
followers to have survived for two centuries. 
Of course; there's more to the annual publication than 
simply predictions of the next 12 month's weather. But it's 
those forecasts for which the Almanac is probably best 
known. 
Just how accurate are those forecasts? Did the latest 200th 
edition, for example, predict the disastrous November suf- 
fered here in the northwest? 
In a word-,no. . . . .  
Here's what the Almanac forecast. Precipitation of 
175ram, 25mm above average --  just a little onthe optimistic 
side. 
Temperatures to be 0.5 o below average to 10 above inland 
--  closer to the mark that time. 
And while rain and showers did predominate in its day-to- 
day forecast, here was no sign of the pi'omised sunshine Nov. 
11-15 or Nov. 21-24. 
Thankfully, the projected cold snap for the last two days of 
the month didn't materialize, ither. 
The Almanac fared a little better in December with rain.ap- 
pearing as promised in the first week and again in the middle 
of the month. 
But the couple of "cold waves" didn't show up - -  at least 
not what hardy northwesterners would call cold --  and there 
were fewer snowy days than forecast. 
Of course, in fairness to the Almanac, those snow forecasts 
point to one of the problems of trying to interpret i s predic- 
tions in terms of this area. 
That's because .they may indicate rain on the "coast" but 
snow "inland". How far inland is inland given the forecasts 
are for all of B.C. 
Well, actually, not all of B.C. and there lies another com- 
plication and possible xcuse for the venerable publication's 
seeming inai:curacy. 
It's forecasts refer to what the Almanac defines as southern 
B.C. and Terrace only just squeaks inside the northern boun- 
dary of that area. Therefore, it might be necessary to allow a 
wider margin up here. 
Bearing the above in mind, that the Almanac was nearer 
the mark in December and using the "third time lucky" 
theory, here's what we can expect in January: below average 
temperatures and precipitation with cold spells Jan. 6-8 t 
12-15 and 25-29. Also expect o be doing quite a bit of 
ShoVelling over the last half of the month.' .... ) "  .... " 
And what does the Almanac itself have to say about its 
predictions? 
On page 4 it explains the weather forecasts ate based on "a 
secret formula devised by the founder of this almanac in 
1792" and scientific alculations based onsolar activity. 
However, while maintaining weather is predictable, "it is 
obvious that neither we nor anyone lse has as yet gained suf- 
ficient insight into the mysteries of the universe to predict 
weather with anything resembling total accuracy." 
Given its forecast for this coming summer, it's to be hoped 
it isn't even remotely accurate thenl 
, , , , , , .  
No. 1 
SLEEP ING PEACEFUL-  
LY th rough her  f i rst  
public appearance (above) 
is Brooke  Lhonn i¢  
Palahicky,  the communi -  
ty 's  first baby of  1992, 
Brooke arrived at Mil ls 
Memoria l  Hospital  at 7:50 
p .m.  on Jan . l  and weigh- 
ed in atS lbs .  7oz. She and 
mother  Shirley went home 
earlier this week where 
Brooke was sure to get a 
lot o f  a t tent ion  f rom 
fa ther  J im and sister 
Breanne,  who celebrated 
her second birthday last 
month .  
) I 
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Preparation is the 
Thanks for your support 
of the Arthritis Society this 
year. 
With your help, the society 
is getting out the message on 
arthritis, the disease that ef- 
fects one person in seven, 
and helping people unders- 
tand what arthritis can be 
like. 
It's frustrating to appear 
healthy when you have an in- 
visible disease that can hurt 
so much. Arthritis was never 
just a disease of the old and 
people are now learning the 
facts. 
We appreciate your sup- 
port in the past and look for- 
ward to another year work- 
ing with you. 
Yours, 
Pamela Young, 
Public relalions 
co-ordinator. 
Dear Sirs; 
The Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre would like 
to thank both the local 
businesses who generously 
donated 14 red roses to com- 
memorate Dec. 6. 
The roses were used to 
symbolize the 14 women who 
were murdered in Montreal 
on that date in 1989. They 
have become a rallying force 
for the movement o stop 
violence against women. 
The businesses' support 
was greatly appreciated by 
the many women and men 
who attended our event. 
Yours truly, 
Karla Hennig, 
Co-ordinator. 
Dear Sirs; 
The best of the holiday 
season to the Thornhill 
Volunteer Fire Departmentl 
The rain didn't dampen 
their spirits when caroling 
with sirens and lighted trucks 
on Dec. 22. Families lined 
the streets to greet them com- 
ing down the road. It was the 
first time for the residents of 
Copperside Estates and we 
appreciate the extra time. 
Yours, 
The Levesque family. 
key t,) survival 
By RAY TANK 
Did You Know That... 
winter travel in today's af- 
fluent society is gaining 
rapid ly  in popu lar i ty?  
However, there is more to 
winter travel than consider- 
Didyou 
know that .... 
Courtesy Skeena Health.Ufi.t. 
ing which warm location you 
may be at next week. 
For example, have you 
ever missed a flight in or out 
of the northern area due to 
inclement weather (on your 
arrival or departure) and had 
to be transported to another 
airport? I am sure most of 
you have experienced this in- 
convenience at one time or 
another; but have you con- 
sidered what to wear or take 
with you besides holiday at- 
tire? 
If you take another 
scenario, those who enjoy 
winter activities sometimes 
have to expose themselves to
potentially hazardous itua- 
tions (avalanche zones, bliz- 
zards, freezing rain, etc.). 
There are also those people 
who, by job requirements, 
have to travel in undesireable 
conditions. 
Taking the previous itua- 
tions into consideration we 
should ensure that a survival 
kit, protective clothing and 
footwear  are readi ly  
available. We can prepare 
ourselves by reading various 
articles on winter survival 
(available from the library, 
Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram, and book stores). If 
travel through avalanche 
zones is frequent perhaps the 
acquisition of a "PIEPS" 
should be considered. These 
are transceivers that are worn 
on the body and placed in a 
transmit mode during travel. 
They can also be placed in 
a receive mode to locate 
another unit if it may be 
buried in an avalanche. This 
small unit is particularly 
useful for heliskiers, back- 
country snowmobilers and, 
work crews who may. be ex= 
Locals win big bucks 
to an excellent start was Ter- 
race's Otto Grundman. His 
number came up in the Jan. 1 
draw bringing him a Cheque for 
$1,000. 
Winners of the first week of 
$50 daily draws were Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Neros of Sorrento, 
Alice Foley of Burnaby and 
local residents Wayne Jones, 
Denis Landry, Charles Costello, 
Carroll Bishop and Elvira and 
Joe Soares. 
Terrace resident Julie Siracki 
had a few good reasons to 
celebrate on New Year's Eve 
5,000 of them, in fact. 
She was winner of the $5,000 
grand prize in the Dr. R.E.M. 
Lee Hospital Foundation cash 
calendar draw held Dec. 31. An 
obviously delighted Siracki said 
she would use part of the money 
to take a long awaited trip back 
home to England. 
And getting his new year off 
TRAVEL TAL 
COHTIKI EUROPE - GET BY WffH A LITTLE HELP/" 
From your friends.., on the Contiki team. The unique 
name we've made lor ourselves is matched by the caring, 
professionalism of the Conllkl team, committed to the suc. 
cess of your big-time break with us. All fully qualified pro. 
fessionals and all around the same age as you. Check-out (. 
our Contiki team for the low.down on high.energy events~,~ 
dawn 'tll dusk 'til dawn, 'I[$e 
STOPOVERS AND VILLAGE STAFF: The 'Contiki locals' wi l i l~ 
give you the low-down on all the city or villaoo gossip !~ i 
-what's going down, where's worth [Iving-II-up. Planning ~" 
your menus, organizing provisions, producing unbeatable/ 
( 
breakfasts and dynamite dinners.,, local facts to filling ,~ 
snacks- our resident Contlki staff are prlcelessl i Reach out.., they'll be there for a, hassle.free holiday, 
• Guaranteedl ~ ,  
ACCOMMODATION UPDATE: Where you stay matiorsl It's just-',.~ 
as important as what you dol Thal's why each night we've 
selected extra.special accommodation Just for ContikHtes, 
You'll be over the moon (well, we haven't reached that far,. ;E~ 
yet), Each itinerary indicates the style of accommodation~ 
on a nightly basis, Here's what you can expect when you "-:.'>` 
get there: 
SPECIAL STOPOVERS: Exclusively ConUki • Uniquely Contikl ml= 
Far-cut Contikll The opportunity to experience traditionali~= 
European lifestyle at a series of choice selectlon, E~ 
historically enriched sites • run exclusively by Contikl for 
Contiki passengers, Distinctly typical el Ils region • each 
SPECIAL STOPOVER is run on a multi-share basis and manag. 
ed by our resident Contikl Manager and team. There's even 
a fully trained Contiki chef, barman, cleaners, ~lus more on~ 
the team to help you with a few local-lingo 'je ne sais quoi', 
CONTIKI VILLAGES'. Set out in Europe's top campsites, CON. 
TIKI VILLAGES offer comfortable and reliable cabin.based ac.l 
comm0dation. Tents are NO-GO on our Concept Toursl 
Cabins are .mainly twin.share, clustered together within-.~ 
easy reach of the Contiki kitchen. All our carefully chosen 
campsites boast hot showers, bars and shops,., plus many 
with additional restaurants, tennis courts, swimming pool 
and disco, Nearby beaches are often a feature too • sounds, 
cool. oh? / 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" Y ICBC c la im payments  for  the f t  
of veh ic les  jumped - 
f rom $26 mi l l i on  'in ~ 
1990 to $38  mi l l i on l  
in  • 199! .  Up  4~%.  
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1R6 
( TRAVEL 
635-2277 
posed to avalance areas. 
If possible prepare a small 
survival kit for your vehicle 
containing such basics as: 
a lighter or matches 
(waterproof and windproof) 
blankets or sleeping bag 
~r shovel 
~. flares 
~-other personally re- 
quired items (medication, 
etc.) 
Listen to your radio if in a 
vehicle and most important, 
when travelling ensure so- 
meone is aware of your 
departure time, anticipated 
arrival time and route. En- 
sure that an undue time delay 
in your arrival is reported to 
the RCMP. Stay with your 
I 
? .  
vehicle as it does provide 
shelter but ensure you do 
have ventilation and a clear 
exhaust pipe if you run your 
vehicle for heat (use only 
sparingly). 
These are only a few of the 
things to consider for safe 
and enjoyable travel in 
winter conditions. Consider- 
ing we in the north can be ex- 
posed to these conditions for 
a prolonged period we 
should be prepared. 
Are you prepared? 
What are your questions 
or concerns? Write us at: Did 
You Know That...?" Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kahm St., 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4T2. 
Free advice offered 
Injured workers who have claims questions can get free, 
confidential dvice next week when a Workers' Adviser visits 
Terrace. 
The Workers' Adviser operates under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Affairs and is wholly in- 
dependent of the Workers Compensation Board. 
The adviser will be here next Wednesday, Jan. 15 and ap- 
pointments can be made by phoning the Government Agent's 
office at 638-3200. The interviews will take place at the B.C. 
Access Centre on Eby St. 
' I I l l l  I r I I 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a,m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 1 2:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 prn, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department Is 12:00 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for th e Terrace Standard are $30.00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C, V8G 1S8 
pho.e 638"7283 FAx 638-8432 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1,00 
2 games for 4 games for $1,000 
$1,000 each week every other week 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, 8enson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Realth 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhlll; Gitlakdamix Youth 
Group, Now Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh; Run Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Tait, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137.for more info. 
i 
CHANGES TO AUTOPLAH 1992 
PREMIUMS 
ho pays more? We all do. 
Claims exp e and 
Ilproject'wnsfort numberandcostof 
claims in 1992do not look good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
and rehabilitaSon for accident 
vidirns. The cost of providing 
the basic coverage has in- 
creased year after year. In- 
creases in the basic premium 
reflect his continued rise. 
The premiums ICBC re- 
ceives each year must cover 
the cost of claims and 19 per 
cent more premium income 
will be required in 1992 to 
ensure that funds are there 
when they're needed. 
If your premium increase 
is more than the average, 
it is because of the various 
ance rating: the value, age 
. and use of your vehicle, 
where you live, what cov- 
erage you choose and 
where you are on the 
Claim-Eated Scale. 
I~ Comprehens ive 
We are all paying . . . . .  
The d., 
for shocking . . . . . . .  
increases inwind- 
shield claims, 
vandalism, theft 
of and theft from 
vehicles which 
have pushed the 
costs of Compre- 
hensive coverage 
to record highs. 
Comprehensive 
coverage pre- 
miums are 
adjusted to reflect 
claims experience, vehicle 
value, use and territory. 
These sharp increases have 
led ICBC to increase pre- 
miums for Comprehensive 
coverage, significantly, 
province-wide. While ICBC 
is involved in many pro- 
grams to address these 
problems, individual vehicle 
owners need ~ be aware of 
the risks to their vehicle - 
even when they're not behind 
the wheel. 
. . . , :  , . . . : :  
.~ r i s ing  cos t  of=~ 
~.  ~ : . . ,  : 
repa i r ing  ~/ehiCles i s  
dr i~ing i f i surance  '~i 
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wass~2L75,1~.:: 
'::199t:i i ha t  cos t  
, ;"  : , , . -  . r  . - -  
rose:tO,$4?l  7 .58d 
. ,  .- ; , . ,  . 
Why? 
Each year, ICBC examines 
coverages, territories and 
vehicle use to determine 
which have increased or de~ 
creased in relative claims 
cost. In addition to increases 
in the total number and cost 
of claims, there have been 
startling increases inthe 
kind of claims which occur 
when you're not even in 
your vehicle, claims paid by 
Comprehensive coverage, 
These indicate that a signUi- 
cant increase isneeded in 
Comprehensive premiums. 
vehick 
cavern 
except 
limos 
Check 
Auto# 
for det 
.... UME'  
Short 
Optic 
Tohel 
ists de 
unfort 
necessary, m- 
crease in the cost of vehicle 
insurance, ICBC 
is giving motor- 
ists the option 
of buying their 
vehide licence 
and insurance 
for as little as 
3 months at a 
time asof 
February 1. 
Until now, only 
6 month to 
12 month 
options have 
been available. 
The surcharge 
for shorter terms till applies 
but has been reduced from 
o 3 per cent of 
premium. 
I~ Extra 
Equ ipment  
Also, to keep up .. 
with the in:. ........... 
creased costs of 
extra equip- 
ment, ICBC has 
increased the 
value of auto- 
matic overage 
for such equip- 
ment as of 
February 1, 
1992. If you have Collision 
and Comprehensive cov- 
erage you are automatically 
covered (with no dollar limit) 
for equipment supplied by 
or available from the vehicle 
manufacturer. For non- 
manufacturer equipment 
which is permanently 
attached to your vehicle, 
coverage limits have been 
increased from 8500 to 
81000 for sound and com- 
munication equipment and 
from 81000 to $5000 for 
other equipment. Check 
with your Autoplan agent, or 
look in your 1992 Autoplan 
Motorist Kit for details. 
WHA T ELSE?  
s an option for commuters, 
ICBC has created two new 
vehicle use categories. 
In addition to pleasure use, 
to and from work, business 
use and others, there is now 
a category for those who drive 
to or from work or school a 
distance less than 15 kin, 
and one for those who drive 
to or from work or school 
with public transportation 
used for part of the journey 
(for example, "park and ride'). 
Starting February 1, if your 
vehicle is rated for to and 
from work use, you may be 
eligible for one of these new 
rate classes and your 
premium increase may be 
modified as a result of re- 
rating, Be sure your vehicle 
is rated correctly. 
I1. Driver Point  
P remiums Up 
Those who break the law pay 
more. Driver point premiums 
are charged to those with five 
or more points on their 
driving record. Points are 
accumulated for violating 
traffic regulations or for 
certain Criminal Code con- 
victions. Driver point pre- 
miums have been increased 
effective February 1, 1992. 
Please note: These changes to Autoplan are ef-~ctive F b. 1,1992 
I ICBC 
ID, Basic Coverage 
The largest part of yore' basic 
Autoplan insurance is cov- 
erage to protect you if daims 
are brought against you by 
others (liability coverage) and 
No-Fanlt Accident benefits. 
These premiums help pay 
for medical care, legal costs 
I~ Collision 
A third of all vehicle models 
have had their rate group 
reduced to reflect decreased 
value. Collision & Compre- 
hensive premiums may be 
modified as a result 
GOOD NEWS? 
es. Underinsured Motorist 
Protection (UMP) has been 
added to basicAutoplan coverage. 
As part of your coverage, 
UMP provides automatic 
protection up to a maximum 
$2 million for each insured 
person injured or ldlled by a 
motorist who doesn't carry 
sufficient insurance to pay a 
claim or claims. Last year, 
90 per cent of ellgible BC 
motorists purchased UMP 
as an optional coverage. As 
of February.I, 1992 every 
!~:i: ,~ 
f 
, i!mPressed. ,b). , new c rch 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by  Yvonne Moen ~: 
the  Sacred Heart Parish where 
there was standing room only as 
Father AI gave a nice mass. 
Later, I was invited to attend 
........ the:f irst Christmas Eve service 
to be held in the new St. Mat- 
thews Church, conducted by 
Rev. Lance Stephens and Rev. 
Inn MacKenzie. 
Many people are talking 
about the mild weather with Lazelle Ave. Let's hope a sud- 
many oldtimers aying they can- den frost doesn't come along 
not remember a winter quite otherwise the many bulbs that 
like this before, are popping up will have a sud- 
den shock. 
One lady told me her pansies * * * * * 
are still blooming and there are This year will mark the tenth 
some roses still in bloom on anniversary for the Miss Ter- 
HELP[ Can anyone tell me exactly where this photo may have been taken and who the two fellows are? 
Apparently it was taken somewhere alon8 what is now Lakelse Ave. many years ago. Phone ¥vonne if 
you can help out. 
[[ 
race Pageant. Planning for the 
event is already underway with 
the crowning night scheduled 
for May 9. 
The organizing committee 
will be meeting next Wednes- 
day, Jan. 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
downstairs in the public library. 
Anyone interested in helping 
out, including newcomers to 
Terrace, is more than welcome 
to attend. 
And, if you want information 
on what's involved in sponsor- 
ing a contestant or to just make 
a donation towards the running 
of the pageant, please phone 
Alfreda Price (635-7602) or 
myself, Yvonne (638-0423). 
-k -k .k ~. -k 
The Terrace Beautification 
society is holding its monthly 
meeting tomorrow, Thursday, 
Jan. 9 at city hall beginning at 
7:30 p.m. 
The society needs  new 
members as it has some very ex- 
citing new projects planned for 
'92. So anyone who would like 
to help beautify Terrace, please 
join up and help get the job 
done. 
For more information, phone 
Betty Campbell (635-5221) or 
George Clark (635-7698). 
-k -k -k ~- .k 
The Bird Count on Boxing 
Day was quite a success. 
The mild weather has many 
of the birds staying out in the 
woods so people with feeders 
are not getting a lot of visitors. 
Even so, feeder-watchers taking 
part in the count still managed 
to have a good day, seeing a 
number of birds. 
While out on the count, we 
spotted a flock of 200 or more 
geese on Braun's Island and the 
Trumpeter Swans are out 
feeding at Lakelse Lake. 
I also heard from a friend 
who had spotted an Annas 
• . .. -: .-'.~' .+.', :: ,Hummingbird :--' I 'm told they 
, Mon't migrate. 
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TOURNAMENT 
JANUARY 18 +++ + 
VALUABLE PRIZES 
BACK EDDY'S PUB 
635-5336 
Hours of Operat ion - -  11:00 a .m. -  12:00 midnight  
Fr iday & Saturday - -  11:00 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 
rlm~f?l pr or end Wilder Ihe lunniesl tombinotion sin(e Wilder end Pr or ore up Io ~ome more funn bu~ne$~ n 
~mA '~',o . ' ~' ~ ' . + ,  TIIERYOU LR~ [ ]  ' l ' l+ l~ l . . .~  
i ~  I;+1991 III~IatP¢IuII$+ItI~ AI lllglll$ ReI+IVed i~1991All~olk +l~JDus~it+ IiCAK:otuI,ItMa l%tUlllilklllt¢ ¢, l+& i 
• Vltkm ~ llmlds rle~++mj m7 I t l l  
in O BI l ib  =] V,D=O 
FREE KID S MOVIES 
, ~1  ~ "~ " - -  - ITH  ANY O ' I ' i tER  RENTAL  
4721 Lakelse Ave. 
. . . .  i ' i ~ 'il . . . . . . . . . .  
635-4333 
THIS AD 
SHOULDN'T 
BE HERE. 
,!~;o:,\ -e ~" -nee,'" 
BECAUSE WITH THESE INCREDIBLE VALUES 
THIS SHOULD MAKE FRONT PAGE NEWS! 
ONLY THREE LEFTI~/;~ 
Featunng ~\~ ~ . 
-,$I ,"  
1991 Toyota 4x4 Pick-Up:.~/~ '), 
no t rade  c learout  p r i ce . . .  " ~ 
~_or. /g/na/ - -+-~ . 
Uetler cost ~ \ ~  
When they ' re  gone  ... that ' s  it! 
TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
1 ~ ~  "CANADA'S OLDEST TOYOTA DEALERSHIP" 
Official Sponsor of Canada's Olympic Teams. . ~ .  
+,~.,o+,+,+w~, O.L.,,,, 635  6558 
• ! 
You Didn't Know? 
Skeena 
is having 
their 
SIDEWALK 
AL E 
January 1 3 - 1 9 
Don't Miss It! 
7 
4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
I I I 
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JANUARY 9, 1992 -- BCOAPO 
No. 73 regular monthly meeting 
at 2 p.m. in the Happy Gang 
Centre, 3226 Kalum. For further 
into, 635-9090. 
JANUARY 10, 199Z-  The 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
Committe reminds competitors 
and teachers that the deadline 
date for entry into the Festival is
Jan. 10, 1992. Festival dates are 
Mar. 30 . April 11, 1992. 
Syllabuses and entry forms are 
available from Sight and Sound 
in Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert, from the public libraries 
in Terrace and Kitimat and from 
The Secretary, Box 456, Terrace, 
B.C. VgG 4B5 
JANUARY 11, 1992- Forestry 
in the 90's workshop featuring 
RPF Archie MacDonald. 12 
noon at the Hire.A.Logger 
Agency, 4925 Keith Ave. Potluck 
luncheon -- everyone welcome. 
Sponsored by Canadian Women 
in Timber. 
JANUARY 1~, 1992 - -Ter-  
race/Thornhill Band Parents 
Assoc. meeting. 8 p.m. at 
Caledonia School• 
* * * * *  
JANUARY 15, 1992, -- 
Homebased business regular 
monthly meeting. 12-1:30 p.m., 
Gim's Restaurant. All 
newcomers welcome. 635-9415. 
JAUNUARY 16, 1992 --' 
"Nobody's Perfect" Free five 
week program for parents with 
children from birth.to age five is 
taking registrations for classes 
starting Jan. 16/92. Call Candice 
635-2116 or Carol 635-3459. 
JANUARY 17, 1992 -- Support 
group meeting for personas suf- 
fering from M.E. (Myalgic 
Encephalomelitis), also known 
as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic Fatigue 
and Immune Dysfunction Syn- 
drome), at 7:30 p.m. in the 
downstairs meeting room of the 
Terrace Public Library. For 
more information, please contact 
Kathleen Talstra t 635-2718. 
JANUARY 20 - 24, 1992 - -  Ker- 
mode Alcohol & Drug Program 
presents a one-week workshop 
'Family Healing' with Rebecca 
"Martell and Edward J. Bellerose 
at the Inn of the West. Free ad- 
mission. Pre-register byphoning 
Benita Chapddnine at635-4900 
W~r W ~r 
JANUARY 28, 1992 -- And 
February 4, 1992, 2day clinic for 
Type I and Type I1 Diabetics. 
,February 11~,11992 I day 
~ "rd'r~hef, March 3 and 10, 1992 
-- 2 day clinic for Type I and 
Type II diabetics. A doctors 
referral is required for Clinics. 
Contact Mills Memorial Hospital 
Dietician, Joan Marr 638-4050. 
FUN FIT NITE every Monday 
and Wednesday from 8 - 9 p.m. 
at Kermode Friendship Centre, 
upstairs. Exercise to Richard S's 
video "Sweating to the Oldies" 
• k 'i. ~t sk w 
WEDNESDAY NITE VIDEOS. 
Educational alcohol & drug 
videos every Wed. night at 7 
p.m. in Kermode Friendship 
Centre (downstairs) For further 
info call 635-4906 Monday 
-Thursday 8:30 - 4:30 p.m,, Fri- 
day 8:30- 4 p,m. 
• ~..k .k w .i. 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the Alliance Church 
located at 4923 Agar Avenue. 
For further info call the Church 
at 635-7727 or Eleanor Froese at 
635-5253. School provides 
classes for every age group fi'om 
2 years, through teens and 
adults• 
A.C.O.A. MEETING. An open 
self-help group meets 
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church. 4907 
Lazelle. For information phone 
Paul at 635-3045. 
Laughte r guaranteed 
Cont r ibuted  wifes faintly m thecountry and acting arena (Ray produced 
The Terrace Little Theatre is spans a long weekend, during Hooters for TLT). Ruth and 
at it againl which Norman manages to Reg'slittle sister Annie is played 
This time Ken Morton returns create and contribute to a by Alison Thomson, who did 
with another comedy, Living number of incidents, some of the nymphornaniacal minister's 
Together by British playwright which involve his brother-in,law wife in  Sinners. Reg's wife 
A lan  Ayckbourn .  Living and a neighbour-suitor, Sarah puts director Karla Hen- 
Together is the second play Alan Weston, whose recent nig onto the stage after a two 
from the enormously successful portrayal of a lonely mama's  year absence - -  she last per- 
trilogy The Norman Conquests. boy in A Chip in the Sugar won formed in No Problem. Last, 
which some may recall as a BBC him province-wide acclaim, is but certainly not least, comes 
presentation  public TV some back this time as Norman; His John McGowan of Brighton 
years back. . . . .  wife~ Ruth  ~ is  p layed by Beach Memoirs and Hooters 
Living Together centers Marianne Brorup-Weston, who fame as the neighbour/vet. 
around Norman, an assistant played both "Marks"  and Living Together opensFeb. 6
librarian and his need for atten- "Scraps,' last year in Talking at the McColl Playhouse. 
tion from women, namely his With. Watch for more information 
wife and two sisters-in-law. The Ruth's brother Reg brings about this top-of-the-line com- 
scene is the living room of his newcomer Ray Mordan into the edy. 
, "tists take note 
Th is  year ' s  Nor thwest  and now residing in Vancouver. 
Regional Juried Art Exhibition The exhibition also features a
will be held at the Performing reception for entrants to be held 
Arts Centre in Prince Rupert Saturday, March 7, 7-9 p.m. 
and run from March 1-30. Entry forms can be obtained 
The exhibition is part of an by phoning the Prince Rupert 
annual  province-wide program Community Arts Council office 
of festivals, shows and special at 624-4214 and leaving a 
events leading up to the B,C. message. 
Festival of the Arts. Area residents are also en- 
Northwestern artists are en- couraged to come out to the 
eouraged to take part by sub- event which both recognizes 
mitting an original work of art local emerging artists and helps 
for the show. Each entry will them develop their talents. 
receive a critical evaluation For more information on the 
from jurors Ann Rosenberg of exhibition, contact Mary Lester 
Vancouver and Don Yeomans, (624-4214) or Barbara Greene 
formerly from Prince Rupert (627-1274). 
HAPPY COUPLE Mona Mulhall and James Radelet were married 
Thanksgiving Day, Oct. 14, in Terrace with marriage commissioner 
Linda Harris officiating. The bride was beautiful in an ivory silk 
dress with floral satin and pearl appliques. Matron of honour Laurie 
Sheftel, sister of the groom, also wore an ivory silk dress. The 
groom was accompanied by best man Dave Sacharoff. After the 
ceremony the bride and groom presented gifts to the guests to 
commemorate the occasion and Jack and Rosemary Radelet, 
parents of the groom, hosted an open house party. The couple 
I i i i i  
CANADIAN WOMEN *Wo 
IN TIMBER Canadia men 
i n l imber  
would like to thank all those who sponsored 
and participated in our 1 st annual Christmas 
Bazaar held at the Terrace Curling Club in 
November. All those involved made it a suc- 
cessful event. 
We would also like to announce a 
workshop we will be holding Jan. 1 l th  at 
1 2 :00  noon in the Hire-A-Logger agency, 
4925 Keith Ave. Our guest speaker is Ar- 
chie MacDonald. Anyone interested can 
get further information by calling Donna 
Diana at 635-7881.  
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ca~'rE~D ACCOUr, r~'rs 635-6126 Fax  635-2182 
R, ite ];estrucmrlng 
[[ sal inter ded 
to encourage 
t 5city co  servation 
B.C.I-Iydro's current residential*and general e lectr ic i ty.rates 
decrease as usage increases, This is inconsistent with encouraging 
resides in Vancouver: PHOTO BY JON'S PHOTO GRAPHICS. energy conservation. 
A N N O U N C I IN G 1 9 9 2 
G 0 L D 
:~ . I [3  I::1 £~ N T S '  
Grants from $100 to $15,000 are available for non-profit groups ~rho~ wisli to 
undertake a project that promotes forestry awareness in British Colun~btai': . 
For more information r an application, please contact any B.C Ministry 
of Forests, Forestry Canada or government agents office ot wnte Green Gold 
Grants Program, 910 Government St., P,O. Box 40047, Victoria, B.C. V8W 3N3. 
Applications must be received no later than February 28,1992. 
Canada - British Columbia 
Partnership Agreement on B C ~  
Canad~ Forest Resource Development'. FRDA II 
As a result of a B.C. Utilities Commission direction to file a rate 
design application, Hydro has proposed a rate structure for each 
customer category which corrects this situation over time. The 
restructuring proposal now before the BCUC is the first step to 
making the change. Subsequent steps will lead to eliminating the 
declining rate structure. 
The restructuring proposal does not provide any additional revenue 
to B,C.Hydro, and it is proposed that the restructured rates be .' 
effective only if and when future revenue increases are approved. 
The proposal involves choices as to how .to amend the declining 
rate structure to encourage the efficient use of electricity. Hydro 
remains committed to consultative processes with the public so that 
the decisions taken are in the best interests of its customers, 
The rate design public hearing begins at 8:30 a.m. on January 13, 
1992, in the BCUC Hearing Room, 900 Howe Street, Vancouver. 
  BChLIdr- " 
~ Be Energy Wise - Be Power Smart- 
i i i ii 
I 
- .  • . • • • . . 
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July 
G R OLFE Dan Rosengren 
cruised to a 13-stroke win at the 
Skeena Valley Open men's golf 
tournament. 
THE Northern Stealers 
women's fastball team won 
theirown tournament, taking a 
provincial berth with their win 
• in the final over the Prince 
Rupert Rainettes. 
AFTER a disasterous series 
of provincial-level cycle races, 
Tei'Y'a~'~ r ~"TI~ r'7¢I i k e Christensen 
decided to'!take Some time off 
from competitive racing. But it 
was to be the beginning of the 
end for Christensen i 1991. He 
injured his knee mountain bike 
racing and then exacerbated 
that injury When he raced in the 
July./~14 Skeena Valley 
Triathlon. 
JUNIOR national champion 
Eric Myllymaki won the Skeena 
Valley Trlathlon with a course 
record time of just under one 
hour and-50 minutes. Colin 
Parr was the fastest Terrace 
finisher in ,the annual swim-. 
cycle-run race, finishing 13th i~ 
a time of 2:07:26. Terrace's 
Diana Wood was the fastest 
local woman, finishing fourth 
behind Vancouver's Carolyn 
Hubbard-Brougham, whose 
time of 2:03:29 carved nearly 
nine minutes off the women's 
record in the race. 
R ICHARD Kriegl won dou- 
ble tiebreakers on his way to a 
three-set victory in the men's 
singles final at the Terrace Ten- 
his Club's open tourney. 
TERRACE NORTHMEN 
finished their season with an 
Undefeated 9-0 record in North 
Coast Rugby Union competi. 
Lion. They capped the year by 
capturing first place in the an- 
nual Smithers Seven-a-Side 
SPORTS '91 
The Year In Review 
SOCCER PLAYOFFS saw league champions North Coast Road Maintenance fall in the playoff final to a 
short-handed but spirited Sinjur Masonry team. 
M ICHELLE Hendry scored 
nine points to boost he national 
team to a 70-65 silver-medal vic- 
tory over China at the World 
tournament on the August lorlg University Games in Sheffield, 
weekend. : ' ~:J~:~ '~e~2~l~i~a":l':~. 
• . .  . .  
| 
October 
PAUL De Jong was the win- 
ner in singles, doubles, mixed 
doubles and team competition 
at the Terrace Open Darts tour- 
nament. 
PR INCE RUPERT'S Nelson 
brothers turned in the fastest 
times at the All Seasons Half- 
Marathon. Charles Nelson was 
first overall for the second time 
in a winning time of one hour 
and 12 minutes. Brothers Joe 
and John Jr. were less than a 
minute behind. Gord Buxton 
was the fastest Terrace runner 
in the 21kin event, finishing 
about four minutes back of the 
Nelsons. 
CALEDON1A'S Megan Reid 
was the fastest Terrace runner 
in a zone track meet, placing se- 
cond in the senior girls division. 
The meet was dominated by 
Smithers runners. 
TERRACE swimmers won 
the team relay trophy at a 
regional swim meet in Prince 
Rupert. 
August 
THE Skeena Val ley 
Triathlon's 1991 success paid 
off with the announcement that 
the race will be the site of the 
provincial championships in 
1992. 
THE Northern Ladies Open 
golf championship here went to 
Terrace's Debbie Carruthers, 
who defeated Smithers golfer 
Verna Zavaduk in a playoff 
round. 
LOCAL  RUNNER Ed 
Ansems raced to a first place 
masters division finish at the 
Delta Half Marathon. His time 
of 1:16:13 was a minute faster 
than last year's winning masters 
time. 
R IDER Chiron Kantakis 
sprinted to victory in the Skeena 
River Challenge 100-mile cycle 
race from Prince Rupert o Ter- 
race. He blasted past Kamloops 
rider Glen Buchanan at the end 
of the course. 
BLUEBACKS swim coach 
Shelley Morgan resigned and 
was replaced by former national 
team member and ex-Kitimat 
Marlins coach Bill Nash. 
S IN JUR Masonry played a 
strong shorthanded game 
against North Coast Road 
Maintenance to win the men's 
soccer league playoff final. 
HESTER Flewin and Nancy 
Condon won the women's ide 
of the Smithers doubles tennis 
tournament. And Richard 
Kriegl and Erna Motschilnig 
cruised to singles titles wins in 
the Terrace Tennis Club's clos- 
ed tournament. Kriegl also won 
the men's singles event at the 
Telkwa Demolition Tennis 
Tournament on Labour Day. 
September 
A FORMER Terrace Nor- 
thman rugby player competed 
on the Canadian ational team 
at the World Cup Rugby Cham- 
pionships in Europe. Eddie 
Evans was a prop on the Cana. 
dian team that made the 
quarterfinals --  the country's 
best ever performance atthe in- 
ternational rugby champion- 
ships, Evans was born here but 
now lives in the Lower 
Mainland. 
SHANE De Jong shot a 172 
over 36 holes to win the Skeena 
Valley Golf club's junior tour- 
nament. 
GARTH Coxford, of the 
Terrace Blueback Swim Club, 
won five gold medals at the 
B.C. Swimming Champion- 
ships at UBC. The young Ter- 
race swimmer also picked up a 
sd~qe~.~r and a bronze m tv~.~ther 
ev~ts:' ...... '~~ 
MOUNTAIN KING Richard 
Harrison, of Smithers, won the 
annual King of the Mountain 
footrace here for the seventh 
WADE FLAHERTY signed 
a two-year contract with the 
NHL expansion San Jose 
Sharks. The Terrace goalie was 
sent back down to the Kansas 
City Blades in the International 
Hockey League, where he 
played last year. 
TERRACE Inn won the an-~ 
nual Larry Swanson Memorial" 
slo-pitch tournament on the 
Labour Day weekend. The team 
finished with a 4-L record, 
beating Westpoint Rentals 6-3 
in the final. 
M ORE players than ever 
before competed in Terrace 
Youth Soccer teams in 1991, 
which wrapped up with annual 
p layof fs  in September .  
Organizers warn more 
time Terrace runner Cohn Parr th 
• _ " volunteers are needed or else e 
was second, about our minutes ~,,~r;,,~ ,~, **o,~ w;ll ~~,~g 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  next'season; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ........ 
G YMNASTICS f ina l ly  
found a home in Terrace as the 
Terrace Peaks Gymnasti~:s Club 
opened the doors to its new 
gymnasium in the Thornhill 
Community Centre. The new 
gym was the product of months 
of fund-raising and construc- 
tion. 
MORE than 60 northwest 
seniors participated in the B.C. 
Seniors' Games in Coquitlam. 
Terrace masters swimmer Joe 
Mandur won five gold medals, 
and Bud Kirkaldy won three 
golds and a silver in track-and- 
field action. A number of other 
local seniors brought back 
medals. 
THE Simon Fraser University 
Clan's Michelle Hendry was 
named outstanding senior 
female basketball ,player of the 
/lwards banquet. " 
November 
CALEDONIA 'S  Kermode 
boys soccer team crushed Prince 
Rupert in the best-of.three zone 
final to take the northwest zone 
title and a berth in the provin- 
cials. Cal didn't have to face the 
Kitimat Rowdies this season• 
Several Kitimat players had 
been suspended and the team 
had been disbanded after 
unsportsmanlike conduct in an 
earlier game. 
WHEELCHAIR  racer Paul 
Clark left for Holland, where he 
is now training and competing 
in an effort to return to com- 
petitive racing. 
VOLLEYBALL  action here 
saw Thornhill's boys team -- 
the Timber Wolves -- beat 
Hazelton in a tournament here. 
And Skeena's junior girls beat 
Thornhill's girls. 
SURINDER Dhaliwal and 
Tony Bremen won the men's ti- 
tle at the Terrace Badminton 
Club's open doubles tourna- 
ment. Nancy Condon and 
Norm Parry won the mixed 
doubles. 
T HE Orangemen of Terrace 
won the Prince Rupert Com- 
mercial All-Star hockey tourna- 
ment with a 4-1 record. 
THE Terrace Bluebacks beat 
out Rupert by 200 points to win 
an invitational tournament 
here. 
GORDIE  Judzentis pulled 
out a 7-6 win in 11 ends to beat 
John Heighington i  the annual 
Terrace Cash Spiel here, 
L OCAL competitors brought 
back more than 20 medals from 
the fall provincial karate cham- 
pionships in Kitimat. Terrace's 
Ron Levesque won the bronze 
medal in men's brown belt kata 
and took the bronze in sparring. 
CALEDONIA 's  Kermode 
boys soccer team went 0-5 at the 
provincial championships. 
THORNHILL ' s  T imber 
Wolves junior boys volleyball 
team captured the zone title to 
go undefeated in northwest 
volleyball action. Caledonia's 
BURNT OUT: Cycler Mike Christensen lost steam in his drive for the 
national cycle racing scene after injuring his knee mountain biking. 
December I 
T medalist, qualifying for Youth 
ERRACE's Michelle Hen- Nationals in the 200-metre 
dry was named tournament backstroke in a swim meet at 
MVP following SFU's victory UBC. 
senior boys volleyball team beat at a major NAIA women's T 
Prince Rupert in three games to basketball tournament in Plain- HE Skeena Tsimshians won 
take the zone. view, Texas. The victories there a junior boys basketball tourna- 
W gave the team a first-place rank: • ment in theNass Valley. 
AYNE Epp's rink cruised ing in the NAIA. C 
unbeaten through the Totem o'l'uNi R ALEDONIA's Kermode 
Mixed Bonspiel to emerge vie- O boys curlers here boys finished third in a Prince 
torious in 'A' event at the Ter- beat Kitimat and Hazdton :in George 'AAA' boys basketball 
race Curling Club. zone playoffs to earn berths in tournament. 
the Northern B.C, Winter a.TERRACE 
THE New Town Sharks, of Games. Blu6backs Swim 
TRIATHLETE Carolyn Hubbard-Brougam was the fastest woman com0eting in the Skeena Valley NewHazelton, were the winners ; :  team finished tMrd overall at 
Triathlon this year, blowing nine minutes off the women's record. It was a banner year for the triathlon of a l O~team recreational LUEBACKS s,~irnmer the Kitlmat Marlins invitational 
and 1992 should be even bigger when the event hosts the provincial championships, hockey tournament here. Aimee Peacock was a bronze swim meet. 
i 
I 
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Curl ing 
Sweeping rule changes 
By L INDA MOORE quired. However it is felt that 
Curl B.C. 
The sport of curling has 
changed a great deal since its 
16th century beginnings in 
Scotland. 
The "stoneg' are no longer 
just boulders found beside the 
frozen lakes, but now must be 
uniform in size, shape and 
weight. The ice has moved in- 
doors, gained brightly painted 
circles, and a more consistent 
surface (no snow!). 
There have been many 
changes to equipment. Shoes 
allow players to slide along the 
ice --  a re lat ively new 
phenomomenon. And the ice 
can be swept much more effec- 
tively, because of better brooms 
and techniques. 
The first known rules dated 
back to the early 1700's, and 
dealt mostly with conduct and 
ethics. Some rules have changed 
slowly over the years. For exam- 
pie, rules on the standardization 
of rocks began in the early 
1800's, but were still being 
revised a century later. 
Other rules have been created 
as the game changes. When 
shoes with "sliders" were in- 
vented, to allow more accuracy 
in the delivery of the stone, 
rules had to be developed to 
limit the distance a player could 
slide with the rock. Otherwise, 
the rock could have been 
"hand-delivered" to the target 
every time! The hogline used to 
be needed only to indicate 
whether a stone had travelled 
far enough to be in play; it 
became the guide for where the 
rock must be released. 
Some of the more recent rule 
changes have involved sweep- 
ing. The newer tool, the brush, 
allows any curler to sweep more 
effectively, as less strength is re- 
the tool can be used "illegally", 
by sweeping somewhat o the 
side of the stone and causing it 
to curl more or less, as needed. 
Curlers must now sweep across 
the face of the stone, and may 
not leave any debris in front of 
the rock when the brush is 
lifted. 
It was thought hat this year 
there would be "sweeping" 
changes to the rules to en- 
courage more offensive play. 
They were not introduced in 
Canada, although the "Free 
Guard Zone Rule" was added 
for world play, and is being 
studied in Canada. Here is a 
look at some changes in Canada 
for this year: 
• There are now two rule 
books, separating the rules for 
club play and competitive 
events. 
• In what was formerly a 
courtesy, but now is a rule, the 
non-delivering players must be 
quiet, and those behind the 
house must lift their brooms off 
the ice while the opposition is 
throwing. As well, in extreme 
circumstances involving distrac- 
tions; a rock may be redelivered 
at certain times in a game. 
• The biggest change to 
sweeping rules is that all sweep- 
ing must be done within six feet 
of the rock. This is to prevent 
corn brooms, which alway 
deposit some debris on the ice, 
from being used to litter the ice 
- -  by sweeping some distance 
away from the stone - -  and thus 
change ice conditions in favour 
o f  the team trailing on the 
scoreboard. 
• A s impl i f i ca t ion  of  
previous rules: when stationary 
stones are moved during an end, 
all affected stones are merely 
replaced to where they would 
have ended up if nothing had 
been moved. 
• There are a series of rules 
governing the measurement of
rocks by someone other than 
the two teams involved,, like 
perhaps the icemaker. 
In the World Championships 
and the Olympics, the new 
"Free Guard Zone Rule" will 
be used. Here's how it works: 
A lead player may not take 
out an opposition guard that is 
sitting in front of the house. 
(Any rock in the house may be 
removed.) This means that a 
team wanting to play offensive- 
ly can play "guards" with their 
first two rocks, and thus pre- 
vent a strong hitting opponent 
from keeping the game as open 
as was previously possible. This 
rule does allow teams to move 
opposition rocks, but not take 
them out of play; it is surmised 
that new shots will be created 
where the team with the last 
rock advantage will "ch ip"  
stones around in front of the 
house to keep the centre ice area 
open. 
Some potential problems are 
being studied. For example, in 
Canada measurements are only 
permitted at the completion of 
an end. In the free guard zone 
rule, it is vital to know if a rock 
is in the house or not, so that it 
is clear if a takeout shot is per- 
mitted.  Measurements  on 
"biters" will be permitted in 
countries using this rule; there is 
concern about play being slow- 
ed, or the measuring stick's use 
being impeded by rocks already 
in the house. 
The Canad ian  Cur l ing 
Association decided not to im- 
plement this rule, because of the 
potential problems and because 
the rule seems to necessitate a 
drastic change in game strategy. 
 CORE BOARI  
Ter race  M inor  Hockey  Scores  
Dec. 16 - -  Peewee House 
Bradford and Sons 5, Rotary 5 
Dee. 17-- Peewee House 
Farwest 6, Heaman Trucking 0
Recreat iona l  Hockey  League Scores :  
Dec. 14 
All Seasons 5,Norm's Auto Refinishing 0 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 8, Convoy Supply 4 
" |~ '~ Dee. 15 
Precision Builders 7, Inn of the West 6 
Skecna Hotel 4, Back Eddy Pub 3 
Dec. 17 
~' Precision Builders 7, Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
Back Eddy Pub 5, Inn of the West 2 
Dee. 18 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 3,Terrace Timbermen 3 
Dec. 19 
All Seasons 4.Skeena Hotel 3 
Oldt imers '  D iv i s ion  S tand ings :  
Team G W L T GF GA PTS 
Riverside Auto'Wranglers 21 9 8 4 67 81 22 
NMIOkies 22 9 10 3 62 79 21 
Terrace Timbermen 17 8 6 3 78 54 19 
Convoy Supply 22 2 16 4 63 123 8 
Rec League 's  Top Scorers :  
Team G A PTS 
SH 25 21 46 
INN 22 24 46 
NAR 20 23 43 
PB 24 15 39 
AS 25 13 38 
AS 18 20 38 
NAR 20 17 37 
NAR 21 14 35 
INN 20 14 34 
SH 18 15 33 
BEP 15 18 33 
Player 
Inn Alger 
Mike Leblond 
Jim Rigler 
Ted Taylor 
Alex Gordon 
Darcy Mallet 
Wilf Takeema 
Troy Farkvam 
Ken Newman 
Emile Gagnon 
Brad Owens 
Rec  League 's  Goa l ie  S ta ts :  
Goaltender Team GP AVG 
Gary Schatz "IT 16 2.94 
Leland McDonald AS 4 3.00 
Gerry Lamming NMI 20 3.55 
Rocky Boisvert RAW 20 3.85 
Dave Scott PB 23 4.16 
Carl Beaudrault NAR 23 4.26 
Errol Mutsohke BEP 23 4.26 
Woody Miller SH 20 4.45 
Phil Bradford AS 6 4.67 
Tony Pavao INN 13 5.00 
Ken Giesbrecht INN 8 5.12 
Ron Marleau AS 8 5.25 
Joe Turner CS 13 6.38 
Get your team or league on the Scoreboard! 
Drop o f f  scor¢~ or standings to the Terrace 
Standard office at 4647 Lazelle Ave., or phone 
them in to 638.7283. Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. 
Recreat iona l  D iv i s ion  S tand ings :  
Some bonspiels are modify- 
ing the rule. A major cashspiel 
in Ottawa had a local rule which 
prevented takeouts during the 
first three rocks of each end, 
rather than all four lead stones. 
However, the Free Guard Zone 
Rule will he a reality for the 
men's and women's national 
teams and their coaches are now 
Team G W L T GF GA PTS 
PrecislonBuilders 21 14 5 2 113 81 30 
All Seasons 21 13 8 0 108 93 26 
inn of the West 22 12 9 1 102 109 25 
SkeenaHotel 20 10 8 2 108 89 22 
Norm'sAuto Refinishing 21 9 9 3 102 90 21 
Back Eddy Pub 21 6 13 2 89 93 14 
working on ways to prepare 
Canadian players for the '92 
world events. 
ii • 
FLIGHT TRAINING 
The opportunity of learning how to fly is starting 
at the Smithers Airport in 
JANUARY 1992 
Ground School starting in January, Flight Training in February 
Private or Commercial 
Recycle non-commercial glass, tin cans, 
newspapers & magazines. Glass & tins MUST be 
clean (prefer without labe!s). 
BEHIND "rilE BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM- 4 PM 
24 flogn DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
i TED 
SELL 
i 
e Warehouse 
Low Cost Warehouse Operation! 
SAVE AS MUCH AS 
on-3 drnitd 'e for every room in your Home 
Terrace 
4730  Ave. 
635 4111 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
MON - WED & SM: 10 am- 6 pm 
THURS & Fill: 10 am- 9 pm 
SUNDAY: Closed 
Your .BeSt Oppor tun i ty  
of  the  Season  is on  
NOW! 
,] LEARN TO SKIt 
I IL JB JANUARY 6-31 
-¢t,¢=*-¢---¢.~¢=-=.~¢¢¢===¢¢ ¢¢=-~¢¢- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢¢=-¢¢-¢¢== ~ 
t :;; ;;,e; 
f |  a beginner lesson and 
afulldayliftpass! 
. . . .  ¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢,,¢,, .,,,¢¢ . . . . .  ¢¢ . . . . .  ¢ . . . .  - 
The mountains are a-beautiful place to be and we invite you to share it with 
us. Shames Mountain and Ski Smithers make it easy and affordable to give 
skiing a try with the Pepsi Learn to Ski package. 
If you've always wanted to learn, or you have a friend who would like to 
learn, .this is the winter to do it. 
Register today and find an exciting new winter world! 
Pre.register for the mountain of your choice! 
In Smithers at: In Terrace at: 
Winter land Ski and Sports Winter land Ski and Sports 
Oscar 's  Source for Sports Sundance Ski and Sports 
Family Ski and Sports All Season Sporting Goods 
Sik(ii Shames 
Smithers M0untaini 
Pepsi  ' ' 
, Learn to Ski Package  i 
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Ac ON AD 
I," BUY v"SELL I I  RENT I I  TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classifie(~ and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When "a stat holiday fells on s 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. fo r  al l  d i sp lay  and c lass i f ied  ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be ~repaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When 13honing in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number.ready. 
20 word,= (first InaerNon) $4,70 'plus 12¢ for additional word=. *(Addi- 
tional In~.lons) $3.10 plus 9¢ for additional words, *$8.95 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non.commercial) Prices Include 7 % G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc, 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
L0. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
16. Farm Produce 27. Announcement~ 
17. Garase Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
ltsnd~l TJrmS 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standud reserves the right to revise, edit. 
classny (x reject any edverUsrnent and to retain any answers 
directed to the Newu Box Reply Service, and Io repay the 
customer the sum paid lot 1he advedismant an(] box rental. 
Box rep,es on "Hold" instructions not picked up wilhin 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those anowenng Box 
Numbers are requested not to send orig~nals of Uocurnente to 
avoid loss. " 
All claims of errors in advertisements must he receive~ by 
the publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
It Is aorsnd by the advertiser equesting space that the 
IlabllLty of the Terrace Standard m the event oi failure to 
publish 2n adverUssmenl or in the event el an error appearing 
in the advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for ~1y one Inco~'rect insertion 
for the portion bl the ndvertis[ng space occupied by ti~ Inter. 
rncl or ernittnd item only, and that there shall he nn liability in 
any even1 greater than the ZLmount paid for such advertising. 
1, Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake, Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting, 
Finished cupboards and interior water system, 
No field or well. Lake has private air strip, 
Asking $16,500 lot quick sale. Call Indra Gra. 
inger at Realty World Northern for further into, 
]98.8266 days or 398-7470 evenings. Lease= 
~as~um-able ~ ot~a'~a'l]able for:purchaSe from: 
lie B.C. G0verhmeilt, 44tfn 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKSI You're 
reading this aren't you? 638-SAVE. tfn 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Close to hospital, 
schools. For enquiries, phone ¢oRect 
1.362-9439 8p34 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT $3,500 down with 
paYment $560 per month. Great iovestment 
on 3 bedroom rancher.. Asking $75,500 
635-5020 4p37 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. :=/2 hour from Salmon Arm -- 45 
min. from Kamloops, 10 rain. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters, Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific limate, Start the 
New Year on, a positive ~ote, Phone 
1-679.8904 tfn37 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3 bedroom house. Full 
basement. Natural gas heat. Stove, frldge on 
nice quiet street $58,000. Ask for Kim. 
".692.7380 4p38 
ON WALNUT STREET and Maple Crescent in 
Telkwa, one year old, 4 bdr. Nelson Home 
with garage, Loaded with many ootions, 
Phone 847.9303 days, 846-9012 eves, 4p38 
USED MODULAR HOMES, BUNGALOWS. 960 
to 1,056 sq, ft. $21,000 to $29,500, 
Delivered Terrace, Smithers, Houston, Burns 
Lake and Vanderhoof area. Setup prices 
available on request. Call Herb Styles 
(403)264-6122 4p38 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq. ft. three bedroom 
rancher on view lot in Thornheights. Large 
rooms, oak cabinets throughout, 2V2 baths, 
many features. $134,500. Phone 635.2833 
2. Mobile Homes 
3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, Like new. Asking 
$24,900. Call 635-5918 lc38 
3. For Rent 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town. 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park. 
ing. On site management. 635.7957 15tin 
FOR LEASE - 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
'1 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150;1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn 
FOR RENT AT WOODGREEN APTS. 1 bdrm 
w/den, nat. gas, fireplace, deck, close to 
town. $6501mo. Phone 635.7459 or 
635-9039 tfnc35 
ROOM AND BOARD FDR WORKING PERSON. 
638-8293 4p35 
AVAILABLE FEB. 1ST. Pleasant 3 bedroom 
home, Gas heat on Bench, near bus stop. 
Good residential neighbourhood, $850/month. 
Call 635-2142 lp38 
FOR RENT. Furnished one bedroom bachelor 
sure suitable for single person. Utilities in. 
cluded. Available immediately. $400/month. 
Call 638-8084 . 2p38 
FOR RENT. 3 BEDROOM HOME, N/G heat. 
Available immediately. Call 638-8084 2p38 
3 BEOROOM MOBILE HOME. Available Feb. 
1st. No pets. $650/month. Call 635.5918 
lc38 
WORKING PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two 
bedroom townhouse close to hospital. 
$325/mo. Including utilities, Call Jim 
635,7,746 /.!." ~ "" '::.;;::~"/;:~ 4p38 
NEW 3-BEDR00M; le/~bath dupleX. C/w new"- 
fridge and stove, storage room and carport, 
natural gas. Relerences required. Non- 
smokers preferred $7001mo plus" utilities. 
Call after 6:00 p,m, 635.6905 2p38 
ONE- TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE in town: 
Ridge,. stove, carpeted, no pets. 635.5464 
4p38 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALOM & s¢o'n" 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fddge, stove, heat and hot water Includ- 
ed. Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, 
space. References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avenalde 
3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT 2 bedroom house for 
March 1/92. Call 635-2279 or 635-6550. 
Ask for Wayne, 4p38 
WANTED 2 OR 3 BEDROOM accomodation 
(trailer or apartment) for responsible non- 
smokers. References available 638-1534 or 
635-9746. Ask for Jeannie. 4p38 
5. Fer Sale Misc. 
• J.D, 350 LOADER, New engine,' new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5506, 32 ft, house boat 
• liletlmo aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good con& 
$1500; 14 ft, Tri.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
.hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kuboda IRe plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
FIREWOOD FOR .SALE (Seasoned) mixed! 
$90/cord in Terrace and delivery available to 
Kitimat, Call 633.2646 4p36 
m m 
r - -  PRIME --"1 
I RETAIL SPACE I 
i Excellent highway location 
20,000 sq. ft. total . 
Generous tenant allowances 
5. For Sale Misc. 
32 GALLON AOUARIUM w/accessories. VGC 
with fish $220; New single cedar beds, hand 
crafted $75; 1982 HP Johnson outboard. 
$1,1 00. 635-7400 4c38 
25 GAL, AQUARIUM/stand $150 060. Call 
635-3727 lp38 
C0MPLETE COMPUTER PACKAGE includes 
Apple IIC computer, amber monitor, Epson 
LX.80 printer, lots of software and manoals. 
Phone 635.9695 4p38 
BROTHER SEWING MACHINE. Glass 
tub/shower doors, stroller, child car seats, 
crib c/w bumper pads and mattress, booster 
seat, 635.3795 4p38 
3000 LIN, FEET of chain link fence, Six ft, 
high, 21 It, an(~ 10'6" engths. Asking 
$150/ft. Stuart OIson ConstrocUon. 842-6623 
4p38 
ANTIOUE ENGLISH VANITY. Excellent condi- 
tion. $300 636-1978 4p38 
WASHER AND DRYER. Matched pair I(enmore, 
heavyduty almond colour:aboot 5 yrs. old. 
Scars best. $550. 835.7425 lp38 
TRAPLINE FOR SALE. Registered, remote and 
undeveloped. 846.9760 4p38 
KING SIZE WATERDEO with headboard, 
waveless mattress and accessories in good 
condition, $150 635-3723 4p38 
1990 JK ERGOLINE 35 Three face tanners. 
800 hours. $7,900 OBO, 847.4567 Peter. 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dded. Birch clear 2318", $4.15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 2318", $3.10 per'sq. It. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23"/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft Pine knotty 2318" $1,50 per sq. ft. 
1.695-8616 12tin 
MIG WELOER - NEWII Still in box $500 0B0. 
Torch and regulator, 50 ft. line,' some tips 
$175 OBO, Fake SST Unilug 15-15.50 tires, 2 
only $100 OSO. Alpine 6x9 speakers and 
3505 AMP $150 for both. Beta player $25. 
635-9036 after 6 p,m. Leave message. 4p38 
BOSCH KITCHEN MACHINE Supervelueprlce I
$64e.5o. Includes food processor (reg, price 
I 
$699.50 plus $139,50 for processor). 
KITCHEN MILL sale price $349.50 (reg. price 
$390.50) Produces enough nour for a batch of 
bread [n 3 minutes. 
638-1972 ASK FOR MYRIAM 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(504) 666-5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic accl- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
. . . . . .  i ,  , ,, &.Cars for.Sa e ....... 
FOR SALE: 1987 Toyota Tercel 4WD wagqn. 
72,000 kin. $7,000: Phone 638-1887 alter5 
p.m. 4p38 
1985 HYUNDAI PONY. Excellent gas mileage, 
4 door. 1400cc $2,000 OBO; 1976 Audi Fox- 
was running (burnt balve and starter) $100 
OBO, Phone 635.9636 after 6, Leave 
message. 4p38 
1989 MUSTANG 
2 Dr., 4 Cyl., 
5 Sp., Air, P/W 
P/L, Cruise 
S7,995 
MeEwan___.  
635-4941 
See Our Display Advertisement Page A7 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1981 KENWORTH W900 400 Cummins BC2 
15 speed RTO Trans. 48,000 IB Eaton 2 spd. 
rear ends 4:3315:90. New brake linings, brake 
drums, Cams & slacks, new clutch, new bat- 
teries, tires 40% Yohahama. Call 
699-6563 4p34 
'82 CHEV $1 O PICKUP. Long box, auto trans., 
canopy, new mutfler& pipes, no rust 
632-3797 4p34 
FORD F250 4x4. 1990. Full size, pickup. 
Regatta blue. $16,500. Call 835-2386 4p34 
1984 FULL SIZE CHEV th Ton 4x4 for parts. 
No engine, $1,400 Serious enquiries only, 
849.5732 . 4p38 
1988 FORD BRONCO 
Full Size XLT 
Fully Loaded 
$12,995 
McEwan 
See Our Display Advertisement Page A7 I 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1985 FORD RANGER V6 4x4 EC, Alpine 
cassette w/4 speakers, grille guard, driving 
lights, aluminum box rails, new winter tires, 4 
BF Goodrich mud terrain TA's on aluminum 
directional rims $7,750 OBO 635.3723 4p38 
.1976 INTERNATIONAL 4200 Tandem Truck. 
Complete with hoist, stock and grain racks 
and round bale tip outs, Excellent condition, 
certified to Aug, 1992. Call 567-3305 4p35 
1980 FORD 3/4 TON 4x4. Low mileage. Good 
condition. Asking $3,500. Call 635-2122 
4p36 
1981 FORD F350 service triJCk. $4,500. 
Phone 845-7370 4p38 
1991 FORD RANGER CLUB CAB. Auto, bucket 
seat, 8,000 miles. Aluminum wheels, 95% 
new. $14,000.1-697-2474 4p38 
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE. Mechanically well 
maintained. Body rusted. $1,500. 635-5506 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
WILL TRADE 21' Prowler camper trailer, value 
$7,000 or Jeep CJ5 c/w snowblade value 
$6,500 or Cat 0C3 value $6,500 for small 
motor home. Will pay difference. 1-697-2474 
4o38 
13. Snowmobiles 
1990 POLARIS 500 SKS long track with SP 
kit. Comes with belts, paddles, and cover. 
Good climber $5,5000B0. 635-9233 4p38 
1989 488 Polaris Indy Trail, $3,200. 
845-7370 4p38 
15. Machinery 
1984 KUBOTA 7950 4 WD Tractor. 74HP 
cab, air, heat, radio cassette, 3 pt. hitch, 
2,600 hours, Excellent condition, Reasonably 
priced 567-3305 4p35 
HI.AB $2,500. Phone 845-7370 4p38 
FARM CATS TD 15.B Winch pony arch - Rip. 
per tooth. 60% rails, E)Ins not turned. Ex- 
cellent condition $17,000. 9UD6 blade winch 
$10,500, 35OLD, new engine, new rails, 
rolls, etc, $12 500.1.697-2474 4p38 
88' 668D GRAPPLE SKIDOER. 3,800 hrs. 
Machine in good condition, ready for produc- 
tion. Sell at Ritchle Bros. prices $45,000 
847-4070 4p38 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMBS. Canada lamb grown by 
Canadians, for Canadians. AVailable year 
round. Cummins Ranch. Hwy 16 West. S. 
Hazelton. 842-5316 16p32 
HAY, ALFALFA BROME, alfalfa. Cut June 15 
-20. No rain. Cummins Ranch. Hwy.'16 west. 
South Hazelton. 842-5316 16p32 
sale. Grass mix in 1,O00 lb. round bal0s. 
Delivery avagable. 567-3305 4p38 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE, tfn 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, ex¢lt- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 035.6181 and catch the splritl 21fn 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? Soltware training 
and consuning, Hardware installation an(] 
setup. Trouble shooting and diagnostics. I
make house calls 695.6523. 18tfn 
20 WORnS OR LESS is only $8.95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
638-SAVE. 18tin 
SHAKLEE DISTRIBUTORS Bob and Marybeth 
wish our many clients a healthy, happy holi- 
day. Try our environmentally lrlendly, nutri- 
tional personal care and cleaning IJrOduct 
sample. 845.2076 4p35 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 538.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST ON SANDE OVERPASS Dec. 22. Boy's 
red AGV snowmobile helmet with clear visor. 
Chrlstmaspresent. If found please call 
635.2688 2p38 
LOST: GOLD MEDIC-ALERT BRACELET in- 
scribed with allergios. Ph0no638-1522 p38 
LOST ONE RED BAG, one white Safeway bag, 
one Sharp ghetto-blaster. Lost near Lazelle 
Avenue Dec. 31. Reward offered, 635.4219 
2p38 
LOST BLUE PURSE. Reward.535-6826 lp38 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available tor 
1 stud. 2/2 yrs old. Fawn colorinG. Great dispos- 
tion. 635.3877 evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel 1or sale 635.3677 45fin 
CKC REGISTERED SHETLAND SHEEPOOGS. 
Sable coioured. Ready for approved homes 
after mid Januap/. Call 847-3860 tor appoint- 
ment o v.iew, after 6 p,m, 4p38 
AKITA PUPS FOR SALE. Various colours, 
blacks. 845.3170 4p38 
POTATOES FOR SALE, $20 for 100 Ibs. Will 
deliver to town. 635-2729 4p38 
I I MAREMMA PUPS (Italian Sheep Dogs). Ex- and will re.decorate to suit to- CALL cellent disposition. Sheep guardian dogs. 
nant. . DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS , ~ { Predator control, Ready to go, 1.694.3795 
John  Currle ~ - -  ~____  4p3__ . .  8 
C°ntacl 142Day S I 635-2712 or I I l I 
. . . .  I.°°.,...°,,...°.,.,,',,I 
F0 ,  ,EASE 0 ,  ,.ENT [][] Crate RentalSsupplies '| 
| - , .1~ [ ]  Professional, ' 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Budding ! I i l iP '  Certified 
Wi!.h 2.washrooms, N/G heat and air I Z Repa i r  II I l l  • Dog Grooming ' 
cond,tion,ng, I II THORNHILL 
Phone 635-241!: I i "CALL-------] I I I /  For Appointment 
Ask for John or Manlyn. ..J-JI | / I  i,,I) 635-77970a" 
I Environmentalists 
Start Here , ,  
I 
HEATHER SADLER JENKINS 
Is Seeking A Bright, Highly Motivated 
LEGAL 
SECRETARY 
With the ability to work independently. Conveyanclng.  ex- 
perience preferred. Knowledge of WordPerfect 5.1 wou ld  be 
a definite asset, 
We offer a modern work  environment, competit ive wages and 
excel lent benefit package. 
Please send resume to: 
ADMIN I~RATOR " 
7 '00-550 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C. ~: 
V2L  2K1 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is currently seeking applicants 
for the position of Daycare Support Worker. This Is a temporary full 
time position. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for: 
- -  enhancing the availability of quality family day care arrangements in 
licensed, unlicensed and In home care In Terrace and Kitimat, 
- Providing training and support to care givers. 
- Assisting parents in selecting day care arrangements. 
- Promoting day care for people requiring special needs. 
Applicants should have an Early Childhood Education Certificate or, 
equivalent skills, a valid driver's licence and access to a vehicle, good 
written and oral communication skills, good organizational skills, a 
knowledge of local services, especially those related to da~, c~ire: 
issues, and the ability to work autonomously and co-operatively,; ' ~' 
Salary in accordance to CUPE agreement - Local 2012. 
Interested applicants should send resumes to :  
Canad ian  Employment  and Immigrat ion  Centre  
4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
For more information contact the Terrace Women's Resource Centre h! 
- 638-0228 
Closing Bate: January 17, 1992 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
HOUSTON 
Northwest Community College is seeking an Assistant 
director for our centre in Houston. This position reports 
to the Centre Director in Smithers and Is responsible 
for the development, implementation and ongoing 
management of ~issigned programs and operations, in- 
cluding supervision of faculty and staff, 
The successful candidate must have a degree in 
Business or Education with at least two years ex- 
perience In administration, preferably in post- 
secondary education. Demonstrated leadership, 
management and communication skills are required, 
This full-time continuing management position will in- 
terest professionals earning In the mid $40,000 
range. Relocation assictance is available in addition to 
a full range of benefits. 
Please reply in confidence by January 21, 1992 to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726/Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C2 
FAX 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
SCHOOL DISTRICTNo. 88 
(Terrace) 
JOB POSTING 
School  District #88 (Terrace) has an opening for  a part t ime 
(3 hours per day) 
Special Services Assistant ' 
position at C larence  Mlch le l  E lementary  School .  Thi s posi-  
tion may increase in hours throughout the school Year. The 
salary ranges between $1 1 .06  and $1 2 .86  per hour depen:  
ding on qualifications and training. " "  
Essential  Qual i f icat ions:  , 
1. At least two (2) years  successful exper iencework ing  
cooperatively under the direction of a regular classroom 
teacher in a school  setting. " : 
2. Possession of an appropriate BC driver's I lcence and con-  
sistent access to a vehicle suitably equipped with seat  
belts, , . . . . .  . " 
3. Strong Interpersonal skills and a demonstrated ability to 
work effect ively with professl0nal consu l tants . ,  
4. Applications must  be accor~panled by : letter(s) o f  
refePence and transcript(s) thataddress  level(s) of com_- I ,  
petency i n the above quallficatiolis, . . ~, . . . .  ', I /  
Interested applicants should send resumes to: ' . . . .  ~- I~: 
Mr. R. Bison, Principal I : 
~ Clarence Mlchlel Elementary School I ! ;  
3430 Sparks Street | i' 
Ter race ,  B,C, " ~ I 
! :~i V8G2X3 : I 
C los ing Date: January 1 0 ,  1992 1 ! ~: 
I I I I I I J I  
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21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur. 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs, to 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
mcnt in connection with employmant which 
24. Notices 25. Business 33. Travel 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general  Opportuni t ies  ...LET US BOOK ALL YOUR travel, rail air, 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, ferry or tours...535.6181 tfn33 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening discriminates against any person because of welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tfn 
30 locations during the next 12 months and origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE excite 
have openings for 2 individuals whoare deter• any information concerning race, religion; col: ment perha s a trofical island? Ca Elan 
mined to become leaders in this 0xciting in -our ,  ancestry, place of origin or political belief. Trave at 63~6181 anPd catch the sniriti 2tfn 
dustry. No expdrience necessary; but you Readet:s: in ads where 'ma e is ieferred to " " 
musl be wgllng to::start~at the bottom and : pleaSe=read =ais0-as 'iemaig a~ ~hef~ 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tin 'femalel Is used, read also as 'male' " "  ...,,,,,,,,v,,,,, 
LICENSED HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for:Bennies REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be Oppoi luni t ies  
Cu! and Curl. CallUnda 635.3637 ' 12tf n sure you have the correct box number as FOR SALE; Newly decorated beauty salon, in 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS! ConsuRants given in the ad, Address to: Pile , The Ter. prime location. Lots of room lot expansion. 
needed, market gas, groceries and gold. FUll race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terracei Excellent returns. Price including equipment 
or part time. Details call 697.2493, leaVe B:C, V8G 1S8. Please do not include bulk and stock. $38,000. Owner eUring. Financial 
message. : ' @35 goods crmoney toBox repbes, statement and stock and equipment list 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, available on request. Interested parties reply 
MANAGER/MANAGERESS couple: required for framing, siding, fifllshlng inside or out. No job 
ultra.modern mobile fish and seafood conve,, toOsmalL Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tfn 
nience stores. Must enjoy travelling, be self; ~ENCED-APPLI(~ATOR "WILL SUPPLY 
havom°tivating'an extraordable to naryW°rk independentlYat) ity to serveand and install vinyl Siding or asphalt shingles to 
customers politely. Must have a Class I your hemal Reasonable prices. Call Tom 
Drivers License with air. Excellent remunera. 
tion, 8 days off every 6 weeks plus regular 
vacation time. Submit resume to High Arctic 
Marketing Corp. Ltd., Box 6387, Wotaskiwin, 
Alberta, TgA 2G1 or phone 
1-800.661-9834 " 2p38 
BABYSITTER REQUIRED 2 days a week for 6 
month old. Prefer my home. References re. 
quired. 635-6522 @38 
HEART AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF B.C. & YUKON 
635.6230 4p36 
BILL WARREN, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING. 
New homes, renovations, service calls. 
Reasonable rates. 635-9377. Reg. No. 8266 
4p37 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Motherhood requires that we look 
for experienced, supportive, out- 
going, patient.oriented individuals• 
Must have special interest in effi- 
cient clinical co-ordination, be en- 
thusiastic and enjoy working with 
j our supportive team. 
Salary: $1,700 - $2,100 per month 
Please bring or send resume to 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlaffl 
4623 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 234 
COOK WANTED 
Must Be Experienced 
Full Restaurant Menu 
Apply In person with 
resume to: 
Slumber Lodge 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
DENTAL HYGIENIST 
Must love people and' desire a 
challenge. Must be a team player 
with gentle and thorough clinical 
skills. If you desire to serve in a 
dynamic, busy', caring practice,• 
please send or bring resume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlatti 
4623 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 234 
Salary - $3.10O - $3.600 per month. 
to File No. 88 clo Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 32fin 
OWNER MOVING. ACCENT ON HAIR beauty 
salon. Serious enquiries only. New eight Eta. 
lion shop, new location. $49,000 OBO. 
638.1127 (Rebecca) 8p35 
(• Nirvana i Metaphysics 
And Healing Centre 
I 
START THE NEW YEAR WITH I 
SELF AWARENESS AND 
t GROWTH COURSES Register now: 3611 Cottonwood Cres. 6354776 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday  School :  
(all ages) 9 :45  a.m. 
Sunday Services:  
1 1 :00  a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Hen Orr 
2911 S, Sparks St, 638-1336 
From the 8AHA'I HOLY writings 
Th~s is the Day in which God s 
mosl excellenl favours have been 
poured oul upon men, Ihe gay In 
which His mosl mighty grace 
halh been infused inlo all created 
Ihlngs..." 
To explore these writings furlher cab 
635-3219 o'r 636-9012 
L- -  
NOTICE . , . . . ,  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
KITIMAT-STIKINE 
HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
REQUEST FOR MEMBERSHIP 
The Kitimat-Stikine Regional Hospital District is looking for an individual who has an interest in 
health care to serve as a member of the Kitimat-Stikine Regional Health Advisory Committee. 
The Advisory Committee, which has ten members, advises the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
Hospital District Board on hospital facilities and hospital/health services within the District 
Interested persons should contact: 
Judy Tracy 
Administrative Officer 
Kltimat-Stlkine RegiDnal Hospital District 
Suite 300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 
Telephone: 6354251 or 
1-800-663-3208 
MOVING MUST SELL KITWANGA BOARDING 
Kennel business, 4 bedroom house, 4Vz 
acres, barn, garage, rooFcellar, greenhouse, 
landscaped. Offers 849.5427 4p30 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard• Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
Dave, Dave, 
You are so brave 
But how are you going to be 
Now that you are THIRTY. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
Love, Morn, Bro, Sis 
28. Cards of Thanks 
THE TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE would like 
to thank Juanita Hatton and the Golden Rule 
for their generous donation of food and other 
items over the Christmas eason. At this time 
we would also like to express our gratitude to 
the Salvation Army and the Anglican Church 
for their gifts to the residents: To all the other 
groups and individuals who have donated 
items to us throughout the year, we thank 
you. Your help has made our house a more 
comfortable nvironment lor people to be in 
and your support el our program has enhanced 
our services in the 1991 year. lp38 
THE TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE would like 
to express their sincere appreciation to'the 
Kinette Club of Terrace for their donation of 
$500. We have allocated the money lor 
household items in the new year. lp38 
29. In Memoriam 
A MEMORIAL SERVICE will be held for the late 
Gladys Mae Olson on Jan. 11. 1992 at the 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
Street, at 3 p.m. Pastors John CapOn and Paul 
Paquette will be officiating. In lieu of flowers. 
the family will accept donations towards her 
~ome church building fund. lp38 
ROBERT L. BARWISE 1914-1991 
We miss you every day.You'll be in our hearts 
forever. Sadly missed, 
Liz, Doug, Anne, Rob & Brian 
~i..:~ - : : .  lp38 
~,:, -~ --. 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS @ 
Special izing in customized 
town & country scenic  tours. 
Bever ley Greening,  Owner  
(604) 635-7868 
I 24 HRS. 635-6181J 
a=z =,,= 
7 8 EUROPE FROM ....... ~0  
Departures out of Vancouver 
SUN SPECIAL: MEXICO Jan. 
17, 24, or 31. 
AIR ONLY: From ..... $369 
Hotel specials available also 
HAWAII IN JANUARW! 
Call us about winter 
specials! 
PACKAGES STARTIMG 
AT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  S618 
Including air and hotel 
STOP SMOKING 
.~. Safe .k Effective w Painless 
=5900 *SPECIAL..'. .os  
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
Prince George 
561-7170 
WILL BE IN TERRACE: 
Sat., Jan. 18 
* (One Treatment) 
(Follow.ups ere $25.00) 
BRING THIS AD AND SAVE 
=10 °° OFF 
Pairs will save an extra 
=5.00 each! 
BCYCNA 
BRIFISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANO YUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 2 3 "7 
ASSOCIATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
HEDLEY BLAST. Justin time 
for Christmas. A great gilt 
Idea. Call now and for a 
limited lime onlyyou can save 
35% off gate price, July 10- 
11-12, 1992. Phone 292- 
8712, 9 a,m. - 7 p.m, daily, 
Children 12 and under admit. 
ted FREE, Accepting appll- 
cations forconcossion space, 
NEWLY ESTABLISHED 
WESTERN ASSEMBLY of 
YAHWEH, wishes to corre- 
spond to COVENANT LOV. 
ING people In Messiah, Box 
55560, Impact Plaza, P.O. 
Unit 119, Surrey, B.C,, V3R 
8X7. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt for Cars and 
Trucks, 6 Cyl. from $995, 8 
Cyl, from $1,095. 100,000 
Km warranty. Bond Mechanl. 
cal 872-0641, eves. 856. 
8879, toll.free 1-800.663. 
2521. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWSI Inte- 
rior and exterior wood metal 
and French doors, wood v~ n- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
.at (604)263-1101. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These sds appear In more ttan 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUSlNE&~OPPORTUNmE8 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Dc y( u have a flair for colour 
an :ld ~sign? Decorating Den, 
Ca na :la's fastest growlng In- 
terior Decorating Franchise 
Isexpandlng In B.C. Training 
provided, Lower Mainland 
525-6722, Provincial 1-800- 
565-8722. 
EDUOATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
bu Idl ~g. Many Jobs avail: 
ab e. Government licensee 
home study certification 
course• Call for details: 
(604)681.5456 or 1-800-665- 
8339, 
FOR SALE Ml~O 
SPORT8 CARDS by mall st 
Irreslstable prices. Write for 
pdce list and FREE rookie 
card. Curious Comlos &. 
Cards, 625 Johnson St., VIc- 
toda, B.C,, VSW 1M6. 
966 Loaders, Grapple or 
Bucket. Asphalt Plant and 
Paving Equipment. Dump 
Trucks, Back Hoes, 1213 
Crushing Plants, 18" x 36" 
Jaw Crushers Belly Dumps 
and Pups, 100 Barrel Water 
Tanks and Truck. Call Vie 
Kamloe 493-6791. 
for 25 
$195 we,, 
$3.70 each additional word 
FOR SALE MlSC HELP WANTED HELP WANTED 
CAN BIZARRE ACHES AND 
PAINS BE CAUSED BYTHE 
MIND? Buy and read 
• Dlanetlcs the Modern Sci- 
ence of Mental Health" - 
$7.50, To order calh Vancou. 
vsr Dlanstlcs Centre, 401 
West Hastings Street, Van. 
couver, B,C., V6B IL5, 
(604)681..0318. M/OandVIsa 
accepted. 
"BIRD'S CHOICE". Birdseed 
for sale. Sunflower seeds 
and WIIdblrd mixes,cage blrd, 
Super clean, farm fresh, To 
order or for a price list, call 
today toll-free 1.800-663. 
7333. 
MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS.Get 
~ ur sham of the $9 Billion uslc Industry marketing 
Music on our two for one pro- 
gram. Hugeproflts, Pmtect'ed 
terdtodea~ Federal Muslc, 1- 
800-263-1900. 
EDITOR'S POSITION. The 
Metro Valley Group, British 
Co lumbla'aleadlngcommu. 
nlty newspaper organization 
has an opening for the peel. 
",ion of editor st Its award. 
winning weekly newspaper, 
Tha Hope Standard. This 
pgdttonwilllnclude copy ed- 
Itlng and page layout rune. 
tlons, alongwith reporting 
End edltodol writing respon. 
slbllltles, Applicants must 
possess at least three years 
of newspaper experience, 
and previous editing expo. 
sure will be an asset at this 
P~edblicatlon of 2,500 
nesclaycirculatlon. The 
successful candidate will be 
expected to take up red. 
dence in the community of 
Hope. 8end covedng letter 
and resume before Jan. 1 to 
Regional Editor, Andrew 
Helots, PJo The Ohllliwack 
Progress, 45860 Spadlna 
Ave,, Chllllweck, B,C, V2P 
6H9, 
HEALTH 
HEALTH and WEALTH, es- 
tablished network co,, Intro. 
duolng new product line, 
Suflerersof pain, arthd~s, eto, 
hav'e found relief with Mag. 
netlcTherapy, Further Infer- 
marion 1(403)226-0071, 
1(403)272-2030. 
HELP WANTED 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY- 
MENT PACKAGE, Types of 
Jobs/How to get those Jobs/ 
North Amedca Contact DI. 
rectory/Morel For details call: 
(604)635-3539. 
Worldwide Log and Lumber 
In Cochrsne, Alberta seeks a 
wcodworklng Millwright. Must 
be familiar with wood milling 
equipment. Please call 
(403)932-5665. 
Greens Superintendent 
Needed for one of the finest 
18 hole Golf Courses In the 
Intedor of B.C. Full knowl- 
edge of course maintenance 
& equipment essential. Sal- 
ary commensurate with ex- 
perience. Please submit 
resume: Box 313, ¢/o Trib- 
une, 188 North First Avenue, 
Williams Lake, B.C., V2G 
1Y8. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown land 
availability, For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Stn, F, 
Ottawa, I~.O 8J1, 
SERVICES 
Major ICBOand Inluryclalms, 
Joel A, Wooer trial lawyer for 
22 years, Call collect, 
(604)736-5500, Contingency 
fees available. Injured In B.C, 
only. 
How 
to be 
a Local:t 
Hero 
Feel Good 
( ; i re  your  timt' uf" llrollcy It~a 
cau~;e you believe in a,,I see hmv 
g,~od it mak,'~ ),~u fed. The ,rice 
f ld,g ab.u~ I,.hqt a I..cal I h'ro 
i:; ~l~.t~ ),,m ahwtys I-'.c't I)ack re.re 
th:m y .u  I.ivc. Ik'.t I.ucal I ler.. 
.,-. ~<.: ... .=. 
. 
A new sph'it of giving 
A .~d. .a l  I" *,,;~am , .  u=., . .  ~1;¢ ~;;; h~ ~.d~,,h.,m'= i . [  
WHERE QUALITY AND SERVICE COME FIRST 
• Vacuum Cleaners * Central Vacuums 
r ~  . Shampooer, Polishers • Trade-Ins Accept?d 
~J~/  [ SAVE $150" SAVE $150*SAVE $150" 
~ l Off Floor Pro Dri-Foam Carpet Beautifier 
~ | Plus Free Little-Lux Value of $79.95 
/ ' Wi th  the purchase  of any  major  vacuum unit• 
.... ~ ~ . . , %  | , ~ CALL FOR CQMPLETE DETAILS 
~!~ ~.,~ 
How To Hake Your Car 
Disappear... 
ADVERTISE IT FOR SALE IN ,THE 
AUTO SECTION OF 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
That's where auto buyers and sellers 
meet to get the best deals 
on wheels! 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
l 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
141187 VENTURES LTD. 
TENDERS 
TERRACE CONTRACT AREA: Terrace Shop and Yard Buildings 
4930 Park Avenue 
PROJECT NUMBER: T-1-92 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Janitorial Services 
The tender sum for this project is to include applicable federal and provincial 
sales tax. The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted, 
Tender Opening Date: Wednesday, Januaw 15, 1992 
at 3:00 p.m. 
Pre-Tender Meetings: Thursday, January 9, '1992 
at 2:00 p.m..  
Terrace Shop Office 
4930 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Company office: ~:~ ........ Terrace, B.C . . . . . . . .  
Tender documents with envelope, specifications and conditions of tender 
are available free of charge Only from Nechako Northcoast Construction Ser- 
vices (141187 Ventures Ltd.), 4548 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
1P8, telephone no. 638,1881, between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 
P.M., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at Main Office, Nechako Northcoast Construction 
Services (141 187 Ventures Ltd.), 4548 Lakelse Avenuel Terrace, B.C., at 
3:00 P.M., Wednesday, January 15, 1992. 
Peter Lansdowne 
Operations Manager 
Issued st: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: December 30, 1991 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Skeena 
Lands Region, intends to dispose of the following 
Crown land legally described as: 
Lot 133, District Lot 190, Range 5, CoastDistrict, 
Plan 6045. 
Individuals interested in acquiring the subject land are to 
make written representation to the: 
• Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Skeena Lands Region 
3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000 
• Smithers, British Columbia 
VOJ 2NO 
Written representations must be received by the 
above noted office no later than February 15, 1992. 
For further information please contact: Pam White, 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Skeena 
Lands Region Office, telephone (604) 847-7334• 
i Howto be a Local Hero 
Look .  You don't have to look very- far to find lots of 
ays to help make your community abetter place to live, 
Look for causes that really interest 
you and organizations that can use ~ - ~ ,  
your special abilities. But don't just ~ '~ '~[  
look. Be a Local Hero. 
A national program to encourage 
giving and volunteering. A new spir i t  o f  g iv ing  
- %  
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Aro you looking for 
ways Io earn a liUle 
exlra cash? 
Wo are now looking to 
fill roulos throughoul 
our dlslributlon area 
TEIIRACE STANDARD 
01~ 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE 
I 
Backup carders 
needed - Kildala area 
• / " . / L i : i : . - f l  If you are interested in Joining 
../J-.~'-~_.~_..j ,,e delivery learn please fill Out 
-"-=:::..~-:~-~" the form below and return II 
to our office, 
I'd lille to be s SKEENA MARKETPLACE Carder 
NM, I[: ................................................................ 
,~nOR[%' ........................................................... 
PIIOII[: .................................. AGE ;, 
Please drop off or send to: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Cherleen) 
4647 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1'88 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
(141187 VENTURES LTD.) 
TENDERS 
CONTRACT AREA: Skeena District 
PROJECT NUMBER: T-02-92 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Traffic Control 
Services Terrace Area 
TENDER OPENING DATE: January 20, 
1992 
TENDER OPENING TIME: 1400 Hours 
PRE-TENDER MEETING: 1400 Hours, 
January 13, 1992 
The tender sum for this project is to in. 
clude applicable Federal and Provincial 
sales tax. The lowest or any tender may 
not necessarily be accepted. 
Tender documents, complete with 
envelope, specifications and conditions of 
tender ar0 available, free of charge, from: 
Nechako Nortbcoast 
Construction Services 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. va6 1P8 
Phone: (604) 638.1881 
and may be obtained between 0800 hours 
and 170g hours, Monday to Friday, ex. 
cept holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at the Main Of- 
rice, Nechako Northcoast Construction 
Services (141187 Ventures Ltd.), 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. at 1400 
hours on January 20, 1992. 
A bid deposit or performance bond is 
not required. 
P, Lansdowne, A,Sc.T, 
Operations Manager 
Issued at: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: January 1992 
ii 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of Ihe deceased: MAZZA: JOSEPH, 
LATE OF 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, 
B.C, 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he said estate(s), are hereby re. 
quired to send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 600.808 West 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C., vrc 
3L3, before February 19, 1992, after 
which date the assets of the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having regard only to 
claims Ihat have been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
i 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
DESCRIPTION', Catering • Falls Riverl 
Documents to be available from this office 
from 13 Jan. '92 upon prepayment of 
$22.60 (all taxes included) for the first 
copy and $11.30 (all taxes included) for 
each additional copy (NON.REFUNDABLE). 
REFERENCE: 02-1045 
CLOSINg DATE: 5 Feb, '92 
DE~C~IPTION', Intake bulkhead gates & 
draft tube gales- Falls River. 
REFERENCE: 02-1049 
CLOSINg DATE: 29 Jan. '92 
Details available from office of B.C. Hydro 
Purchasing Officer, 1265 Howe St., Suite 
200, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2G8; 
663-2577 or 663.2560. Sealed tenders 
clearly marked with reference number will 
be received in Room 226, address as 
above, until 11:00 a.m. on the above 
closing dates. 
BChgdro 
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FIRST AID TIP 
FROSTBITE 
Frostbite makes the skin white, wax 
and numb; freezing causes harden- 
ing. • Warm frostbitten area gradu- 
ally with body heat; do not rub • Do 
r CLEAR 
THE AIR 
~ Reduco .o.ir 
pollution 
from residential 
wood smoke 
and auto emissions with tips 
from the Association. 
~.  B.C. Lung Association 
Box 24009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
l not thaw frozen hands and feet unless 
medical aid is far away and there Is 
no chance or refreezing. They are 
better thawed in hospital • If there 
are blisters, apply sterile dressings 
i and bandage lightly to prevent break- 
ling * Get to medical aid. 
I 
I 
St.JolmAmbulance 
rAdvcnhl~tdocmtedbylhlJpu~icatio~ I j 
' "a 
t,utarS 
 ARE FOR 
I.rFZ 
I Support Your Lung Association 
: 17,1[ ~i~i i ii~i 
: iii (~ iii:ii))ii ~ . . . .  
~ ~, ~ • 5~ • " :5  • , 
• • : : : !  ) ¸•7•¸¸  : 
• @ 
J S 
• •)[ / : ;  ~¸• 
: o ,  
• Wise  
• . to  ad e tis 
e! 
%= -°  
, , °  . ,o  
: * * , , , , . : •  • 
• .  o,t..oO 
k , ~ 
We ],¢now how 
to make your 
cash register tin 
You don't need luck to make your sales 
grow --  you need dynamic advertising[ 
Advertising truly can be easy when you..,' / 
rely on  the advertising services of the Terrace : 
'Standard to deliver professiona] rt, copy ar 
selling ideas which grab the eye and get to tt 
sales message faster. 
And, you're .backed up by a courteous, 
responsive customer elations staff who can ~[i ,i:iil 
draw upon art archives with more than a -:. . 
million illustrations available to fill your , :  
• • - • 6 .  S special.need . 
i Call any one of the Terrace Standards 
• -: :~ iiAdvertising consultants. It's the most pro- 
fitable way to make your wish come true. " 7: :i 
' FERRACE STANDARD 
I ' SERVING THE TERRACE AREA - 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrrace, B.C. 638-7283 
;~:!:/::; i• ~:~:!:~ :~;~ 
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USINESS DIRECTOR 
Make the most of your advertising 
dollar, call one of our consultants 
today! 
~TERRaCE STANDARDI 
I SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, 
i=  
638-7283 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
.~ .~"  ~=,~_~. _ 
r " ~ ~  Inflatable Boat • • - -  : ,  -~ . .  ~ ' ~ . ,  " ~  
Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
We speolallze In conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
1 24 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
I I  - -  . i -  - .  
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING 
WINTER SPECIAL 
SPECIAL SALE 
CHECK OUT RATES FOR 
OTHER FURNITURE AND CARPET 
635:3944 
i 
7: '  
BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
" * Wedding Dresses * Invitations 
• Tuxedo Rentals * Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses * Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
~612 B ~ke~se Ave, 638"1 773 
. . . . . . .  i l l  I " " I I  - - -  " I11  r 
When you gotta' have it, We'll dgJjJ~"itl 
recountS,.. ;',:~ . . . . . . . . .  - "~\  i l=~0 ~u~ ~ '~;~.~., ~', ' :i:~: P ~ ~ . 
ii 
"Our expedltlng service wlll save your company mori~" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638.8530 
,~nn ie ' s~ 
WE FEATURE AN EXCITING NEW SPECIAL 
EVERY WEEK. CALL US FOR DETAILS! 
Perm Special $49. O 0,0., hair extra 
6-4717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
tF&jIJ'a.., 
l NEE IN r~Vca rRenta l  
Need to present a professional intage? Turnto Thrifty. 
Need a special car to spice up the weekend? Turn to 
Thrifty. In fact, you can count on Thrifty for the perfect 
car for almost any occassion. Call todayl 635-7669 
Because It's Your Money. 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING 
~ KEENA 
LEL..; I H IC  
P.O. Box 271, Terrace,,B,C, V8G 4A2 
(604)  635-6988 
Clbss  A E lectr ica l  Contractors 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs 
PHILIP HUSTAD R~g. No. 17522 
KITIMA'r - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
632-4499 ~~:m~ 
632-5585 or ~ .... , ~:~:~*'  ..... 
"FOR THAT SPECIAL  OCCASION"  
Rlde in elegant luxury; 
Celebrate in extravagance; 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TV/VCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY N0n.Smoking Vehicle 
Thornhiii Electric 
WINTER SPECi~,L 
SPECIAL SALE 
CHECK OUT RATES FOR 
OTHER FURNITURE AND CARPET 
635-3944 
• Residential  & Commerc ia l  Wiring 
• 24  hr. Answer ing Serv ice 
• Serv ice Calls our  Specia l ty  
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 
Rick McCarron 
Proprietor 
i 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
, CANADA LTD. 
- ('; ~ Mobiles Starting As Low As $699 
',,~, ~i~li~ Portables Starting As Low As $519 
Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No 4-5oo2 Po,le 638"0261 
A | IN~TNA 
mrtmmmmm m.1  1 mp~ [~ji 
~BI IWIbW'~B B I aJrll . . .  SINCE 195S 
TRANSPORTA T iON 
=- -SYSTEMS LTD.--~ 
Dal ly  f re ight  serv ice ex Vancouver  
TEL : (604)  635-2728 
FAX:(604)635-7197 . _ MEMBEROF~._~____~,~ = 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
• D i rec fors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
mo,=O pt,q,ee 24 HOUR f.~ 
& monuments Answerlflg and Pager Service ,L~, 
Terrace, Kltlmat, Smlthers I~I~=~)A/ I I J ] .  Funeral Service 
& Pdnce Rupert v~,,~,, Ik'-r"l,--v A.~soclalion 
t l  V 
LI II 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
' "No Job too. Small" 
Seniors Rates , 
3514 King Ave; : 
m,,.,~,,, .... Joumeymancarpenter ~,~-~:-, .-.--, . . . .  ....... 
~3 • ". , Ph;.635~7724 
t t t " t .-. 
't-ta/nvav  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~ Jan 
4046,-kolse Ave,, Te.=e, B.C, 635"5727 or 635-4555 
i I 
~ ~ ~ ,  W~dshield Repair/Replacements 
~ ~  • ~u,o ~,~ 
i r~ ' :~~ • ICBC Replacements 
_~.~-~1~ ~l  • Mirrors 
~: .T '~ i~ ~'~i * Windows 
~ ~  AL-C'S LTD 
, ~ . i -~ '~ 3720R 
C-k"ff~ 638-8001, in Kitimat 632-4800 
